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Abstract of the Dissertation

Computational Systems Analysis of Deterministic Pair
Rule Gene Network and Stochastic Bicoid Morphogen

Gradient in Drosophila melanogaster

by

Yu Feng Wu

Doctor of Philosophy

in

Applied Mathematics and Statistics

Stony Brook University

2011

Computational systems biology is an emerging �eld built upon advances
in biological experimentation, computational tools, and joint interdisciplinary
e�orts from physical sciences to engineering. In this thesis, I solve two impor-
tant problems in the developmental genetics of Drosophila melanogaster by
means of two di�erent computational systems approaches, one stochastic and
the other deterministic.

In the �rst problem I use exact simulations of a spatially extended Mas-
ter Equation to analyze intrinsic �uctuations in the gradient of the Bicoid
morphogen. These simulation results were in turn compared to quantitative
experimental measurements of Bicoid levels performed in �xed tissue by im-
munostaining. We selected Bicoid for this study because di�erent concentra-
tions of Bicoid can trigger di�erent developmental pathways and determine the
cell fate. These properties de�ne a morphogen gradient, and Bicoid is the best
characterized such gradient at the molecular level. At the theoretical level,
the Bicoid gradient is amenable to investigation by stochastic models because
its formation can be described by the processes of di�usion and decay, with
synthesis described by a boundary condition. I show that the intrinsic noise of
Bicoid gradient is Poisson distributed. I demonstrate how experimental noise
can be identi�ed in the logarithm domain from single embryo analysis, and
then separated from intrinsic noise in the normalized variance domain of an
ensemble statistical analysis. I show how measurement sensitivity a�ects our
observations, and how small amounts of rescaling noise can perturb the noise
strength (Fano factor) observed. I demonstrate that the biological noise level
in data can serve as a physical constraint for restricting the model's parameter
space, and for predicting the Bicoid molecular number and variation range. I
exhibit the predicted molecular number gradient together with measurement
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e�ects, and make a comparison between conditions of higher and lower vari-
ance respectively.

In the second problem I use the gene circuit method, which uses coarse-
grained chemical kinetic equations �tted by a data-driven optimization ap-
proach, to study the pattern formation regulatory control of pair-rule genes.
The mathematical model, based on mechanisms of protein synthesis, decay
and di�usion, captures the essential control of the size, location and timing
of the pair-rule stripe formation process. The gene circuits were optimized
in modular manner, such that two classes of circuits were found by system-
atically and combinatorially reducing optimization constraints. Three major
circuits were selected for detailed dynamical regulatory analysis. These cir-
cuits include 5 cross-regulating pair rule genes (eve, h, run, ftz, odd) and 7
external input gap and maternal genes (bcd, cad, hb, Kr, gt, kni, tll). The
circuits model a period of time from cycle 13 to gastrulation in a spatial re-
gion covering 44 nuclei from 35% to 78% EL, extending from eve stripe 2 to
the stripe 7 anterior border. The biological conclusions were drawn in 6 levels
based on a consensus among circuits and literature. The regulatory phasing
analysis examines a simple phasing rule based on stripe formation and shifting
constraints. The major predictions include gap gene activation on odd, with
exceptionally strong consensus among all circuits. The complete lack of un-
derstanding and literature reference for gap gene regulations of odd illustrates
the signi�cance and advantage of the computational system approach. Other
systems conclusions include that all gap gene regulation on eve is repressive,
while all gap gene regulation on odd is activating. h has the least gap gene
inputs in the circuits, which is strong contradiction to literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the �rst chapter of this dissertation, I introduce the context of this work in

a new and booming �eld of computational systems biology. I then introduce

the context of computational systems approach and the two major problems I

am going to solve in Drosophila embryo development: one to understand the

stochastic signature and molecular processes underlying the gradient of the

morphogen Bicoid gradient observed from immunostaining; the other to un-

derstand pair rule pattern formation regulatory mechanism and control in the

segmentation gene network using a speci�c computational systems approach

called gene circuit method.

1.1 Computational Systems Biology

Advances in the last 30 years in the �eld of biological science, including devel-

opmental genetics, have made tremendous progress in identifying large number

of genes involved in regulating physiological and developmental processes. The

basic regulatory mechanisms underlying these genes have also been recognized
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to a larger extent to date. This exciting progress has made it possible for

theoreticians and physical scientists to join in order to build more sophisti-

cated quantitative and predictive models, and to pursue further complexity

and meet higher challenges.

Theoreticians and physical scientists began to build fundamental math-

ematical models at many di�erent levels, from molecular to orgasmic and

subsets of regulatory processes. Theoretical e�orts in the �eld of Drosophila

embryo development include Reinitz et al. (1995); Reinitz and Sharp (1995);

Reinitz et al. (1998); Sánchez and Thie�ry (2003); Gursky et al. (2004). As the

�eld of theoretical and computational biology grow, we have more computa-

tional and informational tools at hand, also more quantitative and predictive

models evolving regulatory processes at many di�erent levels and scales. This

exciting progress has made possible for systems scientists and engineers to join,

to begin putting the pieces together toward a more integrative and higher level

systems view of the complex organism.

The timing for engineering has always relied on the maturation of tools

and basic science. Today is an exciting time with the advances of life science,

and the development of experimental and computational tools. The core of

systems biology can be de�ned as systems level reverse engineering of biology.

Systems scientists and engineers introduce a new concept of viewing biology

as an engineering system, like a jet airplane, into the �eld of life science. Sys-

tems level engineering is about how millions of parts and devices, divided into

subsystems, can function together in harmony. The huge amount of data is

familiar to engineers, for example those designing control systems for modern

passenger jets (Csete and Doyle, 2002). The paradigm shifted from the reduc-

tionist approach of identifying components, to a rigorous integration approach
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of recognizing emergent system properties. Systems work involves bridging the

gap between experimental biology and computational tools. A counterpart of

systems biology is another emerging �eld of synthetic biology. The core of syn-

thetic biology can be de�ned as systems level forward engineering of biology.

Together systems and synthetic biology constitutes a new engineering �eld

of molecular bioengineering, which is fundamentally di�erent from traditional

bioengineering in terms of scope, methodology, and applications.

In summary, computational systems biology is a collaboration of all three

levels of work, from the experimental level, to the computational level, and to

the systems engineering level (Fig. 1.1). Systems biology is also de�ned in a

broad sense as a whole-listic (holistic), inter-disciplinary, approach to under-

standing complex interactions in biology (Kitano, 2002). One major objective

is the modeling and discovery of emergent properties of system behaviors.

1.2 Computational Systems Approach

In the early phase of biology research, our knowledge about one particular

organism and its regulatory processes is extremely limited, hence we start

from drawing simple interaction diagrams and mechanism cartoons to ana-

lyze the experimental results. Later on in the research phase our knowledge

grows and the diagram becomes more complicated, for example in the study

of segmentation gene network (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), the simple diagram-

matic analysis becomes limited. It is di�cult to provide further insight into

the complex system and to keep pace with the rapidly increasing experimen-

tal information. There were increasing amounts of complex and controversial

experimental results, such as mutant and ectopic gene expression patterns,

3



EXPERIMENT
(BIOLOGY)

complexity

THEORY
(COMPUTATION)

complexity

(ENGINEERING)
SYSTEMS

Figure 1.1: The computational systems approach is a collaboration of three levels
of work, from the experimental level, to the computational and theoretical level, and
to the systems engineering level, where the engineering refers to reverse engineering
within the context of systems biology. The arrows indicate the information �ow. The
involvement and demand for theory and systems level work depends on the increase
of systems complexity. One important aspect of this approach in reaching ultimate
success is the ability to continuously re�ne and improve the model understanding
through communications and feedbacks from the experimental level.
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accumulating in the literature waiting to be resolved. Hence the development

of a more sophisticated quantitative model is necessary to move forward.

Model development and theoretical analysis usually starts from smaller and

simpler systems. For example the bicoid morphogen gradient is the most well

studied system on the morphogen �eld before full theoretical characterization

of the entire segmentation gene network (Gregor et al., 2005, 2007b,a; Houch-

mandzadeh et al., 2002, 2005). In Reinitz and Sharp (1995) and Jaeger et al.

(2004b), full dynamical models were developed to analyze an upstream sub-

set of the segmentation gene network called gap genes, and also to delineate

the stripe formation mechanism of pair-rule gene eve regulated by gap genes.

These earlier theoretical e�orts, in developing and applying the gene circuit

method, are the foundation and precursor for this dissertation work on pair

rule genes.

When the system is smaller or simpler, the systems level work is usually

trivial or obscured. Theoreticians can usually develop computational tools

and perform analysis directly. However as we move into understanding more

complex and larger scale systems (such as the downstream pair rule genes),

and toward a more integrative view of the whole organism (or the whole mor-

phogenetic �eld), a systems level challenge arises, which is usually manifested

in a form of work that is more intensive than theoreticians can carry out alone

or are trained for. These are the works that require speci�c dedication and

rigorous approaches from systems engineers, or systems biologists.

The systems engineers are specialized in model production, optimization,

simulation, analysis, representation, integration, abstraction, organization,

processing and design. The complex and creative problem solving skills in-

volve applications of multiple mathematical, computational and informational
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tool sets. Abstraction involves taking out information instead of generating

information. Integration involves putting together the system instead of break-

ing down the system. These are the fundamental strategies and guidelines on

the contrary to the other two levels of research phase in the computational

systems approach (Fig. 1.1). The model or hypothesis evaluation also requires

integration of literature, through information extraction and text mining. It

also requires communication with experimentalists, and other interdisciplinary

�elds, in getting feedbacks such as experimental results for model re�nement.

The end product of systems work should be the simplest form of integration

and conclusions drawn from both computational and experimental results, on

the complex systems operation. For example in this dissertation, a simple

regulatory map of pair rule regulation is generated similar to the cartoon dia-

grams drawn in the early research phase of experimental biology, the di�erence

however is two more levels of work underneath, from theoretical to systems

level (Fig. 1.1). We can characterize systems engineering with a quote from

Leonardo Da Vinci: "Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication." And elegance

is a form of simplicity with sophistication underneath.

To summarize (Fig. 1.1), the core of experimental work involves developing

hypotheses, implementing genetic modi�cations and carrying out quantitative

measurements. When the complexity of regulatory processes and interactions

rises, quantitative modeling and theoretical analysis are required. The core of

theoretical work involves development of mathematical models, computational,

visualization and informational tools, and the creation of online databases and

repositories for sharing data and models. When the complexity and scale of

the regulatory processes rise further, systems level analysis is required. The

core of systems level work involves abstraction and integration.
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There is also work done at the interface of the 3 levels of computational

systems approach (Fig. 1.1). For example there is high-throughput work (mea-

surement and genetic manipulations) done at the interface of the experimental

and systems level. There is model development and re�nement work done at

the interface of the experimental and theoretical level, which involves both

bench experiments and numerical programming. There are also computational

tools designed with systems level consideration, for example the gene circuit

model used in this dissertation has built-in systems level abstraction, which

is work done at the interface of both theoretical and systems level. Hence

systems work is done by both experimental biologists and theoreticians, and

there are also researchers who specialize in both hard-core experiments and

computation.

The core identity of systems level scientists and engineers, or systems biol-

ogists, are rather new. One reason is because there are no pre-existing training

program, and the context of this unique �eld is continually developing and be-

ing de�ned, depending on the advancement of both experimental and compu-

tational tool space and the biological problems to be solved. Only until very

recently there are few undergraduate and graduate department of systems

biology or systems engineering being established, with speci�cally designed

inter-disciplinary curriculum. Working at the frontier of systems biology also

involve higher risk taking and losing depth of skills from the experimental and

theoretical level. This dissertation work is fully dedicated to help de�ne the

context of the systems level work in computational systems biology.

In the following section I introduce the context of Drosophila embryo de-

velopment, which is the background of the two main problems I am going to

solve using the computational systems approach.
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1.3 Drosophila Embryogenesis and Segmenta-

tion

Many animals, from worms and insects to human beings, have segmented

body patterns. The fruit �y Drosophila melanogaster is the most thoroughly

studied example of a segmented animal today. The adult body of fruit �y

Drosophila melanogaster has fourteen repeating units of segments. There are

three segments in the head (mandibular, maxillary, and labial), three in the

thorax (T1�T3) and eight in the abdomen (A1�A8) (Lawrence, 1992). Each

segment has a di�erent identity speci�ed by the Hox genes (Gilbert and Sarkar,

2000). The Drosophila embryo have a roughly ellipsoid shape, with an antero-

posterior (A�P)�axis approximately 500 µm, and a dorso-ventral (D�V)�axis

about 150 µm.

The life cycle of the �y consists of an embryogenesis stage (∼1 day), a

larval stage (∼4 days), a pupal stage (∼4 days), and adulthood (∼60 days)

(Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985). The body segments are determined

during the �rst three hours of embryo development (Gilbert, 2003). This stage

is further subdivided by 13 synchronous nuclear divisions (mitoses), into 13

cleavage cycles. Cleavage cycle n is de�ned as the time between the end of

mitosis n−1, and the end of mitosis n. No tissue growth is involved during this

process (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985). Nuclear divisions happen

in rapid succession without formation of cell membranes between the nuclei

(i.e. the embryo is a syncytium). Each nucleus is surrounded by an island of

cytoplasm stabilized by the cytoskeleton. Thus, the embryo may be thought

of as a collection of cells not delimited by membranes.

Cleavage cycles 1�9 last only about 10 minutes (min) each. Following the
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ninth division, a majority of the nuclei migrate to the periphery of the embryo,

leaving behind the yolk cells. The embryo is then a blastoderm, and remains

in this state for four more cleavage cycles (10�14A). The part of cycle 14 before

the onset of gastrulation is called cleavage cycle 14A. Between cleavage cycles

10 and 13, cell-cycle length increases from 10 to about 15�20 min, while cycle

14A is approximately 50 min long (Foe and Alberts, 1983; Foe, 1989). Cleavage

cycles 10�14A (covering approximately 1½ hrs before the onset of gastrulation)

are called the syncytial blastoderm stage of development. During the middle

of cycle 14A, the cell membrane begins to invaginate; this is called cellulariza-

tion. During late cycle 14A, the embryo undergoes the midblastula transition

(Renzis et al., 2007), when maternal mRNA and proteins are degraded, and

zygotic transcription increases many fold. At the completion of cellularization

(end of cycle 14A), the embryo undergoes a complex set of tissue movements,

called gastrulation, that leads to the formation of the germ layers.

1.4 Segmentation Gene Network

Mutagenesis screens saturating the entire genome of Drosophila melanogaster

with mutations have led to the isolation of an almost complete set of genes

involved in segment determination (Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980;

Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1984; Jürgens et al., 1984; Wieschaus et al., 1984;

Schüpbach and Wieschaus, 1986; Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1987; Ingham, 1988).

Based on their mutant phenotypes, these genes have been subdivided into four

hierarchical layers from maternal coordinate genes (Nüsslein-Volhard et al.,

1987) to zygotic gap genes, pair-rule genes, and segment-polarity genes (Nüsslein-

Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). Analyses of genetic epistasis have revealed the
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hierarchical regulatory layers (Akam, 1987; Ingham, 1988), and de�ned genes

in higher layers regulate genes in lower layers, but not vice versa. In addition,

there is cross-regulation among genes in the same hierarchical layer. Most

of the maternal coordinate and zygotic segmentation genes encode transcrip-

tion factors and in turn regulate the expression of zygotic segmentation genes

through transcriptional control.

Maternal coordinate genes are expressed from the mother's genome. The

proteins of the maternal coordinate genes form monotonic gradients from

mRNA deposited in the egg by the mother. There are three groups of ma-

ternal genes (Schüpbach and Wieschaus, 1986). The anterior group speci�es

the formation of the head and thorax, the posterior group speci�es the ab-

domen, and the terminal group speci�es the terminal regions. The anterior

system acts primarily through bcd, and is independent of the posterior sys-

tem and the terminal system in the presumptive germ band of the embryo

(Driever and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988a). bcd sets up another maternal gradient

in the syncytium, caudal (Mlodzik et al., 1985), by repressing its translation

(Rivera-Pomar et al., 1996). cad is expressed both maternally and zygotically,

and embryos lacking both maternal and zygotic gene function show segment

deletions like the gap genes (Macdonald and Struhl, 1986). Another gene with

both maternal and zygotic activity is the gap gene hunchback (hb) (Tautz

et al., 1987; Tautz, 1988). The posterior maternal system acts through hb by

repressing the translation of its uniformly distributed maternal mRNA (Irish

et al., 1989; Lehmann and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1991). The terminal system acts

through two genes with gap gene-like activity, tailless (tll) and huckebein (hkb)

(Casanova, 1990; Reinitz and Levine, 1990; Du�y and Perrimon, 1994).

The gap genes are expressed in broad overlapping domains, and are among
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Figure 1.2: The averaged gap gene expression patterns of hb, Kr, gt and kni from

cycle 13 to the onset of gastrulation. cad and tll are not included. Source of data is

from FlyEx (http://�yex.uchicago.edu/�yex/). The relative protein concentrations

(�uorescence intensity observed from immunostaining) are on a relative scale from 0

to 255. The spatial index is in percentage embryo length. Times and gene products

are shown in the key.
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the �rst zygotic targets of the maternal transcription factors (Gaul and Jäckle,

1987; Tautz, 1988; Driever and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1989; Hoch et al., 1991;

Eldon and Pirrotta, 1991; Kraut and Levine, 1991; Rivera-Pomar et al., 1995).

Mutations in gap genes (hunchback (hb), Krüppel (Kr), knirps (kni) and giant

(gt)) lead to deletion of contiguous blocks of segments. Gap gene expression is

initiated during cleavage cycles 10�12 (Knipple et al., 1985; Tautz et al., 1987;

Rothe et al., 1989; Mohler et al., 1989; Pritchard and Schubiger, 1996). By the

late blastoderm stage, the protein products of these genes are present in one or

two sharply de�ned, broad, overlapping domains (Figure 1.2). All gap genes

encode transcription factors (Tautz et al., 1987; Tautz, 1988; Bender et al.,

1988; Preiss et al., 1985; Nauber et al., 1988; Mohler et al., 1989), which in

combination with maternal factors regulate the establishment of the periodic

pair-rule expression patterns (Figure 1.3), which are the focus of the second

part of this thesis.

The pair rule genes then control the initiation of the expression of segment-

polarity genes at the onset of gastrulation, which become expressed in 14

narrow stripes and form the segmental prepattern (Lawrence, 1981; Martinez-

Arias and Lawrence, 1985; Ingham and Martinez-Arias, 1992). Two of the

segment-polarity genes are engrailed (en) and wingless (wg) (Jaynes and Fu-

jioka, 2004; Swantek and Gergen, 2004).

Now we consider the pair-rule genes and maternal bicoid gradient in more

detail. This thesis will look at two questions at the frontiers of Bcd (Gre-

gor et al., 2005, 2007b,a; Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002, 2005; Driever and

Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988b,a) and pair-rule studies (Surkova et al., 2008; Jaynes

and Fujioka, 2004; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al.,

1989; Howard and Struhl, 1990; Warrior and Levine, 1990; Gutjahr et al., 1993;
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Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Yu and Pick, 1995), based on previous foundational

work on gap genes (Reinitz et al., 1995; Reinitz and Sharp, 1995; Reinitz et al.,

1998; Jaeger et al., 2004b,a; Manu et al., 2009, 2008).

1.5 Stochastic Fluctuations of the Morphogen

Gradient

Recently considerable attention has been given to the characterization and un-

derstanding of intrinsic molecular noise in biological systems (Bar-Even et al.,

2006; Blake et al., 2003; Elowitz et al., 2002; Newman et al., 2006; Pedraza

and van Oudenaarden, 2005; Raj et al., 2006; Rosenfeld et al., 2005; Volfson

et al., 2006). Nearly all of these studies were performed using in vivo �uo-

rescent reporters in single cell systems. In multicellular organisms, however,

most quantitative gene expression data are obtained from �xed tissues. Ex-

amples of such data for the Drosophila segmentation system are contained in

the FlyEx database, which provides spatiotemporal data on the expression of

developmental segmentation genes (Poustelnikova et al., 2004). These data on

protein expression levels are at cellular resolution and were obtained by means

of immuno�uorescence histochemistry and confocal scanning microscopy. At a

large spatial scale, expression levels in these embryos form expression domains

characteristic for each gene, but smaller �uctuations in expression levels be-

tween adjacent nuclei appear random. In this thesis, I investigate the question

of whether these �uctuations are a consequence of intrinsic molecular noise

or stem from some type of measurement uncertainty. These alternatives are,

of course, not mutually exclusive. A complicating factor in separating the

above alternatives is that each one involves an unknown chemical mechanism.
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Intrinsic noise will have a major contribution from �uctuations in the rate

of initiation of transcription, but the chemical mechanisms underlying this

process in multicellular organisms are very poorly understood. Measurement

uncertainty can stem from chemical causes such as �uctuations in the number

of primary and secondary antibody molecules which bind to proteins in the

�xed embryo. The chemistry of this process is also very poorly understood. If

observations could be made on a process whose �uctuation properties could be

reliably predicted by a numerical model, comparison of the predicted �uctu-

ations with those observed will provide critical information for distinguishing

whether observed nucleus-to-nucleus variations are a consequence of intrinsic

biological noise or merely �uctuations arising from the staining procedure.

An excellent candidate for a process with predictable �uctuation properties

is one that involves only di�usion and �rst order decay. There is good evidence

that the formation of the protein gradient of the morphogen Bicoid (Bcd) takes

place by means of these two processes. Bcd protein is distributed in an expo-

nential pro�le along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis with higher concentra-

tions towards the anterior (Driever and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988b; Struhl et al.,

1989). This gradient forms by translation of maternally deposited mRNA at

the anterior pole of the embryo, and the synthesized protein spreads through

the syncytial embryo by di�usion accompanied by decay (Houchmandzadeh

et al., 2005). The observed exponential pro�le corresponds to a solution of

Fick's equation for a substance undergoing �rst order decay and di�using from

a point source in one dimension, and hence it is reasonable to suppose that

the reaction-di�usion mechanism leading to the formation of the gradient is

reasonably well understood. Quantitative observations of this gradient in �xed

tissue exhibit small �uctuations between neighboring nuclei, while the overall
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exponential pro�le ensures that such �uctuations can be monitored over a wide

range of concentrations which extend to the lower limits of detectability.

The intrinsic �uctuations of the Bcd gradient will be well described by a

stochastic Reaction-Di�usion Master Equation (RDME). Such equations typi-

cally do not have analytic solutions and are usually solved by running repeated

stochastic simulations. A well known simulation algorithm due to Gillespie

(Gillespie, 1976, 1977) performs an exact simulation of the Chemical Master

Equation for a well mixed system. This method has been extended to spatially

distributed systems by Elf and others (Elf and Ehrenberg, 2004; Fange and

Elf, 2006). These authors divide the spatially extended system into a series

of subvolumes that are small enough to be regarded as well mixed. In each

subvolume chemical reactions are simulated by Gillespie's algorithm, while

di�usion between subvolumes is treated as a �rst order reaction. In fact, an

exact solution can be found (Lepzelter and Wang, 2008) for the simple Bcd

morphogen gradient model. This study appeared after the work reported in

chapter 2 was published and did not include a comparison with experimental

observations.

In this �rst part of this thesis, I compare the results of such simulations

to data in order to discover whether or not the data is su�ciently accurate as

to exhibit the signature of a simple stochastic process. Stochastic processes

underlying biological regulation can in general form complex patterns as a

result of the reaction network, and for this reason a full consideration of 3

dimensional geometry is often necessary (Elf and Ehrenberg, 2004). In the

case considered here �uctuations occur passively in the course of di�usion and

the statistical signature that I seek is independent of detailed geometry. For

these reasons, I chose to model a 1 dimensional system.
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1.6 Pair-Rule Genes

Pair-rule genes are the second major focus of this thesis. Pair-rule genes,

including even-skipped (eve), hairy (h), runt (run), fushi-tarazu (ftz), odd-

skipped (odd), sloppy-paired (slp), paired (prd), are expressed in overlapping

stripes with double segment periodicity. The initial striped patterns of all

pair-rule genes, with the exception of slp and prd, are quite similar, containing

seven stripes each 3-4 nuclei wide. They di�er primarily with respect to the

location of the stripes relative to one another. For example, the pair-rule genes

eve and ftz are expressed in seven roughly complementary stripes overlapping

at their edges along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo trunk. Surkova

et al. (2008) has the most thoroughly published study of pair-rule patterns.

It also introduced the shifts of pair-rule stripes, which will be covered later in

this thesis. Mutations in pair-rule genes a�ect every other segment. Although

the null mutant phenotype of eve is more complicated, involving the complete

loss of segmental patterns (Frasch et al., 1988), and slp may also be considered

as a segment-polarity gene (Swantek and Gergen, 2004).

The control of pair rule genes expression are in fact very poorly understood.

The earlier research phase of experimental work (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004;

Howard and Ingham, 1986; Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989; Howard

and Struhl, 1990; Warrior and Levine, 1990; Gutjahr et al., 1993; Klingler

and Gergen, 1993; Yu and Pick, 1995) has revealed the daunting complexity

underlying pair rule stripe formation. For example, even when a gap gene

directly controls a pair-rule gene, it a�ects multiple stripes. In kni- mutant

embryos (Frasch and Levine, 1987), eve stripes 4, 5 and 6 are essentially absent,

and it is unclear whether kni a�ects each border the same way. There are also

indirect e�ects involved on other gap genes. In Kr mutant embryos (Frasch
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and Levine, 1987), eve stripes 2-6 are disrupted, presumably stripes 5 and

6 are disrupted because kni is absent (Pankratz et al., 1989). In hb mutant

embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989), Kr expression expands anteriorly (Jäckle

et al., 1986; Gaul et al., 1987), while h expression shifts anteriorly and is

lost within the new anterior Kr domain (Carroll et al., 1988). The combined

action from pair rule cross regulation, in addition to gap and maternal genes,

further complicates the regulatory understanding. The current experimental

work has generated large amount of complex mutant gene expression patterns

and other, ectopic, experimental results accumulating in the literature, mostly

left without a sound explanation or clear resolution.

All of the systems complexity, resulting in obscurity and frustration in the

literature, demands a computational systems approach. In the earlier phase

of theoretical work (Bodnar, 1997; Sánchez and Thie�ry, 2003), the computa-

tional approaches implemented are at a much simpli�ed, Boolean, level. These

Boolean models, under much restricted systems assumptions, though capture

some qualitative behavior and provide the �rst leg up into the computational

systems analysis of complex network, are still far from realistic dynamical

analysis application. Another foundational but more advanced coarse-grained

computational modeling approach being developed is called the "gene circuit

method", which is used in this thesis and introduced in the next section. This

reverse-engineered dynamical neural network model can reproduce more re-

alistic pattern formation dynamics, and has been applied on smaller subsets

of upstream gap genes (Jaeger et al., 2004b,a; Manu et al., 2009, 2008), and

on eve stripe formation study (Reinitz et al., 1995; Reinitz and Sharp, 1995;

Reinitz et al., 1998). Based on these foundational work and better resolution

gene expression data, I can apply and extend this gene circuit method to ana-
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lyze the more complex pair rule gene network, and show that the more robust

model also demands more extensive systems level analysis.

Overall, the absence of realistic model and systems level understanding on

pair rule genes in the literature signi�es the intellectual importance of this

thesis to advance into computational systems approach.

1.7 Gene Circuits

In this thesis I use a speci�c computational systems approach, called the gene

circuit method (Mjolsness et al., 1991; Reinitz and Sharp, 1995, 1996), to

study the pattern formation of pair-rule genes. The aim is to reverse engineer

the pair-rule gene regulatory network from a dynamical systems perspective,

in particular to clarify the pair-rule gene cross regulations. More speci�cally,

to understand how gene regulatory interactions control the size, location and

timing of the pair-rule stripe formation processes. The quantitative model

obtained in this project can help support and elucidate genetic experimental

results. Mutant simulations of such models may further help interpret obser-

vations from mutant experimental studies. The dynamical model can further

serve as a learning and designing tool for predicting and guiding future exper-

iments.

The gene circuit method is a data-driven mathematical modeling approach

that aims to extract information about dynamical regulatory interactions be-

tween transcription factors from given gene expression patterns. Gene circuits

are gene network models based on coarse-grained kinetic equations. Model

parameters are not �xed a priori, but rather obtained using numerical opti-

mization of model output against a large dataset of gene expression patterns.
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Therefore dynamical analysis of such circuits obtained can provide novel in-

sights into the biological regulation underlying the gene expression data. The

model demonstrates how intricate balances between synthesis, decay and di�u-

sion among segmentation genes establish the complex pair-rule segmentation

patterns, and how balances of linear regulatory inputs from di�erent genes

determine the dynamics of synthesis for each gene at di�erent spatial posi-

tions of nuclei. The pattern dynamics of segmentation morphogens have been

characterized in our databases (Surkova et al., 2008; Myasnikova et al., 2001),

and a clear understanding of how such dynamical patterns are regulated by

speci�c gene interactions is the aim of the gene circuit method.

The gene circuit method has been applied on subsets of the gap gene regu-

latory network (Jaeger et al., 2004b,a; Sharp and Reinitz, 1998; Gursky et al.,

2004) and eve regulation by gap genes (Reinitz and Sharp, 1995; Reinitz et al.,

1995, 1998). These works which develop the gene circuit tools are the foun-

dation for this thesis. And this thesis serves as an extension to complete this

method toward applications on more complicated and integrative systems of

the morphogen �eld, and addresses the systems level challenges that arise in

achieving the goal.

In the next chapter I will introduce in more detail the theoretical and

experimental level of work in the gene circuit method, and demonstrate the

systems level challenges, work that is required, when facing more complex

systems.
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Chapter 2

Master Equation Simulation

Analysis of Immunostained Bicoid

Morphogen Gradient

This chapter is now published on BMC Systems Biology 1:52 (2007). Here I

will start with technical account in materials and methods, followed by detailed

analysis in its application.

2.1 Materials and Methods

2.1.1 Stochastic simulations

The Bcd gradient was modeled in one dimension with 101 homogeneous cubic

subvolumes indexed by j from 0 to 100. Each subvolume has sides of length

l = 5µm and volume ∆ = l3. These dimensions were chosen in light of

those of actual Drosophila embryos, which are 500µm long. The subvolume
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dimensions are very close to those of blastoderm nuclei. In the �rst subvolume

(j = 0), corresponding to the anterior pole of the embryo, I assume a zero-

order synthesis reaction of Bcd molecules with constant rate J (molecules/s),

representing the translation of a maternally deposited and localized stationary

mRNA pool after egg deposition. The jth subvolume contains nj molecules

of Bcd, which are the state variables of the model. I take initial conditions

to be nj = 0 ∀ j. Di�usion of Bcd is modeled as a �rst-order elementary

reaction for the exchange of molecules between neighboring subvolumes with

rate constant k = D/l2 seconds−1, where D is the e�ective Fickian di�usion

constant. Dispersed degradation (decay) of Bcd is also modeled as a �rst-order

reaction in all subvolumes with rate constant ω (seconds−1).

Thus, for subvolumes j = 0 to j = 100, the RDME is given by

dP ({nj}, t)
d t

= (E−1
0 − 1)JP ({nj}, t)

+
100∑
j=0

[ (E+1
j − 1) ω nj P ({nj}, t) ]

+
100∑
j=0

∑
k∈{j±1}

[ (E+1
j E−1

k − 1) (
D

l2
) nj P ({nj}, t) ],

(2.1)

where P ({nj}, t) is the joint probability of state vector

{nj} = [n0, . . . , nj, . . . , n100].

The state operator, E, is de�ned so that E±1
j f(..., nj, ...) = f(..., nj ± 1, ...).

Monte Carlo simulations of the behavior of this equation were obtained using

the publicly available software MesoRD 0.2.0 (Hattne et al., 2005). MesoRD

can automatically generate a stochastic or deterministic model from its input,

and I make use of this feature in the work presented here. In the deterministic

limit, mesoRD calculates the mean trajectory 〈n̂j〉(t). By converting the initial
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values of the state variables into concentrations, mesoRD can then integrate

the classical Reaction-Di�usion Rate Equation (RDRE) given by

∂C

∂t
= D

∂2C

∂x2
− ωC, (2.2)

where C is the concentration of Bcd. Boundary conditions are given by

∂xC|x=0= −J/∆ and ∂xC|x=500= 0. The steady-state solution can be well

approximated by C(x) ≈ a exp(−x/λ), where a = (J/∆)λ and λ =
√

(D/ω).

MesoRD solves the deterministic equation by �xing the mesh size at the num-

ber of subvolumes chosen for the stochastic system. I used the built-in Euler

solver with a stepsize of 0.001 second after verifying that these settings yielded

stable and accurate solutions. Further analysis of simulations in comparison

with quantitative immunostained data were performed in MATLAB.

2.1.2 Quantitative data

I used Bcd protein expression data from cleavage cycle 13 (Foe and Alberts,

1983) that were downloaded from the FlyEx database (Poustelnikova et al.,

2004) http://urchin.spbcas.ru/flyex. In FlyEx, confocal scans have been

processed into tables containing average �uorescence levels in each nucleus

(Janssens et al., 2005); these �uorescence levels are linearly proportional to

Bcd concentration (Gregor et al., 2007b), and hence to molecular number.

Data were taken from the central 10% strip along the A-P axis with their D-V

coordinate suppressed, and normalized to remove the non-speci�c background

(Myasnikova et al., 2005). The gradient is in a steady state at cycle 13 (Surkova

et al., 2008). For quantitative analysis and comparison with the model, I

pooled data into 5µm 1D intervals to compare with the 5µm subvolumes of

the stochastic model. For certain purposes I considered a 17 member subset
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of embryos among which the inverse of the spatial exponential coe�cient λ

varied by less than 1%. This subset contained embryos ab15, cb2, ac1, hz8,

ac6, iz4, cb19, ac2, cb31, iz15, ac16, ad18, ad31, hz30, be1, hz33 and as22

from FlyEx.

In the following, I �rst characterize the statistical properties of random

variations in expression level between adjacent nuclei of individual embryos

and compare them to the results of stochastic simulations. At the level of single

embryos, I do not �nd a clear signature of stochastic processes in the data,

but the need to separate spatially changing mean expression values from their

variation limits the amount of statistical information that can be obtained

from individual embryos. To address this problem, I consider ensembles of

embryos, both over the whole dataset and over a restricted subset with low

embryo-to-embryo variation.

In order to interpret these data, I introduce a stochastic model of the

immunostaining procedure. I denote all random variables in this article with

an upper hat but write a speci�c value without the hat. Thus, for example,

n̂j denotes a random variable for the number of Bcd molecules in subvolume

j, while nj denotes a particular value of this variable.

2.2 Single embryo analysis in the logarithmic

domain

I �nd that the Bcd pro�les of individual embryos observed by immunostain-

ing (Fig. 2.1A) are exponential, as previously reported (Driever and Nüsslein-

Volhard, 1988a; Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002; Surkova et al., 2008). This pro-

�le strongly supports the model of an e�ective Fickian di�usion which gives
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an exponential decay solution at steady state (Gregor et al., 2005; Houch-

mandzadeh et al., 2005). Each embryo contains a collection of observations of

expression (with variation) Ij, and the observed properties of the exponential

gradient will depend on the data through a function F embodying the least

squares �tting procedure such that

F [ Ij ] = a exp(−j/λ). (2.3)

The residuals of the exponential vary from embryo to embryo in our data. In

logarithmic coordinates the size of the residuals is independent of j for the

anterior portion of the embryo, and in certain embryos (such as ms18) the size

of the residuals is completely independent of j (Fig. 2.1B). For these embryos,

the residuals are well described by

ln(Ij) = ln(a) − j/λ + Ŵ , (2.4)

where Ŵ is an unknown random variable independent of j, so that the variance

of ln(Ij) is equal to the variance of Ŵ .

2.2.1 Intrinsic noise is insu�cient

In order to understand whether the observed characteristic variation is a conse-

quence of intrinsic �uctuations in Bcd molecular number, I performed stochas-

tic simulations of an RDME which describes the time evolution of the Bcd

gradient and compared them to data. I imagine the observed intensity Ij to

be a particular value of the random variable Îj. I further suppose that the ran-

dom variable Îj is determined by a direct linear rescaling of the Bcd molecular

number such that

Îj = m n̂j, (2.5)
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where the factor m represents the proportionality between one Bcd molecule

and the corresponding �uorescence intensity, which includes the combined ef-

fects of tissue �xation, �rst and second antibody binding, �uorescence excita-

tion and image processing.

As I do not know the exact in vivo system parameters and molecular num-

ber within each nucleus, I performed a complete inspection of the behavior

of the variance of m n̂j in the four dimensional parameter space f(m, J,D, ω),

where J is the synthesis rate of Bcd in the anterior compartment, ω is its decay

rate, and D is the di�usion coe�cient. It was always true that the residuals

in logarithmic coordinate increased towards the posterior of the embryo, or

in other words at lower levels of Bcd. This behavior strongly contrasts with

the position-independent residuals seen in Figure 2.1 and described in equa-

tion (2.4).

2.2.2 Measurement rescaling noise dominates

The simulation results suggest that intrinsic noise cannot explain the pattern

of variance seen in Figure 2.1. Another possibility is the measurement pro-

cess itself. In order to analyze this process, I consider a simple model of the

measurement of �uorescence intensity, where

Îj = α̂ n̂j + β̂. (2.6)

Here α̂ is a spatially uniform random variable which replaces m in equa-

tion (2.5), and β̂ is a spatially uniform random variable which represents

nonspeci�c background staining. This picture allows us to consider noise that

arises from both intrinsic and measurement related sources.

The simplest way to understand the consequences of (2.6) is to imagine
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the consequences if only one of α̂, n̂j, and β̂ are allowed to have �nite variance

while the other two are constrained to deterministic (zero variance) behavior.

I have already pointed out that allowing �nite variance for n̂j with α̂ and β̂

deterministic leads to an increase of variance towards the posterior. The same

is true if all noise comes from β̂, that is if noise from background staining

dominates. This will also lead to more noise in the logarithmic domain towards

the posterior as β̂ provides a larger proportion of the total detected signal. Let

us next consider the case where all noise comes from α̂.

In order to understand the role of α̂, note that the spatial pattern of vari-

ance observed in Figure 2.1 can be captured by an exponential function multi-

plied by a normal random variable. This suggests that the simplest picture for

(2.6) is given by assuming that there is no background noise β̂ and no intrinsic

noise for Bcd so that n̂j = 〈n̂j〉. Moreover, it suggests that the rescaling noise

α̂ from measurement uncertainty is uniform across the embryo (independent

of j) and is normally distributed with

α̂ = m (1 + σα N̂(0, 1)), (2.7)

where N̂(0, 1) is a normal independent random variable with mean 0 and

variance 1. Then I can model Îj by

Îj = α̂ 〈n̂j〉. (2.8)

In steady state, 〈n̂j〉 = a/m exp(−j/λ). Taking logarithms allows us to write

ln(Îj) = ln(a) − j/λ + ln(1 + σα N̂(0, 1)).

Comparison with equation (2.4) indicates that Ŵ = ln(1 + σα N̂(0, 1)).

The reason I do not see intrinsic noise in this individual embryo is most

likely low measurement sensitivity, that is to say a low molecule-to-�uorescence
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mean rescaling ratio m. When m is small enough, it can mask the variance of

n̂j because the variance of the rescaled gradient is given by

var(m n̂j) = m2var(n̂j).

As m2 → 0 with var(n̂j) bounded in a reasonable way throughout the embryo,

I will get var(m n̂j) → 0. Hence the rescaled gradient m n̂j can be treated as

deterministic by letting

m n̂j = 〈m n̂j〉 = m 〈n̂j〉.

In summary, I suspect the nucleus-to-nucleus variation observed in our

data comes chie�y from the experimental rescaling noise α̂, which is normally

distributed. If Bcd intrinsic noise is to be observed, then the �uorescence noise

intensity should be a function of the mean intensity in logarithm, instead

of a constant as observed in embryo ms18. Nevertheless, the necessity of

considering data in spatially resolved bins limits the amount of information

that can be obtained from a single embryo. More information can be obtained

by pooling data from many embryos, and I discuss this point in the next

section.

2.3 Statistical analysis of an ensemble of em-

bryos

Statistical analysis of many embryos is required in order to take our analysis

further. This analysis will show how physical constraints on the model can be

inferred from the ensemble dataset, and independent random variables sepa-

rated. I consider a set of embryos indexed by i with expression levels Iij, and
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then pool data from corresponding bins to obtain the ensemble dataset
∪
i

Iij.

Since this dataset includes embryo-to-embryo variability, i.e. the variation of

system parameters and experimental conditions over di�erent embryos, the

variance of the ensemble pro�le will be an upper bound for the average vari-

ance within each embryo. This allows us to identify physical constraints for

system parameters and to determine if the model behaves properly within the

permitted range of parameters.

I de�ne independent global random variables Îj = α̂ n̂j + β̂ as described in

the last section with normal distributed measurement uncertainty α̂ = m (1 +

σα N̂(0, 1)). I also now assume that background noise is normally distributed

with β̂ = σβ N̂(0, 1). I assume such global random variable represent the

average variability for each embryo. The statistics of simulated global random

variables were then collected from 2000 stochastic simulation runs and the

Bcd molecular number random variable n̂j were sampled after reaching steady

state. In this section I explicitly consider the e�ects of di�erent choices for the

molecule-to-�uorescence rescaling ratio m by comparing simulations to data

at di�ering values of this parameter. Because m is not an explicit input to

the model, this comparison is e�ected by varying the synthesis rate J , which

varies the molecular number, and comparing the behavior of the model to

�uorescence data which is on a �xed but arbitrary scale.

I seek optimal values of m such that the simulated global random variable

Îj is constrained by the variation observed in the immunostained ensemble
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data
∪
i

Iij by the condition

〈Îj〉 = 〈
∪
i

Iij 〉 (2.9a)

var(Îj) ≤ var(
∪
i

Iij ). (2.9b)

Because comparison with mean and variance of the ensemble data is not

straightforward, I approximate the above conditions by comparing their expo-

nential �t, F, and the normalized variance η2, where η2 = var(I) / 〈I〉2, and

I = Îj or Iij for simulation and data respectively. Then (2.9a) and (2.9b)

become

〈Îj〉 = F[
∪
i

Iij ] (2.10a)

η2(Îj) ≤ η2(
∪
i

Iij ). (2.10b)

In (2.10a), 〈Îj〉 = ma
′
exp(−j/λ

′
) from simulation and F[

∪
i

Iij ] = a exp(−j/λ)

from the ensemble data. Because λ
′
is only determined by D and ω, I �rst

select combinations of D and ω such that λ
′
= λ. Selecting a synthesis rate J

determines a′, and also m, because m = a/a
′
. Finally, biologically reasonable

values of J are determined by the constraint (2.10b).

I seek to establish which terms of equation (2.6) dominate the observed

variance in di�erent parts of the embryo. To do this, I will graphically com-

pare the total observed variance with a set of simulations in which variance

arises from di�erent subsets of the random variables in (2.6). I denote these

restricted models by placing brackets around the subset of random variables

which contribute to the variance. Thus the full model in (2.6) can be de-

noted by Îj = [α̂nβ]. A model with no variance contributed by background

is denoted by [α̂n] = α̂ n̂j, while models in which all variance is contributed
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only by rescaling, background, or molecular number are denoted respectively

by [α̂] = α̂ 〈n̂j〉, [β̂] = m 〈n̂j〉 + β̂, and [n̂] = m n̂j. Using this notation, a

comparison of the de�nition of η2 with (2.6) shows that I can write

η2(Îj) = η2([α̂n]) + η2([β̂])

= η2([n̂]) + σ2
α var(n̂jN̂(0, 1)) / 〈n̂j〉2 + η2([β̂]).

(2.11)

The middle term of the above equation simpli�es even further when the molec-

ular number is large so that n̂j = 〈n̂j〉 and hence σ2
α var(n̂jN̂(0, 1)) = σ2

α. If

the contribution of background noise β̂ is also small then it is the case that

η2(Îj) = σ2
α = η2([α̂]). (2.12)

In summary, when Bcd molecular number is large in the anterior region of

the embryo, I expect to see a constant level of normalized variance in our

�uorescence data, contributed solely by rescaling noise α̂. Thus, α̂ can be

identi�ed independently from m and other random variables in our data.

2.3.1 Physical constraints from a high-variance ensemble

of embryos

I �rst show results of the above statistical comparison using all 89 FlyEx cycle

13 embryos. This ensemble contains 9400 nuclei, with about 150 nuclei per

bin. In Figure 2.2A I see that the normalized variance of the ensemble data

η2(
∪
i

Iij ) asymptotically approaches the simulation curve η2([α̂]) = σ2
α in the

anterior region of the embryo. σα values that are too high will place the black

model curve above the data points on the left, and this constrains σα to be

less than 0.2.

With regard to the molecular parameters of di�usion, adopting the value

of D = 17.2 (µm2/s) given in the literature (Gregor et al., 2005) together
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Figure 2.2: (A) The normalized variance. In the key, �Data� denotes the members
of η2(

∪
i

Iij ) from the high-variance ensemble of 89 embryos. Lines denote simulation

results as shown in the key. [αnβ] denotes the full model η2(Îj) = η2([α̂nβ]), [α]
denotes η2([α̂]), [n] denotes η2([n̂]), and [β] denotes η2([β̂]). The parameters used
in simulation were σα = 0.2, σβ = 1.7, J = 30 (molecules/s), m = 0.7, D = 17.2
(µm2/s) and ω = 0.0027 (s−1). (B) is a scatterplot of Bcd molecular number n̂j ,
while the inset shows simulated �uorescence intensity for models and parameters
used in panel A. (C) shows the residuals (deviations from mean) of panel B. (D),
(E) and (F) show the same information as panel A, B, and C respectively, but
from the low-variance ensemble of 17 embryos, with parameters used in simulation
σα = 0.13, σβ = 1.0, J = 200 (molecules/s), m = 0.07, D = 17.2 (µm2/s) and
ω = 0.00215 (s−1). Note that the axes in panel A and D are scaled di�erently, and
the absolute molecule number is shown in the inset to panel E.
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with our observed value of λ = 80.65 (µm) for this ensemble implies that

ω = 0.0027 (s−1) in order to satisfy (2.10a). These values, for any J , will

cause the mean molecular number gradient, 〈n̂j〉, to be in steady state after

about 4000 seconds (cycle 8). A lower bound of J > 30 (molecules/s) and an

upper bound of m < 0.7 is imposed by the experimentally observed magnitude

of η2. Finally, I estimate the constraint for background noise β̂ by satisfying

(2.10b) in the posterior end of the embryo. Violation of the inequality (2.10b)

would cause the black model curve to be above the data on the right hand

side of Figure 2.2A, and hence I have an upper bound σβ < 1.7.

In summary, analysis of our high-variance ensemble of embryos dataset

implies that the Bcd synthesis rate is higher than 30 (molecules/s). Figure 2.2B

shows a scatterplot of the molecular number associated with this synthesis rate.

The panel indicates that most nuclei in the anterior �fth of the embryo contain

more than 200 molecules of Bcd after reaching steady state, and that these

molecular numbers can �uctuate over a range of more than 80 molecules in

this region (Fig. 2.2C). This panel shows that these molecular �uctuations,

even at the largest level of normalized variance compatible with data, still

do not account for the observed variance in experimental observations. The

additional variance comes chie�y from rescaling noise α̂. Background noise β̂

only has a signi�cant e�ect at the posterior end of the embryo, and indeed

dominates the normalized variance in that region (Fig. 2.2A). Towards the

posterior, η2([β̂]) rises faster than η2(n̂j), and its sharp rise may in certain

cases serve as a marker to distinguish regimes dominated by molecular noise

from those dominated by background noise.
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2.3.2 Physical constraints from a low-variance ensemble

of embryos

In the ensemble of embryos discussed above, a portion of the variance observed

is likely to stem from embryo to embryo variation in staining conditions and

inherent biological parameters. In order to �nd a better upper limit for ob-

served molecular �uctuations, it is desirable to analyze a set of embryos whose

properties are as uniform as possible. In order to generate such a set, I con-

sidered the value of λi in the exponential �t F [ Iij ] = ai exp(−j/λi) to each

embryo. I then grouped embryos according to common values of 1/λi, taken

to two decimal places. In the largest such group, which contained 17 members,

I rescaled the data to a common amplitude by letting

I
′

ij =
〈ai〉
ai

Iij. (2.13)

These 17 processed embryos constitute an ensemble
∪
i

I
′
ij for statistical analysis

as described in the previous section. A trade-o� of this treatment is the loss

of statistical sample size, with only around 30 nuclei in each bin.

Figure 2.2D shows that this ensemble of 17 embryos has lower normalized

variance compared to the 89 embryos ensemble in Figure 2.2A. The �uctuation

of normalized variance is also higher because of smaller sample size. Note that

rescaling noise is dominant over a larger portion of the embryo than is the

case for the full 89 embryo ensemble. I estimate an upper bound for rescaling

noise σα to be 0.13. At this point it is possible to determine the smallest J

compatible with variance as was done for the high variance ensemble. I do not

do so, however, because in this ensemble the contribution of β̂ is too small to

be separated from n̂j.

I compared this data to simulations performed using the same parameter
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values reported in the previous section, except that λ (for the whole ensemble)

had a value of 90.91 (µm), leading to ω taking on a value of 0.00215 (s−1).

These values cause the deterministic system to relax to steady state after

4000 seconds, as was the case with the high variance ensemble. In the high

variance ensemble (Fig. 2.2A), the choice of σβ was dictated by the necessity of

matching the observed variance along the entire A-P axis. In the case of the low

variance ensemble this is not required, but measurements from nonexpressing

nuclei indicate that σβ is equal to about 1. It is important to have at least a

rough estimate for σβ so that �uctuations from this source are not spuriously

assigned to �uctuations in molecular number. Finally, these constraints require

that the lower bound of synthesis rate J be 200 (molecules/s) in order that

that η2(Îj) ' η2(
∪
i

I
′
ij ). The corresponding upper bound of molecule-to-

�uorescence rescaling ratio is m = 0.07.

The lower limit of J imposed by this ensemble of low variance embryos in

turn implies that there must be more than 300 Bcd molecules per subvolume

in the middle of the embryo (j = 50) after reaching steady state (Fig. 2.2E).

Moreover, it implies that the Bcd molecular gradient does not drop to 0 as the

�uorescence intensity reaches the presumed background level, but remains at

a level of at least 50 molecules per subvolume at j = 80, and 36 molecules per

subvolume at the posterior pole (j = 100). Note that the variance of �uores-

cence measurements is similar between the two embryo ensembles (compare

the green areas in Fig. 2.2C and Fig. 2.2F), but that the portion of that

variance assigned to �uctuations in molecular number is smaller for the en-

semble of 17 embryos (compare the red areas in Fig. 2.2C and Fig. 2.2F).

The tighter constraints from the smaller ensemble make the lower limits on

molecular number higher (compare Fig. 2.2B and Fig. 2.2E), and the lower
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limit on the variance of molecular number higher (compare the blue areas in

Fig. 2.2C and Fig. 2.2F), although the higher limit of the normalized vari-

ance becomes smaller (compare the data points in Fig. 2.2A and Fig. 2.2D).

The Bcd molecular number will thus vary by more than 100 molecules in the

middle of the embryo . The 13% rescaling noise α̂ is still the main source of

the characteristic variation observed in the anterior region of our �uorescence

intensity data.

2.3.3 Noise strength

In most applications the most important measure of �uctuation is the nor-

malized variance η2 (Colman-Lerner et al., 2005; Paulsson, 2004). A di�erent

quantity, known as the Fano factor or noise strength (Ozbudak et al., 2002;

Paulsson, 2005; Raser and O'Shea, 2004), has been used by some authors as

a marker to distinguish di�erent stochastic mechanisms. The Fano factor ν is

given by ν(Îj) = var(Îj) / 〈Îj〉, where ν = 1 in a Poisson process. All stochastic

simulations of Bcd intrinsic noise n̂j give ν = 1, as shown in Figure 2.3A. By

contrast, the full statistical model for either of the two ensembles of embryos

examined (green and blue data in Fig. 2.3B) is obviously non-Poisson, not only

because ν 6= 1 but also because in the data, ν is a function of the mean. This

happens because at larger values of molecular number, the variance of α̂ has a

dominant role, even when its value is small. Even if I model our data without

rescaling noise using the [n̂] random variable alone, uncertainty in the value of

the rescaling constant m itself leads to ambiguity in the observed value of the

Fano factor (red and cyan data in Fig. 2.3B). This is a natural consequence of

the dimensions of the Fano factor.
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Figure 2.3: (A) The noise strength (Fano factor) ν of simulated Bicoid molecular
number gradient is de�ned as molecular variance var(n̂j) divided by molecular mean
〈n̂j〉. The key indicates that parameters were obtained from (1) the high-variance
ensemble of 89 embryos, (2) the low-variance ensemble of 17 embryos, and (3) the
extreme condition of high di�usion rate D = 7890 (µm2/s), decay rate ω = 1.0
(s−1) and synthesis rate J = 70000 (molecules/s). (B) As shown in the key, noise

strength of simulated �uorescence intensity Îj = [α̂nβ] and rescaled gradient [n̂] were
obtained using parameters from (1) the high-variance ensemble of 89 embryos and
(2) the low-variance ensemble of 17 embryos.
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2.4 Conclusions

I have compared the nucleus to nucleus variation in expression levels of the

exponentially distributed Bcd gradient observed in �xed tissue in a steady

state with a stochastic model of the di�usion equation. The model is well

supported, in the sense that there is a well-supported physical model for the

spatial dependence of mean concentrations of Bcd (Gregor et al., 2005; Houch-

mandzadeh et al., 2005) on the scale of the embryo. The �rst major result of

our analysis is to note that in many individual embryos the nucleus to nucleus

variation in the log of concentration is independent of spatial position. This

pattern of variation, which amounts to multiplicative noise in concentration

space, is completely incompatible with the stochastic behavior of the di�u-

sion equation. Simulations of the di�usion equation over an exhaustively large

region of parameter space without exception give rise to solutions in which

nucleus to nucleus variation of the bcd gradient is a function of position in the

embryo, whether this variation is measured directly in Bcd levels or in their

logarithms.

The data which I compare the model to is in the form of �uorescence levels,

not concentrations. Although there is now good evidence that the speci�c

batch of serum used to obtain this data has a mean response to Bcd (Gregor

et al., 2007b) which is linear, there is no quantitative information about the

variance of this sensitivity. Previous work on intrinsic molecular noise in yeast

and bacteria utilized GFP (Austin et al., 2006; Becskei et al., 2005) in vivo,

a situation where �uorescence is detected without molecular ampli�cation. In

the data reported here, and in most studies with �xed tissue, the signal from

bound primary antibodies is ampli�ed by incubation with secondary antibodies

conjugated to a �uorescent dye. It is easily imaginable that this ampli�cation
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process itself is subject to molecular �uctuations. These �uctuations would

then give rise to rescaling noise in the proportionality between �uorescence

levels and primary antigen molecular number from nucleus to nucleus. I have

shown that such variation can explain the multiplicative noise observed.

When data from �xed embryos are pooled, better statistics are obtained. I

analyzed data pooled from the entire dataset (N = 89) as well as a smaller pool

of data from a set of embryos selected to have nearly identical mean Bcd pro�les

(N = 17). In order to analyze these data, I constructed an explicit statistical

model. The model considers three sources of variance: intrinsic noise, rescaling

noise, and background noise. By means of this statistical model it is possible to

separate, at least roughly, the contributions of di�erent sources of �uctuation.

I have discussed mechanisms for the �rst two of these; the third, background

noise, represents small �uctuations in the quantity of nonspeci�c molecules

(background) from nucleus to nucleus. Because mean background has been

previously removed from this data (Myasnikova et al., 2005), the background

noise has a mean of zero. I have con�rmed that the background removal

method does not a�ect our results, and the mean background intensity before

removal is independent from the Bcd molecule-to-�uorescence rescaling ratio

(data not shown). I also found from non-expressing areas of our data that the

background noise (standard deviation) has about 54% positive correlation to

the mean background intensity.

The results of this analysis constrained the physical parameters of the

stochastic model considerably, with sharper constraints provided by the smaller

dataset. The data require that the synthesis rate, J , of Bcd from its pool of

anteriorly deposited mRNA be greater than 200 (molecules/s). I chose the

subvolumes of the model to have the same volume as a nucleus, and hence the
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constraint on J also implies that there are a mean of at least 300 molecules

of Bcd per nucleus at the midpoint of the embryo, and mean levels of at least

36 molecules of Bcd per nucleus at the posterior pole. In terms of concentra-

tion, our results show that Bcd concentration at the midpoint of the embryo

is greater than 4 nM. Recently, a direct in vivo measurement of Bcd concen-

tration was performed and yielded a mid embryo Bcd concentration of 8 nM

(Gregor et al., 2007a), fully compatible with our results.

Although I am able to extract a clear signature of intrinsic molecular noise

from the data by means of the statistical model, I also showed that at least

one quantity diagnostic for di�erent stochastic mechanisms, the Fano factor,

cannot be read out from the data. Although the Fano factor ν = 1 in the

simulations, the full statistical model gives rise to a Fano factor which is a

function of the mean, and even if all noise is restricted to be intrinsic, the

observed Fano factor depends on the scale for conversion from �uorescence to

molecular number.

I believe that our results in general demonstrate that �xed material pro-

cessed with secondary �uorophores is not well suited to studies of molecular

�uctuations. This arises from three issues, which may be separable. Fixa-

tion obviously prevents repeated observations on the same cell. While that

is clearly a limitation, it need not a�ect an investigation of a molecule whose

mean values are in steady state. The other two issues concern ampli�cation.

GFP is intrinsically �uorescent, but antibodies must bind to antigen, a pro-

cess that is in itself subject to intrinsic molecular �uctuations. In the present

study, the level of molecular �uctuation is doubtless increased by the need

to bind secondary antibodies conjugated to �uorophore to the already bound

primary antibody. It is thus possible that better data from �xed tissue could
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be obtained by conjugating dye directly to the primary antibody. This may

prove to be a useful measure in situations where constructing a GFP fusion

that can functionally substitute for the native gene is di�cult or impossible.

More generally, I suggest that it is important to know how precision and

robustness of developmental control is achieved at the molecular number level

throughout development. Indeed, there is little doubt that stochastic processes

are important later in development. Adult Drosophila normally have four

scutellar bristles. In mutants of the scute gene, the number of bristles varies

between one and three (Rendel, 1959), strongly suggesting a stochastic pro-

cess. On a more theoretical level, it has been suggested that �uctuations can

augment the operating capabilities of biological regulatory networks (Paulsson

et al., 2000). Our results indicate that in vivo monitoring of gene expression

will be required to obtain high quality data on stochastic gene expression phe-

nomena in eucaryotes. The central technical problem that must be solved to

conduct such studies is the complete replacement of the endogenous gene with

a �uorescently tagged functional version (Gregor et al., 2007a).
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Chapter 3

Gene Circuit Method

3.1 Experimental level Quantitative Data

The experimental level work in the gene circuit method involves obtaining

quantitative gene expression data for all segmentation genes at di�erent time

points in order to construct and compare with dynamical models at the theo-

retical level. The raw imaging data must go through a series of advanced data

processing techniques. The details are as follows.

Drosophila melanogaster embryos are immuno�uorescently stained with

segmentation gene antibodies (Kosman et al., 1998). Images of the embryos

stained in three di�erent gene products are obtained using three channel laser

confocal microscopy.

Image processing techniques (Janssens et al., 2005) are used to obtain rel-

ative �uorescence intensities in each nucleus on an 8-bit scale. Embryo images

were segmented, meaning that scanned pixel images were converted to tab-

ulated expression data per nucleus. To avoid problems due to the residual

curvature (or splaying) of the stripes, subsequent data processing steps were
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performed on a strip of nuclei comprising 10% of the embryo in the D-V di-

rection.

The embryos are classi�ed into time classes based on eve patterns as em-

bryos are �xed at arbitrary points in their development (Myasnikova et al.,

2002). We use data from cleavage cycle 13 and the eight time classes for cycle

14A, each with a duration of about 6.5 minutes, in this project. Time points

at half time through each class are used for the comparison with model: C13,

t0 = 10.550 min; T1, t1 = 24.225 min; T2, t2 = 30.475 min; T3, t3 = 36.725

min; T4, t4 = 42.975 min; T5, t5 = 49.225 min; T6, t6 = 55.475 min; T7,

t7 = 61.725 min; T8, t8 = 67.975 min.

Data registration was performed using the dyadic wavelet transforms (Ko-

zlov et al., 2000; Jaeger et al., 2004a). Di�erent antibodies show di�erent levels

of background staining, so this background is removed by approximation of

the background by a broad parabola and subsequent renormalization of the

data (Myasnikova et al., 2005).

Expression pro�les were averaged for each gene and each time class. This

was done by grouping the data into 100 regular spatial intervals along the A-P

axis, since one nucleus corresponds to about 1% embryo length. Thus, the

integrated data used for �tting the model consists of series of 100 averaged

concentration values along the embryo's A-P axis for each time class, which

corresponds to the concentrations per nucleus that are produced as output

from the model.

The pair-rule dataset I used in this thesis for large scale numerical �tting is

available on-line at: http://flyex.ams.sunysb.edu/FlyEx/ (Poustelnikova

et al., 2004; Surkova et al., 2008).
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3.2 Theoretical level Modeling

The work at theoretical level involves formulating mathematical models and

developing computational and visualization tools. In the gene circuit method

the model is based on a few simplifying biological assumptions that apply to

the Drosophila blastoderm. First it is assumed that the expression of zygotic

segmentation genes is a function only of their location on the anteroposterior

(A-P) axis, independent of the dorsoventral (D-V) axis, so that it is possible to

consider a one-dimensional system. Second, it is assumed that the regulatory

interactions are constant in time. Each interaction is speci�ed by a single real

number for each ordered pair of genes, so for N genes cross regulating each

other, there are N2 such numbers. The number can be positive (activating),

negative (repressive) or zero (neutral). Third, the regulatory input of Bicoid

on the zygotically regulated genes, and gap genes input on pair-rule genes in

this application, is supplied as external input to the equations. Hence, bicoid

and gap genes in this application are not zygotically regulated by any other

segmentation gene. The assumption that pair-rule genes do not regulate gap

genes is well supported from single mutant studies, and any exceptions from

this rule are limited in scope (Tsai and Gergen, 1994).

The hybrid model is based on discrete reaction-di�usion equations on a

row of nuclei that undergo successive interphases and mitoses, the timing of

which has been experimentally determined in the Drosophila embryo (Foe and

Alberts, 1983). The state variables are the concentrations of the segmentation

genes in each nucleus (Reinitz and Sharp, 1995) of the Drosophila blastoderm.

For simplicity, the model is formulated using coarse-grained kinetic equations

that do not take into account the �ne structure of regulatory elements or

the complexity of the transcriptional machinery of each gene (Reinitz and
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Sharp, 1995). The mRNA concentrations are omitted for simplicity. The use

of Fickian di�usion is a consequence of the fact that all the nuclei are in a

common cytoplasm.

The circuit operates according to three rules: interphase, mitosis, and di-

vision. The interphase and mitosis rules are described by a set of di�erential-

di�erence equations for the continuous dynamics of proteins. During inter-

phase the evolution of protein concentrations is determined by three processes:

regulated protein synthesis, protein transport, and protein decay (Mjolsness

et al., 1991; Reinitz et al., 1995; Reinitz and Sharp, 1995). During mitosis,

transcription shuts down and nascent transcripts are destroyed. Therefore,

only protein transport and protein decay govern the dynamics in the mitosis

rule. The third rule, division, accounts for the cleavage of the blastoderm. It

models mitotic division as a discontinuous change in the state of the system.

At the end of a mitosis, each nucleus is replaced with its daughter nuclei. The

inter-nuclear distance is halved and the daughter nuclei inherit the state of the

mother nucleus.

The two continuous rules, interphase and mitosis, use a system of ordinary

di�erential equations (ODEs). Let there be M nuclei in the modeled region

during a particular cleavage cycle and N genes represented in the circuit, I

denote the concentration of the ath gene product in a nucleus i on the A-P

axis of the embryo at time t by va
i (t), then the time evolution of state variables

va
i (t) are given by the solution of the system of M × N ODEs,

dva
i

dt
= Rag

(
N∑

b=1

T abvb
i + mavBcd

i +
Ne∑
β=1

Eaβvβ
i (t) + ha

)

+ Da(n)
[
(va

i−1 − va
i ) + (va

i+1 − va
i )
]
− λava

i ,

(3.1)
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where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and n is the number of nuclei in the embryo during inter-

phase. N is the number of zygotic (pair-rule) genes included in the circuit, Ne

is the number of external input (gap) genes in the circuit regulating pair-rule

genes, T ab is the regulatory matrix (for pair-rule cross regulation), Eaβ is the

external input regulatory matrix (for gap gene regulation on pair-rule genes),

vbcd
i is the gradient of maternal gene bcd and ma represents the regulatory

e�ect of bcd on gene a. Bicoid, the only time independent maternal input, and

gap genes are considered explicitly as external inputs in the model. ha is a

threshold parameter representing the basal transcription level of gene a (in the

absence of other transcription factors in the model). The positive values of the

regulatory parameters represent activation of a by the product of b, negative

values stand for inhibition of a by b and a value of zero means no interaction

between genes a and b.

The �rst term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) represents protein syn-

thesis, the second term represents protein transport through Fickian di�usion

and the last term represents �rst-order protein degradation. Protein synthesis

rate for a gene a is determined by the maximum synthesis rate Ra and the

regulatory input to a, ua. The rate of protein synthesis is the product of the

maximum synthesis rate and the regulation-expression function (Jaeger et al.,

2004b,a)

g(ua) =
1

2

[(
ua/
√

(ua)2 + 1
)

+ 1
]
. (3.2)

This function is a sigmoidal function that introduces nonlinearity to the

model and represents the response of a promoter to its regulatory inputs,

though it can be of any sigmoidal form, monotonically increasing from zero to

one.
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The di�usion coe�cient Da(n) scales with the inverse square of the distance

between nuclei, and hence increases after each nuclear division. The last term

in the equation is a linear decay term with a decay parameter λa. It is related

to the protein half life of the product of gene a by ta1/2 = ln 2/λa. Several

numerical methods for the solution of the gene circuit's equations are evaluated

on the criteria of accuracy, stability, and e�ciency, and the Bulirsch-Stoer

method was chosen from among them (Manu, 2007).

In order to compare with quantitative gene expression data, we calculate

the solution of the model at the midpoint of each time class. For the purpose

of integrating the equations, the concentration of external input β in nucleus

i is determined at arbitrary time t by piecewise linear interpolation.

3.3 Theoretical level Optimization

The optimization method used in this dissertation research is the Parallel

Lam Simulated Annealing (PLSA) algorithm (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Lam

and Delosme, 1988a,b; Chu et al., 1999; Chu, 2001). Simulated Annealing

(SA) is a stochastic non-linear optimization method which is able to �nd the

global minimum even for functions with a large number of variables (Kirk-

patrick et al., 1983). The Lam annealing schedule is an adaptive exponential

annealing schedule devised by Lam and Delosme (1988a,b). The parallel algo-

rithm includes frequent pooling of statistics by all processes and a step which

resembles a genetic algorithm approach, in which states reproduce or are anni-

hilated with Boltzmann probability (Chu et al., 1999). When tuned adaptively

to a speci�c problem and a speci�c number of processors, this algorithm can

achieve parallel e�ciencies of at least 75%, which means that annealing on
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parallel computers will take only a fraction of the time required in serial (Chu,

2001).

The cost function to be minimized is the squared di�erence between model

and data, given by

E =
∑

(va
i (t)model − va

i (t)data)
2 + Epenalty, (3.3)

where va
i (t)data is the corresponding concentration value in the data. Epenalty

is a penalty term used for search space control. Summation is performed over

the total number of data points Nd, i. e. the number of protein measurements

across all genes a, nuclei i and time classes t for which we have data. We use

the root-mean-square (RMS) score

RMS =

√
E

Nd

(3.4)

as a measure for the quality of a gene circuit. The RMS score is independent

of Nd and represents the average absolute di�erence between protein concen-

trations in data and model output.

The �t thus obtained is the gene circuit for the segmentation gene regula-

tory network. It is analyzed to further understand the regulatory mechanisms

behind segment formation. All the annealing parameters used in this study

are the same as in Jaeger et al. (2004b).

3.4 Systems level Analysis

It is in general very di�cult to directly reverse engineer a complex gene net-

work. In the foundational work of applying gene circuit method to study gap

genes (Jaeger et al., 2004b,a) and eve stripe formation mechanism (Reinitz
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and Sharp, 1995), the authors were able to obtain optimized regulatory pa-

rameter sets that reproduce gene expression patterns of eve and the gap genes

in silico. However in our earlier attempts of applying gene circuit method to

the more complex pair-rule genes on the large part of presumptive germ band

(also from Johannes Jaeger and Manu's earlier work), we were unable to obtain

any optimized circuit. The shocking complexity of the pair-rule patterns, with

7 sharp stripes for each pair-rule gene, and the challenge of modeling pair-rule

gene network, as compared to gap gene network, is clear when comparing the

graphs of Fig. 1.3 to Fig. 1.2, and considering that gap genes also participate

in the regulation of pair-rule genes in the pair rule circuits. Another challenge

associated with rising systems complexity in the gene circuit method is ris-

ing computational cost of optimization, demanding both time and expensive

computing resources. Di�erent optimization methods, such as steepest de-

scend and di�erential evolution, have also been tried and was unable to yield

feasible circuits.

The setback we faced in �tting the more complex pair-rule genes may be a

signal that our theoretical model is wrong, or it may signify an outside-the-box

paradigm shift required. Instead of changing our computational model at the

theoretical level and hoping for perfect tools, an alternative direction is to shift

focus from theoretical level to systems (engineering) level. The challenge we

faced in the gene circuit method is likely to be general in the developmental

phase of computational biology, and must be resolved in order to move forward

into more complex and integrative systems and make best use of the tools we

have.

In the following sections I demonstrate another challenge associated with

rising systems complexity, the analysis complexity. Here I provide my strate-
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gies to overcome such emerging challenges, and make best use of the compu-

tational tools we have, in gene circuit method, to reach biological conclusions.

3.4.1 Optimization Modularity

The �rst task and challenge in systems level analysis of the gene circuit method

is to obtain feasible optimized computational circuits for regulatory analysis.

In order to obtain optimized circuits for complex pair rule gene network, I ap-

ply the engineering concept of modularity. The optimization modularity can

be applied at many di�erent levels, including time, space, genetic background,

regulatory parameter constraints and the experimental data fed into the op-

timizer. The optimization modularity can also be applied in two directions,

from top down and from bottom up (Fig. 3.1).

The modularity in time can be constructed on subsets of embryonic de-

velopment, from cycle 13 to the 8 time classes of cycle 14 (see p.44). The

modules in time can also be de�ned on early stripe formation phase or late

re�nement phase. The spatial modularity can be constructed on subsets of

the A-P embryo axis, it can also be de�ned on each stripe or border, regions

corresponding to speci�c enhancers, or further expansions to include multiple

stripes or borders. The modularity on genetic background can be constructed

on subsets of the pair-rule genes which we have data, including combinations

of eve, h, run, ftz, odd, slp and prd. The combinations can include presumed

primary pair-rule genes (eve, h, run) or secondary pair-rule genes (ftz, odd).

More genes involved may result in higher level of degeneracy, which is more

ways to make stripes. On the other hand, fewer genes involved may result

in higher �tting quality, because there are fewer genes and less data to be

optimized. The modularity of parameter constraints can be constructed based
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Figure 3.1: Circuit optimization modularity. Consider the y-axis as the projection
of both time and relative protein concentration. The x-axis represents space (a-p
axis of an embryo). The blue stripe (Eve) represents any pair-rule gene expression
on the embryo. (A) The top-down optimization modularity on space and time can
be done by reducing spatial range of the circuit, while at the same time reducing
di�erent combinations of time classes data sets fed into the optimizer in search for
a good �t. For example in this thesis two classes of circuits were found optimizing
without t6 and t3 to t5 data constraints respectively. Note that the circuits are still
continuous in time. (B) Bottom up modularity in space and time on the other hand
are done by expanding circuitry �ts from each stripe and border region, and across
di�erent time scales, from early formation phase to late re�nement phases, and to
�ner scales. Modularity can also be applied in genetic background or regulatory
parameter constraints of the circuit.
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on reports of biological regulation in the literature. For example the external

input implementation of gap genes regulation on pair-rule genes in the circuit

is a form of parameter constraint that no downstream pair-rule genes can reg-

ulate upstream gap genes. The modularity on optimization data constraints,

which is experimental data fed into the optimizer, can be constructed on sub-

sets of the 8 time classes of pair-rule gene expression data used to calculate

the least squares di�erence between simulation results and the experimental

data. The circuits can be continuous but unconstrained in time, for example

in this thesis I present two classes of circuits that are continuous in time but

unconstrained in the transient phase (from t3 to t5) and the late re�nement

phase (t6) respectively, by optimizing without t3 to t5, or without t6 data to

compare with.

In the top-down direction, optimization constraints are gradually reduced

from its maximal range in search of a good �t. For example circuits found

in this thesis, shown in the next section, are found mainly by systematically

reducing optimization constraints of temporal experimental data fed into the

optimizer. The combinatorial search space for feasible circuits based on modu-

larity can be large, and computational cost is a major bottleneck and limiting

resource in this step. This step involves editing and organizing large sets of

model optimization input �les, and the computation were done in large scale

within limited time and computing resources. The results were then examined

visually by graphical plotting, and feasible circuits are selected for further

analyses.

In the bottom-up direction modules are expanded in space from each stripe

or border region, and expanded in time from late re�nement phase to early

stripe formation and transient phase. Modules have the advantage to relax
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or delineate certain nonlinear or context dependent e�ects, which may be av-

eraged in wider range circuits, and constrained by the linearity of the model

equations. Modules can also capture parameter sets that apply better in lo-

cal spatial and temporal regions in certain combination of genes. Modules

can be tested in more genetic backgrounds with plug in regulatory parame-

ter constraints, and hence also have higher evolvability to incorporate future

experimental or literature results.

Overall optimization results from top down and bottom up form a spec-

trum of circuits, or a system of modules, to fully characterize the complex

biological system. In general, modules with smaller spatial-temporal range,

genetic background and fewer parameter constraints can result in a higher

level of degeneracy, more ways to make stripes, but also a higher level of �t-

ting quality (RMS score). On the other hand, circuits on the opposite end of

the spectrum with wider ranges tend to have worse �tting quality and higher

computational demand (that is, are di�cult to optimize), but may show more

speci�city in stripe forming mechanism.

Circuits optimized from the top down, which is the main result of this the-

sis, have the advantage of wider range coverage and in general higher speci-

�city in making stripes without regulatory parameter constraints. The mod-

ules optimized from bottom up have the advantage of higher �tting quality,

computational e�ciency, analog to transcriptional enhancers, evolvability, and

the ability to handle stripe speci�c, context dependent or temporal e�ects of

gene regulation. It may require a system of modules, in conjunction with

circuitry optimized from top down, to fully characterize a complex biological

network and make best use of the computational tools we have. A recent

paper (Ashyraliyev et al., 2008) has pointed out that the non-speci�city (non-
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determinability) of regulatory parameters may be an indication for neutral or

irrelevant regulation, in addition to degeneracy. Degeneracy may also be an

evolution product (mechanism) optimized for redundancy control, hence are

also biologically relevant and important.

3.4.2 Circuits Classi�cation

In this thesis I present two classes of circuits optimized from the top down

(Fig. 3.1). These circuits are mainly selected by systematically and combina-

torially removing temporal optimization constraints of cycle 14 experimental

data fed into the optimizer. In other words, I �t the circuit with all combina-

tions of t1 to t8 data. The spatial range of these circuits were narrowed down

from the entire presumptive germ band to 44 nuclei range (35% to 78% EL).

The temporal range of these circuits were �xed from cycle 13 to gastrulation

(throughout cycle 14A). The genetic background is selected at a combination

of 5 pair-rule genes including eve, h, run, ftz and odd. There are also 6 ex-

ternal input gap genes (cad, hb, Kr, gt, kni, tll) and one maternal gene (bcd)

involved, so there are total 12 segmentation genes in the circuit. I did not �nd

any feasible �t in my preliminary optimization runs by removing odd or ftz

from the circuit, or by removing the presumed primary pair-rule genes eve, h

and run. Adding slp or prd may improve results in some module setting, but

may also increase the degeneracy level.

The class A circuits were obtained by optimization without t6 data. T6 is

part of the late re�nement phase (t6 to t8) for pair-rule genes, and is a time

when the shifting of existing stripes are most prominent (Fig. 3.2 to 3.4). I

selected 2 circuits (A1, A2) in this class for detailed dynamic regulatory analy-

sis. The �rst circuit A1 (Fig. 3.2) has an RMS score 26, and the second circuit
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Figure 3.2: Circuit A1 optimized without t6 data. Here I show only even time
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model in color and data in black lines as shown in the key. The stripe number of the

more prominent shifting stripes in data in the late re�nement phase are denoted on

the graph.
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Figure 3.5: The transient patterns of circuit B1 shown in Fig. 3.4. Here I only show

time classes t1, t3 and t5 results (displayed on the same row), with model in color

and data in black lines as shown in the key.
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Figure 3.6: A spatially restricted module example including 7 pair-rule genes �tting

well to data on a 10% embryo length region. The model results are shown in the

�rst row, comparison with data are shown in the following panels, with model in

solid lines and data in dashed lines. Here I only show even time classes (t2, t4, t6

and t8) results as displayed on the same column.
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A2 (Fig. 3.3) has an RMS score 23. The class B circuits were selected in the

category of optimization without t3 to t5 data. Here I select one circuit (B1)

for detailed dynamic regulatory analysis. The circuit B1 (Fig. 3.4) has an RMS

score 22. The class B circuits are more representative of the late re�nement

phase compared to class A circuits because there are no data in the transient

phase to compare with during optimization and the late re�nement phase has

better �tting quality. The class A circuits are, however, more representative of

the transient, stripe formation, phase of the pair-rule genes. There is more gap

gene regulation involved in the class A circuits, as shown later in the analysis,

which is required in the stripe formation phase.

Both of the class A circuits (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3), A1 and A2, have scaling

problems regarding ftz in the �nal time classes of cycle 14. The amplitude of

ftz stripes are about half that of the data. The scaling problems for run and

odd are less severe. In Fig. 3.2 to 3.4, I also show the shifts of pair rule stripes

in the late re�nement phase. The stripe number of the more prominent shift-

ing stripes in data are denoted on the graph. In both of the class A circuits,

the posterior embryo eve stripes (4, 5 and 6) do not shift anteriorly as the

actual stripes do in t6, instead they are formed in a more anterior position

already, since there are no data to compare with during this time in optimiza-

tion. This may also be a reason that by relieving this shifting constraint in

optimization process during t6 allows us to �nd a closer approximation to the

circuit. The transient phase patterns in the class A circuits are not perfect,

one complicating factor may be the integrated data used in optimization does

not represent well the individual embryo data (Surkova et al., 2008). In this

thesis I focus on the regulatory control that contributes to the �nal phase

of striped patterns instead of the detailed dynamic analysis of the transient
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phase, which will require higher quality �ts and be addressed by the module

treatment. The �nal �tting problem in circuit A1 is minor residual expression

in the gap among stripes for h and run respectively. In the class B circuits

(Fig. 3.4 and 3.5), however, there seems to be a trade-o� found between the

�nal striped patterns and the transient phase patterns. As shown in circuit

B1, the �nal stripes are well improved compared to class A circuits, but the

scaling (amplitude) problem has shifted from the re�nement phase to the tran-

sient phase, such that run, ftz and odd have minor amplitude problems in the

�nal pattern, but run, ftz have double amplitude, twice of the data height in

time classes t3 and t4.

A module system data set was also collected, though not shown in this

thesis, by expanding from the eve stripe 2 region from 35% to 45% EL, and also

from the 2 borders to further expansions. The time span is set on the formation

phase from c13 to t8, and the late re�nement phase from t6 to t8, t7 to t8 and

t8 alone. The genetic background is established on subsets of eve (e), h (i), run

(r), ftz (f), odd (o), slp (s), prd (p); including combinations of e, ei, er, ir, eir,

eirf, eirfo and eirfosp. The regulatory parameter constraints are constructed

on 2 levels of regulatory sets based on most well agreed experimental results

collected from the literature. One level includes pair-rule cross regulation and

another level only includes eve regulation. In Fig. 3.6 I show one example of

a module involving 7 pair-rule genes and �tting well on a 10% EL region with

full time span from cycle 13 to gastrulation.

3.4.3 Circuits Analysis

After obtaining optimized circuits, we can begin analyzing the circuits for

biological insight. In each pair rule gene circuit there are 80 parameters to
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External Regulator gene β, bcd

Target gene a bcd cad hb Kr gt kni tll

eve �0.091 �0.026 �0.020 �0.047 �0.064 �0.028 �0.620

h �0.327 �0.039 0.003 0.012 0.013 -0.004 1.249

run �0.292 �0.067 0.023 0.055 0.049 0.009 0.078

ftz �0.008 �0.047 0.051 0.066 0.073 0.033 �0.483

odd 0.243 0.037 0.037 0.063 0.109 0.067 0.424

Regulator gene b

Target gene a eve h run ftz odd

eve 0.015 0.049 �0.024 0.120 �0.087

h 0.085 �0.068 �0.114 0.054 0.052

run 0.020 �0.074 0.034 �0.127 0.048

ftz �0.153 0.029 �0.004 0.020 �0.064

odd �0.060 �0.068 �0.032 0.055 0.037

Parameter eve h run ftz odd

Ra 13.278 13.836 13.672 12.510 13.011

ha 4.065 3.814 9.541 6.191 �15.988

Da 0.019 0.059 0.059 0.039 0.049

ta1/2 17.475 12.238 7.599 6.471 7.931

Table 3.1: Parameter values of circuit A1. Parameter values displayed here corre-
spond to ma (for bcd), Eaβ (for external input gap gene regulation), T ab (for pair
rule cross regulation), and ha (for promoter threshold, e�ect of general transcription
factors) in Equation 3.1. The search space during optimization for maximal syn-
thesis rate of promoter Ra (minutes−1) is from 10 to 20, for di�usion operator Da

(minutes−1) is from 0 to 0.2, for protein half life ta1/2 = ln 2/λa (minutes) is from 5
to 18.
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External Regulator gene β, bcd

Target gene a bcd cad hb Kr gt kni tll

eve �0.022 �0.051 �0.041 �0.037 �0.005 �0.054 �0.839

h �0.154 �0.034 �0.007 �0.005 �0.016 �0.021 0.312

run �0.204 �0.130 0.002 0.007 0.026 �0.001 �0.192

ftz 0.121 0.034 0.051 0.033 �0.011 0.073 0.322

odd 0.299 �0.036 0.001 0.006 0.062 0.030 �0.524

Regulator gene b

Target gene a eve h run ftz odd

eve �0.013 0.041 0.010 0.138 �0.147

h 0.041 0.006 �0.066 0.066 �0.018

run �0.037 �0.028 0.018 �0.038 �0.033

ftz �0.069 �0.005 0.005 �0.128 0.212

odd �0.182 0.020 0.077 �0.027 0.016

Parameter eve h run ftz odd

Ra 12.717 19.890 13.950 19.029 11.019

ha 7.663 4.067 18.393 �8.756 0.737

Da 0.030 0.070 0.041 0.139 0.035

ta1/2 17.766 7.087 10.718 5.016 10.153

Table 3.2: Parameter values of circuit A2. Parameter values displayed here corre-
spond to ma (for bcd), Eaβ (for external input gap gene regulation), T ab (for pair
rule cross regulation), and ha (for promoter threshold, e�ect of general transcription
factors) in Equation 3.1. The search space during optimization for maximal syn-
thesis rate of promoter Ra (minutes−1) is from 10 to 20, for di�usion operator Da

(minutes−1) is from 0 to 0.2, for protein half life ta1/2 = ln 2/λa (minutes) is from 5
to 18.
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External Regulator gene β, bcd

Target gene a bcd cad hb Kr gt kni tll

eve �0.119 �0.057 �0.006 0.005 0.009 0.013 �0.283

h 0.002 0.014 �0.006 �0.023 �0.031 �0.014 �0.059

run 0.152 0.055 0.002 0.023 0.054 0.006 �0.990

ftz �0.275 �0.204 0.027 0.030 0.037 0.025 �0.278

odd 0.055 �0.079 0.016 0.044 0.058 0.056 0.456

Regulator gene b

Target gene a eve h run ftz odd

eve 0.007 0.033 �0.006 0.082 �0.147

h �0.021 0.106 0.020 0.150 �0.113

run 0.009 �0.112 0.012 �0.121 0.070

ftz �0.154 �0.024 0.100 �0.011 0.045

odd �0.063 0.009 0.099 0.013 �0.021

Parameter eve h run ftz odd

Ra 13.948 19.999 11.783 19.999 15.533

ha 3.427 �12.071 3.922 17.469 �10.552

Da 0.032 0.060 0.032 0.060 0.042

ta1/2 10.985 7.838 9.258 6.013 6.704

Table 3.3: Parameter values of circuit B1. Parameter values displayed here corre-
spond to ma (for bcd), Eaβ (for external input gap gene regulation), T ab (for pair
rule cross regulation), and ha (for promoter threshold, e�ect of general transcription
factors) in Equation 3.1. The search space during optimization for maximal syn-
thesis rate of promoter Ra (minutes−1) is from 10 to 20, for di�usion operator Da

(minutes−1) is from 0 to 0.2, for protein half life ta1/2 = ln 2/λa (minutes) is from 5
to 18.
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Figure 3.7: (A) The regulatory input on eve from a subset of genes in circuit A1

at time t7. Key u is the total regulatory input for eve (ueve =
∑N

b=1 T eve←bvb
i +

mevevBcd
i +

∑Ne
β=1 Eeve←βvβ

i (t) + heve). S2 stands for the protein synthesis location

for eve stripe 2, based on the total regulatory input. (B) The eve stripe 2 region of

panel A with a subset of genes. (C) The �rst order analysis with one gene at a time

for h. The pink area is the sigmoidal region of the regulation-expression function

g(u) (Eqn. 3.2). Here removing gene h (key u−h refers to ueve−T eve←hvh
i ) can result

in eve synthesis to turn o�, below the pink region. (D) The second order analysis of

eve stripe 2 anterior border. Regulatory input of di�erent combinations, subsets, of

genes are plotted and compared to the total regulatory input u. Here the sum of ftz

and odd regulatory input reduces to a plateau, hence is categorized as a reducible

(homeostatic, redundant or non-essential) set to stripe 2 anterior border formation.

The combination of gt and h input approaches close to the total regulatory input,

hence are considered as the essential set for stripe 2 anterior border regulators.
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be determined through optimization. In Table 3.1 to 3.3, I �rst show the

parameter values for the 3 major circuits. The regulatory parameters T ab, ma,

Eaβ, ha will be analyzed in detail in the following graphical analysis, statistical

pooling (Section 3.4.5), and discussed further in the main text of Chapter 4.

In circuit A2 and B1, h and ftz have the maximal promoter synthesis rate

Ra, while in circuit A1, the promoter strength for all pair rule genes are at

a similar level. The di�usion coe�cient Da for the pair rule genes are much

smaller, by a factor of 10, compared to that of the gap gene circuits in Jaeger

et al. (2004b). This observation is also consistent with the early gene circuit

method application on the study of eve stripe formation (Reinitz and Sharp,

1995), where Deve is close to 0 (see more discussions on the di�usion of pair

rule genes in Reinitz and Sharp (1995)). The protein half life ta1/2 = ln 2/λa

is consistently longer for Eve among the 3 major circuits. This is perhaps a

result of the residual expression found in the data between each eve stripe.

The teve
1/2 here is also much longer than the 6 minute estimate in Reinitz and

Sharp (1995) using a less resolution gene expression data set.

The major systems level analysis of the gene circuit model is based on

graphical analysis of regulatory contributions to speci�c patterning features

in space and time (Reinitz and Sharp, 1995; Jaeger et al., 2004b; Manu et al.,

2009, 2008). Graphical analysis allows for studying quantitative regulatory

contributions to gene regulation in any nucleus at any point in time during

a simulation. It is used to determine whether a given regulatory interaction

actually contributes to an expression feature. A boundary can occur where an

activator drops below a given concentration threshold, or a repressor exceeds

a given concentration threshold. The protein concentrations, obtained by nu-

merically integrating the model, are plotted to identify expression features of
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interest, and the time and region of the embryo in which they occur. The

combinations of regulatory terms, T abvb
i , mavBcd

i , and Eaβvβ
i (t) (Eq. 3.1), are

plotted to identify speci�c regulatory interactions responsible for the expres-

sion feature.

In the analysis of pair rule gene circuits, challenges arise as the systems

complexity increases. There are total 12 segmentation genes in the pair rule

circuit, hence the combinatorial number for gene regulation is much larger

than the gap gene circuits in previous applications (Reinitz and Sharp, 1995;

Jaeger et al., 2004b). Furthermore, as I show in Fig. 3.7 (A), it is impossible

to directly infer each border regulation from one graph alone, in fact even

from one stripe alone (Fig. 3.7 (B)). The analysis must be broken down to one

gene at a time, so one can tell the e�ect of each gene on the total regulatory

input, by plotting the residual regulatory input after removing one particu-

lar gene and see whether the remaining curve raises above, below, or change

signi�cantly near the sigmoidal region of the regulation-expression function

(Eq. 3.2, Fig. 3.7 (C) pink area), which can result in change of protein synthe-

sis rate for the controlled gene. I call this level of analysis, with one gene at a

time, the �rst order analysis.

The analysis must also be broken down to one border at a time, so one can

distinguish the combinatorial regulatory e�ect from multiple genes, and from

border to border (Fig. 3.7 (D)). I call this level of combinatorial regulatory

analysis the second order analysis. The sequence of the analysis, from �rst

order to second order, is very important, because it allows for choosing only the

relevant and signi�cant set of genes to examine their combinations, which will

be introduced in more detail in the next section of regulatory representational

system.
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In the �rst order analysis, the number of graphs I need to generate based

on one border at a time can be estimated by taking the product of the total

number of input gap and pair rule genes, the number of time classes, the

number of stripe borders, the number of pair rule genes in the circuit, and the

number of circuits, hence I will need to generate

12 (total segmentation genes)× 9 (time classes)× 11 (borders)

×5 (pair rule genes)× 3 (circuits) = 17820 (graphs),
(3.5)

which is a lot of graphs. Saving graphs based on one stripe at a time can

reduce half of the graphs, but still the analysis must be applied on one border

at a time. Fortunately the actual number of genes regulating each border is

less than the total number of segmentation genes in the circuit, so I may end

up saving less graphs.

Moreover, in the second order analysis I need to look at the combination

e�ects of multiple genes regulating on one border. Suppose there are 8 genes

regulating each border, then according to the combination rule,
∑

[C(n, r)] =∑
[n!/r!(n − r)!], I have to go through

C(8, 2) + C(8, 3) + ... + C(8, 7) = 246 combinations

for each border. If I screen 4 combinations in one graph, then according

to Eqn. 3.5 I have to generate another maximal 246/4 × 17820/12 ≈ 91327

graphs. The combination number can easily explode, consider 13 input genes

with
∑

[C(13, r)] = 8191. Hence the simple fact of generating, handling, and

analyzing large scale of graphs is a serous systems level challenge in circuits

analysis, and must be taken on with a systematic approach. Fortunately after

the �rst order analysis, I can narrow down the signi�cant subsets of genes that

are contributing to stripe determination from the dynamical perspective, to
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lower the combination number required in the second order analysis.

Still, after generating all the �rst and second order analysis graphs for

each border in each circuit, there is a missing piece about how to go from

huge numbers of graphs to biological conclusions. The missing step requires

organizing circuitry information in a systematic format directly comparable

to literature. The graphical (circuitry) complexity and information �ow is a

systems challenge, and requires a regulatory representational system.

3.4.4 Regulatory Representational System

The regulatory representational system I implemented is a simple symbolic

system that can capture and convert the essential graphical information from

�rst and second order analysis into the textual format, similar to some kind of

scripting language for dynamic programming of stripe formation. In the linear

regime of the gene circuit model, u =
∑N

b=1 T abvb
i +mavBcd

i +
∑Ne

β=1 Eaβvβ
i (t)+

ha in Eqn. 3.1, a stripe forms by relatively increasing activation or reducing

repression at the peak level, and relatively increasing repression or decreasing

activation at the stripe border position. The complexity lies in how such

balances are dynamically programmed or statically maintained among the 12

segmentation genes in the circuits. This is the concept that the regulatory

representational system holds, and the complexity that the scripting language

encodes.

From the systems analysis perspective, the regulatory representation sys-

tem controls and directs the information �ow. The circuitry information is

extracted from the graphical content, which is much harder to handle at large

scale, and converted to the logical textual format, which allows for systems

level reorganization and compilation to reveal di�erent, systems, levels of bio-
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logical correlations. The compilation of textual information can be done across

borders, genes, and di�erent circuits, which can not be achieved by simply op-

erating on graphs. The analysis information is stored systematically, which

facilitates and enables the comparison with literature.

In Appendix A.1 I give the details of how the simple regulatory represen-

tational system is implemented, and include the full circuitry analysis results

for the three major circuits after two levels of compilation. In the �rst order

analysis, the regulatory input pro�le (shape or inclination) of each interac-

tion, can be directly mapped from the graph, in a linearized manner, using

simple symbols such as forward slash or backslash. The linear pro�le of each

interaction can encode the relative phasing position and gradient of the regu-

latory gene expression domain. For direct boundary control by activation or

repression, the activator and repressor both require the same spatial gradient

of regulatory input to the boundary it controls. The strength of each interac-

tion is recorded at three di�erent levels. The signi�cance of each interaction

is evaluated based on the absolute value, intensity, of the regulatory input, or

by, relatively, how it a�ects the total regulatory input after being subtracted

from it (Fig. 3.7 (C)).

In the second order analysis, I only look at combinations of signi�cant stripe

(or slope) contributing (input) genes from the �rst order analysis results. This

is one of the major reasons for doing �rst order analysis separately and in the

front, so I can exclude irrelevant or insigni�cant interactions before looking at

their combinations. For example in Fig. 3.7 (D) I look at combinations of a

subset of signi�cant stripe (slope) contributing genes. I then seek to identify

the reducible and irreducible sets of regulatory inputs. The combination of ftz

and odd input reduces to a plateau, hence can be classi�ed as a reducible set,
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and may be biologically relevant and signi�cant as a homeostatic or redundant

regulatory mechanism. On the other hand the combination of gt, h and eve

input approaches to the total regulatory input closely, hence can be classi�ed as

the irreducible set, which is essential to the stripe 2 anterior border formation

in the circuit.

The �nal element I examine in the second order analysis is the critical

controller of the irreducible set. After isolating the irreducible set, I examine

whether removing one particular member (from the �rst order analysis graphs)

can result in total shutdown or inactivation of the protein synthesis rate. Cer-

tain genes may be classi�ed as having strong in�uence (signi�cance) on one

border, but its in�uence is only limited to a�ecting the shaping or shifting

of one border, or stripe. Removal of these genes may only modify (adjust)

the protein synthesis rate, without turning it o� completely. The subset of

critical controllers, however, when removed in the circuit, can result in a total

abolishment or disruption of the stripe. For example, h is considered as a

critical controller for eve stripe 2 anterior border in Fig. 3.7 (C), removal of

h from the total regulatory input results in the total regulatory input to be

lower below the sigmoidal region of the regulation-expression function (pink

area) (Eqn. 3.2), hence leads to the total shutdown of the protein synthesis

rate.

The complication comes in when considering regulatory information from

di�erent time classes. One approach I use early in the research, is to include all

detailed transient phase regulatory dynamics from all time classes. This can

be done by specifying the initial state, �nal state, and the transition dynamics,

which is the state change in time from the initial state to the �nal state. The

transition dynamics can be speci�ed in many di�erent time intervals, and can
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be described by specifying the pro�le of change, and the intensity of change, as

compared to the speci�cation of a regulatory state. The principle is to capture

both the regulatory state and the regulatory dynamics in a linearized fashion,

by specifying time or time intervals, and using simple linearized symbols.

Later in the research phase, I decided to focus on the essential regulators for

the �nal stripe determination. The �rst and second order analyses were then

adopted for all time classes, by selecting the most signi�cant or representative

regulatory states among all time classes, or conducting analysis based on the

late re�nement phase �rst, and then adjusting for the transient stripe forma-

tion phase. For example if there are con�icts between the transient phase and

the late re�nement phase regulation, the more signi�cant regulatory states are

selected, and adopted for the �nal decision in the regulatory representational

system. The detailed transient phase dynamics information are retained only

when it is essential to the �nal stripe determination. Since the full impact

of each gene can only be determined by working through all time classes, the

�nal step in �rst or second order analysis is the adjustment and extension in

time. And at a more abstract level, through compromising or in a form of

compression, reaching a conclusion about the most representative regulatory

status for each gene regulation in time.

3.4.5 Statistical Pooling

Statistical pooling plays an important role in systems level analysis, especially

when there are large numbers of circuits, and in the analysis of module systems.

When the modules are restricted to one particular border or stripe region, a

threshold can be set to directly relate parameter statistics to the threshold

of regulatory input in the graphical analysis. The parameter distribution, or
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Odd Class A Class B

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bcd 0/0/1/0/4 1/1/0/0/8 0/2/1/1/11 0/1/0/1/2 1/2/1/0/5 1/0/0/0/5

Cad 1/3/0/1/0 5/1/0/3/1 3/6/1/2/3 3/0/0/0/1 4/3/1/1/0 4/1/0/0/1

Hb 0/0/1/4/0 0/3/0/5/2 0/2/3/9/1 0/0/1/3/0 0/1/2/5/1 0/2/1/3/0

Kr 0/0/2/2/1 0/1/3/5/1 0/1/2/9/3 0/0/0/4/0 0/1/1/6/1 0/1/0/4/1

Gt 0/0/0/3/2 0/0/1/4/5 0/0/1/2/12 0/1/0/0/3 1/0/0/4/4 0/1/0/1/4

Kni 0/0/1/3/1 0/2/2/4/2 0/2/2/10/1 0/1/0/1/2 0/0/1/3/5 0/0/1/3/2

Tll 3/0/0/0/2 3/1/0/0/6 7/0/0/1/7 0/0/0/1/3 1/0/0/0/8 2/0/0/0/4

Eve 5/0/0/0/0 8/2/0/0/0 13/2/0/0/0 3/1/0/0/0 9/0/0/0/0 5/1/0/0/0

H 1/0/2/1/1 0/3/0/4/3 5/1/2/5/2 2/0/2/0/0 1/5/1/2/0 2/4/0/0/0

Run 0/1/0/3/1 3/1/0/3/3 3/3/0/5/4 0/0/0/2/2 0/1/0/3/5 2/2/0/1/1

Ftz 1/1/0/1/2 1/2/0/1/6 1/0/2/6/6 0/1/0/2/1 1/2/1/0/5 0/1/0/1/4

Odd 0/2/0/2/1 5/4/1/0/0 8/4/1/2/0 0/2/0/0/2 0/3/1/4/1 1/2/1/2/0

Table 3.4: Distribution of pair rule circuit parameters involved in regulating odd,

including modd, Eodd←β , and T odd←b. Table columns are selected circuits, categorized

into three priority sets according to their �tting quality (RMS score), in both class

A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2). Table rows indicate each gene regulating

odd in the circuit. Parameter values represent types of regulatory interactions as

follows: strong repression if ≤ �0.005 (red background), weak repression if between

�0.005 and �0.001 (red text), no interaction if between �0.001 and 0.001 (green),

weak activation if between 0.001 and 0.005 (blue text), and strong activation if ≥

0.005 (blue background). The number format (strong repression/weak repression/no

interaction/weak activation/strong activation) shows the numbers of gene circuits

in which a parameter falls into each regulatory category. The background color

indicates the type of regulatory interaction found in a majority of circuits, the text

color indicates a weaker distribution consensus, and blank (no color) cells indicate

indeterminable distribution.
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consensus, analysis is a form of statistical pooling of regulatory parameters at

di�erent threshold levels, for studying the distribution among di�erent circuits

and obtaining a qualitative gene network topology, which has been applied in

earlier studies of gap genes (Jaeger et al., 2004b), and eve stripe formation

mechanism with less quantitative data (Reinitz and Sharp, 1995). In this

thesis I extend the parameter distribution analysis to more sets of circuits at

di�erent �tting quality, and more levels of parameter thresholds to re�ect the

higher sensitivity in pair rule gene regulation.

Based on the concept of modularity, di�erent optimized circuits may cap-

ture biological regulatory mechanisms at di�erent resolutions. For example

the realistic regulatory module may be captured at the level of one particular

gene, or one particular stripe, but not the others. The statistical pooling of

lower �tting quality sets of circuits may still reveal consensus toward realis-

tic regulatory modules at certain sub-circuitry resolutions. Hence I extend

the parameter consensus analysis from one set to three sets of circuits from

di�erent �tting quality ranges. Three priority sets of circuits were selected

from the class A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2 for circuits and RMS

scores list). For class A circuits, the �rst priority set includes 5 circuits with

an average RMS score (Eqn. 3.4) 24.82, the second priority set includes 10

circuits with an average RMS score 25.32, and the third priority set includes

15 circuits with an average RMS score 26.65. For class B circuits, the �rst

priority set includes 4 circuits with an average RMS score 21.83, the second

priority set includes 9 circuits with an average RMS score 23.33, and the third

priority set includes 6 circuits with an average RMS score 25.31.

The pair rule circuits, with their sharp rise-and-falls of complex stripes, are

also more sensitive in response to changes of regulatory parameters, comparing
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to the gap gene circuits (Jaeger et al., 2004b). Hence I extend the parameter

thresholds from three to �ve levels at �ner scales to re�ect such sensitivity.

The regulatory parameters T ab, Eaβ and ma are classi�ed into �ve types of

interactions, delimited by four levels of thresholds. For parameter values ≤

�0.005, the interaction is classi�ed as strong repression, for parameter values

between �0.005 and �0.001, the interaction is classi�ed as weak repression,

for parameter values between -0.001 and 0.001, the interaction is classi�ed

as no interaction, likewise for parameter values between 0.001 and 0.005, the

interaction is classi�ed as weak activation, and for parameter values ≥ 0.005,

the interaction is considered as strong activation. The thresholds of 0.001 and

0.005 were chosen empirically. Interactions falling into the `no interaction'

category usually had no detectable e�ect on pattern formation in the pair rule

gene circuits analyzed graphically.

Here I include the parameter distribution analysis results for odd regula-

tion (Table 3.4). The analysis for other genes in the circuit (eve, h, run and

ftz ) are included in Appendix A.2. In Table 3.4, background color blue in-

dicates strong distribution toward activation among circuits, text color blue

indicates weaker consensus toward activation among circuits. Similarly, back-

ground color red indicates strong consensus toward repression, and text color

red indicates weaker consensus toward repression. In the tables for other genes

(Appendix A.2), background color green indicates strong consensus toward no

interaction, and text color green indicates weaker consensus toward no interac-

tion. For the cells without any color, it indicates indeterminable distribution.

According to Ashyraliyev et al. (2008), the non-speci�c distributions are likely

to indicate no interaction (irrelevance) as well.

In Table 3.4, there is exceptionally strong parameter consensus toward
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gap gene activation on odd (mainly from hb, Kr, gt and kni), this consensus

is strong among all three priority sets of both class A and class B circuits.

There is also exceptionally strong consensus toward eve repression on odd.

These results, together with other less compelling regulatory consensus, will

be evaluated with other circuitry and literature information to reach �nal

biological conclusions in Chapter 4.

3.4.6 Literature Integration

Literature integration is another part of systems level analysis that gets more

complicated and demanding as the system gets more complex. In the systems

level analysis of the gene circuit method, it is only necessary to extract infor-

mation relevant to systems operation, and leaving out information regarding

parts, components, and experimental or theoretical details. The systems infor-

mation may be extracted through text mining, and then stored and organized

in a format that is comparable to circuitry information. This process may

also require a regulatory representational system, to facilitate integration and

compilation.

In the pair rule literature, most papers are about experimental perturba-

tions, mutant or ectopic gene expression patterns, of smaller subsets (or single)

pair rule genes. So from each paper, I �rst extract information about major

regulatory conclusions (targets and regulators), then I extract the major ex-

perimental observations that supports the conclusion. These conclusions are

drawn at the best from experimental biologists already, based on logical rea-

soning of existing and sometimes limited, experimental evidences, so I do not

have to interpret all the experimental data again nor believe in it completely.

Rather at systems level I seek higher consensus from other literature, and make
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comparison with model circuitry results.

At the second level literature integration, I extract information regarding

complex set of experimental observations, such as complex mutant/ectopic

gene expression patterns, double mutant gene expression patterns, binding

sites and sequence analyses, enhancer studies, etc. All the extracted literature

information are then recompiled across literature on a gene by gene bases

(targets and regulators). A lot of literature information involve more than one

gene pair, and are narrated in a conjugated way, so this process does require

a lot of processing and integration to digest complex literature information,

sometimes through duplicating and reducing sets.

The literature integration results for all pair rule genes in the circuits are

included in Appendix A.3. More details of the experimental observations are

discussed in the main text of Chapter 4, and included in Appendix B. The com-

plex subsets of literature experimental results are included in Appendix A.4.

3.4.7 Drawing Biological Conclusions

The �nal step in systems level analysis is drawing biological conclusions. This

step requires generating conclusions by putting together all systems informa-

tion, from circuit analysis, statistical pooling and literature integration. More

speci�cally, the conclusions are drawn based on critical subsets of both liter-

ature and circuitry information (abstraction), on a gene by gene basis �rst,

then extended to multiple genes (integration). The rest of complex literature

and circuitry information are reserved as contexts, for further reference and

discussion (Appendix A.1 and A.4).

The pair rule gene regulatory conclusions are drawn based on major consen-

sus and contradictions among circuits and literature. The major predictions
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made by the gene circuits, in comparison to literature, are summarized in

Figure 4.1. In the summary graph of the ensemble regulatory map, which is

presented and explained in more detail in Chapter 4 and Appendix B, di�er-

ent consensus levels among circuits and literature are represented in di�erent

colors. The systems level understanding of pair rule gene regulation, based on

the gene circuits, and the momentum of such understanding can be directly

visualized. The literature regulatory conclusions missing from the circuits are

included in Fig. 4.7, for a more complete view of current systems level under-

standing in pair rule genes.

After reaching the systems global conclusions for major predictions, I can

then derive and compare the individual subsets of circuits (shown from Fig. 4.2

to Fig. 4.6), through direct reduction of the ensemble regulatory map. This

process cannot be reversed during the research phase, and the graphical display

can only serve as the �nal presentation (Appendix A.1). These individual

circuits reveal complex subsets (modules) for stripe regulation. It is yet unclear

how all the distributions can be biologically interpreted. Di�erent circuits

may exhibit di�erent regulatory features that are biologically relevant, and

the degeneracy of regulatory control itself may be biologically signi�cant. The

class A circuits are also more representative of the early stripe formation phase

regulatory module, and the class B circuits are more representative of the late

re�nement phase regulatory module.

3.4.8 Regulatory Phasing Analysis

The �nal step of systems level analysis in the gene circuit method, after draw-

ing biological conclusions based on circuitry and literature results, is regulatory

phasing analysis. In Jaeger et al. (2004b), the anterior shifts of gap gene do-
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mains are found to be rely on asymmetric gap-gap cross-repression and does

not require the di�usion of gap proteins. The dynamic shifts of gap gene ex-

pression domains are re�ected at the level of the rate of change in protein

concentration, with protein synthesis dominates anteriorly, whereas protein

decay posteriorly. The combination of anterior synthesis and posterior decay

leads to an anterior shift of each expression domain. In addition, both the

synthesis and decay domains themselves shift anteriorly over time. In Surkova

et al. (2008), mild shifts of pair rule gene expression domains during the late

re�nement phase were also observed, which is more prominent for the poste-

rior embryo stripes (Fig. 3.2 to 3.4). Hence in the phasing analysis I examine

whether there exists a similar mechanism in assisting pair rule gene shifts.

I �rst examine whether there exists a simple phasing rule for assigning pair

rule gene cross regulations to facilitate shifts, by assessing whether an ante-

riorly overlapping stripe tends to be activating, and a posteriorly overlapping

stripe tends to be repressing. An anteriorly overlapping pair rule stripe may

serve as a pulling force in increasing the protein synthesis rate at the anterior

border, while a posteriorly overlapping stripe can serve as a pushing force in

reducing the protein synthesis rate at the posterior border.

In addition to the shift constraints for the simple phasing rule, I also ex-

amine the stripe formation constraints, in whether the control gene regulatory

input, including the gap gene regulatory input, can increase protein synthesis

rate at the peak level of each pair rule gene expression domain, and reduce

protein synthesis rate at the limit of each border to facilitate formation or

maintenance of pair rule stripes. This will require both direct activators and

repressors to have the same spatial gradient of regulatory input to its controlled

borders. Such that the regulators can directly contribute to the formation or
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maintenance of pair rule genes, instead of counter acting to the stripe forma-

tion and re�nement process.

For example I examine whether an overlapping pair rule stripe tends to be

auto-activating in directly shaping the pair rule stripe, and whether a comple-

mentary pair rule stripe tends to be repressing in directly setting the borders.

The control regulatory input that �ts in the simple phasing rule, with similar

gradient to its controlled border, has activation input increases toward the

peak region of the total regulatory input for the pair rule stripe, and has re-

pression input increases toward the limit of the border of the total regulatory

input for the stripe. The control gene regulatory input, on the other hand

that do not �t in the simple phasing rule, with opposite gradient to its con-

trolled border, is considered as a regulatory balancer, which may serve a more

important role of re�nement for pair rule stripes.

The detailed regulatory phasing analysis results are given in Appendix A.5,

and the conclusions for regulatory balancers are summarized and presented in

Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.7, and in the main texts of Chapter 4. In the next chapter I

present the main systems analysis results for the pair rule gene network.
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Chapter 4

Pair-Rule Gene Regulation

In this chapter I present the main results and major predictions made by

the gene circuits, which is summarized in the predictive ensemble regulatory

map (Fig. 4.1). The term "prediction" used in the following descriptions of

regulatory conclusions refers to circuitry results that are not supported or

veri�ed by experimental evidences in the literature, while "�ndings" refer to

circuitry results that are supported by experimental evidences in literature.

The term "regulation" or "interaction" used in the following descriptions of

regulatory conclusions refers to regulatory actions at the level of transcriptional

control, by the act of transcription factors, which is distinguished from the

molecular interactions at the post-translational level.

The major predictions and main results are based on the three major cir-

cuits A1, A2 and B1. In Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.6, I demonstrate the subsets regula-

tory map for the three major circuits. In the �nal systems conclusions section

(Section 4.6), I show the integrative ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.7), which

includes literature regulatory information missing from the circuits and pro-

vides a more complete view of current systems understanding of the pair rule
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genes. In Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.7, di�erent colors of interactions represent di�er-

ent levels of consensus and contradictions among circuits and literature. The

interactions taken from literature are categorized into two levels (represented

in green and yellow). The six levels of regulatory conclusions are de�ned as

the following:

� First level regulations (black)

Interactions with high level consensus among circuits and literature.

� Second level regulations (blue)

Strong predictions made by circuits (critical regulators) but may not be

directly supported by literature.

� Third level regulations (magenta)

Interactions found by circuits (essential regulators) but may contradict

to literature.

� Fourth level regulations (cyan)

Critical stripe-speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits.

� Fifth level regulations (green)

Interactions considered as minor (insigni�cant), irrelevant (reducible),

or indeterminable to biological relevance (such as a plateau input) in

circuits analysis, but are asserted by literature.

� Sixth level regulations (yellow)

Interactions asserted by literature, but are totally absent (do not have

any input) in the circuits.

The de�nition for "critical" and "essential" regulators, and de�nition for inter-

actions that are considered as minor, reducible, or indeterminable in circuits
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analysis are given in Section 3.4.4 and Appendix A.1. Other regulatory fea-

tures that are added on the regulatory maps include:

� Highest consensus regulators (weighted width)

The highest consensus interactions, among all circuits and literature, in

the �rst level regulations (black) are further highlighted with weighted

width in Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.7.

� Regulatory balancers (dash-and-dot lines)

The regulations that do not �t in the simple phasing rule, in the regu-

latory phasing analysis, are considered as regulatory balancers and are

represented as dash-and-dot lines.

� Transient regulators (dashed lines)

The potential transient phase (time) speci�c regulations in the early

stripe formation phase, usually contradictions between class A and class

B circuits, are represented as dashed lines. The class A circuits are more

representative of the early stripe formation phase, which demands more

gap gene input. The class B circuits are more representative of the late

re�nement phase, which relies on pair rule gene cross regulations.

In summary, the predictive ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1) includes

the �rst 3 levels of regulations (black, blue, magenta) and the regulatory bal-

ancers. The subsets regulatory map (Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.6), from reduction of

the ensemble regulatory map for the 3 major circuits, includes the �rst 4 lev-

els of regulations (black, blue, magenta, cyan), regulatory balancers, highest

consensus regulators, and transient regulators. The integrative ensemble regu-

latory map (Fig. 4.7) includes all 6 levels of regulations (black, blue, magenta,
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cyan, green, yellow), regulatory balancers, highest consensus regulators, and

transient regulators. The details supporting each interaction and regulatory

features are given in Appendix B and A.5.

4.1 even-skipped regulation

4.1.1 eve regulation by gap genes

For gap gene regulations on eve (Fig. 4.1), 9 interactions on 9 speci�c borders

are found from the three major circuits (see Appendix B.1.2 for detailed de-

scriptions). All of these interactions are repressive interactions. Five of the

interactions are categorized in black as the �rst level regulations. Four in-

teractions are categorized in blue as the second level regulations. From the

parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.13), the major results in-

clude that among the four input gap genes in Fig. 4.1 (hb, gt, Kr, kni), gt,

Kr and kni repression on eve are supported by strong parameter consensus

in the class A circuits, and hb repression on eve is supported by signi�cant

consensus of both the class A and class B circuits. In the regulatory phasing

analysis (Appendix A.5), 2 interactions are considered as regulatory balancers

(represented as dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 4.1), with the gradient of each regu-

latory input opposite to its controlled border, which does not �t in the simple

phasing rule.

4.1.2 eve regulation by pair-rule genes

For pair-rule cross regulations on eve (Fig. 4.1), the three major circuits found

4 interactions on the anterior border and 5 interactions on the posterior bor-
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Figure 4.1: Major predictions and �ndings from systems analysis of eve, h, run,

ftz and odd regulations. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in

the following pair: B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve),

I(H), R(Run), F(Ftz), O(Odd). The number within each red square represents spe-

ci�c stripe number, with "A" stands for anterior border and "P" stands for posterior

border. The last panels on the right represent non-stripe-speci�c regulations on every

border for each pair rule gene. The pointed arrows represent activation, blunt arrows

represent repression. The color of each interaction represents consensus level among

circuits and literature, from the highest level of black, to blue (with no direct lit-

erature support, critical regulations), and to magenta (may contradict to literature,

essential regulations). Regulatory balancers that do not �t in the simple phasing rule

are represented as dash-and-dot lines. Gap gene regulations on odd are circled as

the primary predictions with full parameter consensus support (Table 3.4). For more

information about each interaction and color categorization please see Appendix B

and the main text.
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der (see Appendix B.1.4 for detailed descriptions). Overall 7 interactions are

categorized in black as the �rst level regulations (3 on the anterior border and

4 on the posterior border), and 2 interactions are categorized in magenta as

the third level regulations (1 on each border). Six interactions are activating

(3 on the anterior border and 3 on the posterior border) and 3 interactions are

repressive (1 on the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border). From the

parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.13), the major results in-

clude that among the 5 input pair rule genes in Fig. 4.1 (eve, h, run, ftz, odd),

both h activation and odd repression on eve are supported by very strong

consensus of both the class A and class B circuits. ftz activation on eve is

supported by stronger consensus of the class B circuits.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 2 interactions (1 on

each border) are considered as regulatory balancers. ftz is placed in a comple-

mentary position to eve, with residual expression remaining between the two

borders, hence the activator role of ftz does not �t in the simple phasing rule.

ftz activation input increases toward the limit of the two borders of the total

regulatory input for eve, with opposite gradient to its controlled borders.

4.1.3 Conclusions

In Figure 4.2, I show the complex subsets for eve regulation in the three major

circuits. Each circuit represents a potential eve stripe regulatory module.

The class A circuits (A1, A2) are more representative of the stripe formation

phase, and the class B circuit (B1) is more representative of the late re�nement

phase. In Figure 4.2, circuit B1 shows a minimal subset of pair-rule cross

regulatory module, which does not require any gap gene input likely in the

late re�nement and maintenance phase, and primarily depends on h activation
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Figure 4.2: Subsets of the ensemble regulatory map for Eve, from circuit A1, A2

and B1. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the following pair:

B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H), R(Run),

F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1. The highest

consensus interactions among all circuits and literature are highlighted with weighted

width in black. Regulatory balancers that do not �t in the simple phasing rule are

represented as dash-and-dot lines. For more information about each interaction and

color categorization please see Appendix B and the main text.
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and odd repression. h activation and odd repression on eve also have the most

consensus among all circuits and literature, hence are highlighted in weighted

width in black.

In the literature (Table A.17 and A.18), h activation and run repression

on eve have the most number of literature consensus. Most experimental

evidences supporting the �rst and second level (black and blue) regulations

in Fig. 4.1 and contradicting to the third level (magenta) regulations, are

based on direct interpretation of perturbation experiments such as mutant and

ectopic gene expression. These literature assertions based on experimental

observations from diverse sources (Appendix B), together with its complex

subsets (Appendix A.4), are put together within the systems context now,

and the complex indirect e�ects will need to be further addressed through

modularization and mutant simulations.

In the complex eve mutant patterns from literature (Appendix A.4.1),

many stripe speci�c e�ects were observed for run regulation on eve from run

mutant embryos (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Warrior and Levine, 1990; Tsai and

Gergen, 1994; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Hooper et al., 1989). These ef-

fects are however not supported by current circuits. In fact, the major circuits

have very weak dependence on run repression, except in circuit A1 primarily

on the posterior border. This may suggest that the stripe-speci�c run mutant

e�ects on eve is indirect, through altered e�ects on other genes. According

to Tsai and Gergen (1994), hs-run treatment fails to repress a reporter gene

containing the eve autoregulatory element, which supports that the altered

regulation of this element in run mutants (Goto et al., 1989) may be indirect.

In the pair-rule cross regulation literature, most perturbation e�ects, from

mutant or ectopic gene expression, are found to be more signi�cant at later
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developmental stages. For example in the early literature of Frasch and Levine

(1987); Carroll and Vavra (1989), using the strongest available mutant alleles

for all the pair-rule genes found only mild perturbation to the establishment

of eve expression pattern in the early stage. Only relatively mild alterations

in the spacing and intensity of expression are detected in cellular blastoderm

stage embryos. In the current gene circuits setting, however, there is no param-

eter constraints for pair-rule cross regulation in the early phase. The mutant

e�ects of pair rule genes, particularly in the early phase, should be tested

through mutant simulations. And even though the class B circuits are more

representative of the late re�nement phase, the speci�c late re�nement phase

modules and early stripe formation phase modules should be implemented and

investigated separately (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 for details on modules).

Whether the mutation e�ects of pair-rule genes in the early stripe formation

phase could be compensated or corrected by other pair-rule genes or other

regulatory mechanisms remain to be veri�ed.

In the early literature (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Carroll and Vavra, 1989), a

general proposition were made that the expression of the primary pair-rule gene

eve is modulated only by the primary pair-rule genes h and run, yet remains

una�ected by the remaining, secondary and tertiary, pair-rule genes. This

proposition is based on earlier observations, such as eve pattern is una�ected

in odd mutant embryos (Mullen and DiNardo, 1995; Coulter and Wieschaus,

1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987). However in later literature, Drean et al.

(1998) found in ectopic hs-odd embryos, eve is the most dramatically a�ected

among the so called primary pair-rule genes at the later stages. In odd mutant

embryos (Drean et al., 1998), eve is also signi�cantly a�ected especially at

later developmental stages. Drean et al. (1998) argues that the above changes
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may have been missed in earlier studies due to their subtle nature in certain

stage embryos, and the full e�ect of these actions may also be masked by the

redundant actions of other segmentation genes. In my gene circuit results

(Fig. 4.1), the earlier hierarchical proposition of pair rule cross regulation is

not supported. odd is found to be the primary repressor of eve, and ftz may

also serve as an activating balancer. If the presumed secondary or tertiary

pair rule genes are not involved in regulating the primary pair rule genes, then

restrictive parameter constraints should be placed (imposed) on current gene

circuits during optimization, hence to further re�ne the model and examine,

explore, new regulatory possibilities.

4.2 hairy regulation

4.2.1 h regulation by gap genes

For gap gene regulations on h (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found only 3 in-

teractions on 3 speci�c borders (see Appendix B.2.2 for detailed descriptions).

Two interactions are repressive and one activating. One interaction is catego-

rized in blue as the second level regulation, and two interactions are categorized

in magenta as the third level regulation. From the parameter distribution anal-

ysis (Appendix Table A.14), the major results include that among the 3 input

gap genes in Fig. 4.1 (gt, Kr, tll), gt repression on h is supported by very strong

consensus of both the class A and class B circuits. Kr repression on h, and tll

activation on h are supported by stronger consensus of the class A circuits. In

the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 1 interaction is considered as

a regulatory balancer (represented as dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 4.1), with the

gradient of regulatory input opposite to its controlled border, which does not
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�t in the simple phasing rule.

4.2.2 h regulation by pair-rule genes

For pair-rule cross regulations on h (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found 2

interactions on the anterior border and 4 interactions on the posterior bor-

der (see Appendix B.2.4 for detailed descriptions). Overall 2 interactions are

categorized in color black as the �rst level regulation (1 on each border), 3 in-

teractions are categorized in color blue as the second level regulation (1 on the

anterior border and 2 on the posterior border), and 1 interaction is categorized

in color magenta (on the posterior border). Three interactions are activating

(1 on the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border), and 3 interactions

are repressive (1 on the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border). From

the parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.14), the major results

include that among the 4 input pair rule genes in Fig. 4.1 (eve, run, ftz, odd),

run repression on h is supported by strong consensus in both class A and class

B circuits. odd repression on h, and ftz activation on h are both supported

by strong consensus in the class B circuits, which is more representative of

the late re�nement phase. There is also strong consensus for odd activation

on h in the class A circuits, which is more representative of the early stripe

formation phase for transient phase (time) speci�c regulation.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 3 interactions (1 on

the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border) are considered as regula-

tory balancers. eve is placed in a posteriorly overlapping position to h, hence

the activator role of eve does not �t in the simple phasing rule. Even though

eve activation input increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input

for h, with similar gradient to its controlled borders, it increases in a more
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posterior position which does not shift the stripe forward (anteriorly) and vio-

lates the shifting constraint of the simple phasing rule. In terms of establishing

the h stripe, formation constraint in the simple phasing rule, eve is certainly

capable of being the major activator for h. odd is positioned in an anteriorly

overlapping position to h, hence the repressor role of odd does not �t in the

simple phasing rule. The odd repression input increases toward the peak of the

total regulatory input for h, with opposite gradient to its controlled border,

and is more of a plateau on the anterior border in the major circuits.

4.2.3 Conclusions

In Figure 4.3, I show the complex subsets for h regulation in the three ma-

jor circuits. run repression on h has the most consensus among all circuits

and literature, hence are highlighted in weighted width in black. The three

major circuits each represents a minimal subset for h regulation. In the class

A circuits, run is the primary repressor and stripe determinant, with activa-

tion by constituative promoter expression (bias term hh in Eqn. 3.1), which

represents uniformly distributed maternal transcription factors not explicitly

modeled. The repressor role of run is consistent with its perfectly comple-

mentary phasing position to h (Appendix A.5). Even though there are more

parameter consensus toward h auto-activation in the class B circuits (Ap-

pendix Table A.14), which is more representative in the late re�nement phase,

the contradictions among major circuits is the reason why h auto-regulation

is not included in the major �ndings in Fig. 4.1. Three interactions are cat-

egorized in cyan as the fourth level regulations, which are the critical stripe

speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits. odd may also have

activation e�ect in the early stripe formation phase, marked as dashed lines in
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Figure 4.3: Subsets of the ensemble regulatory map for H, from circuit A1, A2 and

B1. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the following pair:

B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H), R(Run),

F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1, with cyan rep-

resenting the critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits.

The highest consensus regulations among all circuits and literature are highlighted

with weighted width in black. Dashed lines represent potential transient phase (time)

speci�c regulations in the early stripe formation phase. Regulatory balancers that

do not �t in the simple phasing rule are represented as dash-and-dot lines. For more

information about each interaction and color categorization please see Appendix B

and the main text.
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Fig. 4.3, which is also supported by activation consensus of the class A circuits

(Appendix Table A.14) and essential (non-critical) stripe speci�c regulations

in circuit A1 (Appendix Table A.4).

In the pair rule literature (Appendix A.3), the highest number of regulatory

assertions are made for gap gene regulations on h (Table A.19 and A.20), even

though the major circuits have only found 3 gap gene regulations on h. There

are also many stripe speci�c e�ects reported by literature that are not directly

supported by the major circuits. For example eve was found important for

maintaining h stripe 2 (Hooper et al., 1989; Carroll and Vavra, 1989), and run

was found to be repressing stripe 3/4 and 6/7 (Hooper et al., 1989). In the

major circuit A1 (Table A.4), eve does have the best phasing position for ac-

tivation on h stripe 2 and stripe 7 anterior border, at a more subtle level. But

still the dramatic contradictions between literature and current circuit predic-

tions for gap gene regulations on h may imply that many literature assertions

are based on interpretations of indirect e�ects from perturbation experiments.

The contradictions between literature and circuits may also imply that there

exists strong degeneracy between the pair rule cross regulation module and

the gap gene regulation module, such that the early stripe formation module

(dominated by gap gene regulations), and the late re�nement module for pair

rule cross regulations should be implemented and investigated separately, with

interactive parameter constraints on the pair rule cross regulations.
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4.3 runt regulation

4.3.1 run regulation by gap genes

For gap gene regulations on run (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found 9 inter-

actions on 9 speci�c borders (see Appendix B.3.2 for detailed descriptions).

Eight interactions are activating and one repressive. One interaction is cat-

egorized in black as the �rst level regulation, 5 interactions are categorized

in blue as the second level regulation, and 3 interactions are categorized in

magenta as the third level regulation. From the parameter distribution analy-

sis (Appendix Table A.15), the major results include that among the 3 input

gap genes in (Fig. 4.1) (gt, Kr, tll), for both class A and class B circuits, tll

repression on run is supported by very strong consensus, gt activation on run

is supported by signi�cant consensus, and Kr activation on run is supported

by mild consensus. In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 3 in-

teractions are considered as regulatory balancers (represented as dash-and-dot

lines in Fig. 4.1), with the gradient of each regulatory input opposite to its

controlled border, which does not �t in the simple phasing rule.

4.3.2 run regulation by pair-rule genes

For pair-rule cross regulations on run (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found 3

interactions on the anterior border and 4 interactions on the posterior border

(see Appendix B.3.4 for detailed descriptions). Overall 3 interactions are cat-

egorized in black as the �rst level regulation (1 on the anterior border and 2

on the posterior border), 4 interactions are categorized in blue as the second

level regulation (2 on the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border). Two

interactions are activating (1 on each border) and 5 interactions are repressive
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(2 on the anterior border and 3 on the posterior border). From the parameter

distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.15), the major results include that

among the 4 input pair rule genes in Fig. 4.1 (eve, h, run, ftz ), h repression

on run is supported by very strong consensus of both classes of circuits. ftz

repression on run is supported by stronger consensus in the class B circuits.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 1 interaction (on the

posterior border) is considered as a regulatory balancer. eve is placed in an

anteriorly overlapping position to run, hence the repressor role of eve does not

�t in the simple phasing rule. The eve repression input is a plateau on the

anterior border of the total regulatory input for run, and is increasing toward

the peak of the total regulatory input on the posterior border, with opposite

gradient to its controlled border. Even though the major circuits do not sup-

port eve activation on run, there is more consensus toward eve activation on

run in the parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.15), and there

is also support from the literature (Carroll and Vavra, 1989) for early phase

eve activation. In this case, an activator role of eve in the early phase would

�t in the simple phasing rule.

4.3.3 Conclusions

In Figure 4.4, I show the complex subsets for run regulation in the three major

circuits. h repression on run has the most consensus among all the major

circuits and literature, hence are highlighted in weighted width in black. gt

activation on run also has strong consensus among all the major circuits. Two

critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations were found in the circuits that

are categorized in cyan as the fourth level regulations. Even though there is no

strong support for odd repression on run in the three major circuits, except the
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Figure 4.4: Subsets of the ensemble regulatory map for Run, from circuit A1, A2

and B1. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the following pair:

B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H), R(Run),

F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1, with cyan rep-

resenting the critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits.

The highest consensus regulations among all circuits and literature are highlighted

with weighted width in black. Regulatory balancers that do not �t in the simple

phasing rule are represented as dash-and-dot lines. For more information about each

interaction and color categorization please see Appendix B and the main text.
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stripe speci�c e�ect on stripe 6, there is signi�cant support for odd repression

on run in the parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.15), and in

the literature (Drean et al., 1998) for the late re�nement phase (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993).

In the literature (Table A.21 and A.22), eve and h repression on run have

the most number of literature consensus. According to Klingler and Gergen

(1993), while the run pattern in gap mutations is abnormal from the very

beginning, 7 stripes are initially formed in all pair-rule mutations. Mutations

in the three primary pair-rule genes (eve, h, run) all lead to patterning defects

that are observable during the blastoderm stage. Mutations in all of the sec-

ondary pair-rule genes (except slp) do not a�ect the initial 7 stripe patterns

of run or the other primary pair rule genes. In the primary predictions from

the major circuits (Fig. 4.1), all three primary pair-rule genes are involved in

regulating run, which is expected to have e�ects on the earlier run patterns.

The speci�c e�ects on the late re�nement phase from the repressive input of

secondary pair rule gene ftz, and the stripe speci�c input from odd (Figure 4.4),

remains to be veri�ed. Further mutant simulations and speci�c modular set-

tings on the early and late re�nement phase are required in order to elucidate

the roles and involvement of presumed primary and secondary pair rule genes.

4.4 fushi-tarazu regulation

4.4.1 ftz regulation by gap genes

For gap gene regulations on ftz (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found 5 interac-

tions on 5 speci�c borders (see Appendix B.4.2 for detailed descriptions), all

interactions are activating. Three of the interactions are categorized in blue as
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the second level regulation, and the other 2 of the interactions are categorized

in magenta as the third level regulation. From the parameter distribution

analysis (Appendix Table A.16), the major results include that for all 3 in-

put gap genes in Fig. 4.1 (Kr, gt, kni), the activations on ftz are supported

by strong consensus of both class A and class B circuits. In the regulatory

phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), 2 interactions are considered as regulatory

balancers (represented as dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 4.1), with the gradient of

each regulatory input opposite to its controlled border, which does not �t in

the simple phasing rule.

4.4.2 ftz regulation by pair-rule genes

For pair-rule cross regulations on ftz (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits predicted

2 interactions on the anterior border and 3 interactions on the posterior bor-

der (see Appendix B.4.4 for detailed descriptions). Overall 4 interactions are

categorized in black as the �rst level regulation (2 on each border), 1 inter-

action (on the posterior border) is categorized in magenta as the third level

regulation. Three interactions are repressive (1 on the anterior border and 2

on the posterior border) and 2 interactions are activating (1 on each border).

From the parameter distribution analysis (Appendix Table A.16), the major

results include that among the 3 input pair rule genes in Fig. 4.1 (eve, run,

odd), both eve repression and run activation on ftz are supported by strong

consensus of both class A and class B circuits.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), odd is placed in a pos-

teriorly overlapping position to ftz in data, however in the major circuits odd

is almost overlapping with ftz. Hence according to data, it is the repressor role

of odd that would actually �t in the simple phasing rule.
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4.4.3 Conclusions

In Figure 4.5, I show the complex subsets for ftz regulation in the three ma-

jor circuits. Circuit A2 shows a minimal subset which only depends on odd

activation, however this may be a circuit artifact due to the incorrect overlap-

ping position between odd and ftz stripes found in the circuit. There is one

critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulation found in the circuits, which is

categorized in cyan as the fourth level regulation.

In the literature (Table A.23 and A.24), h repression on ftz has the most

number of literature consensus. The more posteriorly overlapping position of

h to ftz also supports the repressor role of h, which �ts in the simple phasing

rule. However, surprisingly, there is no dependence on h repression in the

3 major circuits. Even though there is strong parameter consensus in the

class B circuits toward h repression in the parameter distribution analysis

(Table A.16). Placing an interactive parameter constraint for h repression on

ftz in the modular setting may be something to carry out in order to explore

and elucidate the regulatory role of h on ftz.

In summary, according to Yu and Pick (1995), primary pair-rule genes are

more involved in the re�nement and maintenance rather than establishment

phase of the ftz stripes. Initial ftz pattern was found to form correctly in all

three primary pair-rule mutants (Yu and Pick, 1995). In the major circuits,

ftz has strong dependence on eve and run cross regulations, however the role

of h may be obscured by the incorrect overlapping position of odd in the

major circuits. The early and late mutation e�ects in the circuits remain to

be veri�ed through mutant simulations and modular analysis.
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Figure 4.5: Subsets of the ensemble regulatory map for Ftz, from circuit A1, A2

and B1. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the following pair:

B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H), R(Run),

F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1, with cyan rep-

resenting the critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits.

Dashed lines represent potential transient phase (time) speci�c regulations in the

early stripe formation phase. Regulatory balancers that do not �t in the simple

phasing rule are represented as dash-and-dot lines. For more information about

each interaction and color categorization please see Appendix B and the main text.
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4.5 odd-skipped regulation

4.5.1 odd regulation by gap genes

For gap gene regulations on odd (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits predicted 10 in-

teractions on 10 speci�c borders (see Appendix B.5.2 for detailed descriptions).

All predicted interactions are activating. Two interactions are categorized in

black as the �rst level regulation, 5 interactions are categorized in blue as the

second level regulation, and 3 interactions are categorized in magenta as the

third level regulation. From the parameter distribution analysis (Table 3.4),

the major results include that all of the 4 input gap genes in Fig. 4.1 (hb,

gt, Kr, kni) are supported by strong activation consensus of both the class A

and class B circuits. Given that there is surprisingly no literature found for

gap gene regulations on odd, the predicted gap gene regulations are circled in

Fig. 4.1 as the major, featured, predictions. In the regulatory phasing analysis

(Appendix A.5), 2 interactions are considered as regulatory balancers (repre-

sented as dash-and-dot lines in Fig. 4.1), with the gradient of each regulatory

input opposite to its controlled border, which does not �t in the simple phasing

rule.

4.5.2 odd regulation by pair-rule genes

For pair-rule cross regulations on odd (Fig. 4.1), the major circuits found 5

interactions on the anterior border and 5 interactions on the posterior border

(see Appendix B.5.4 for detailed descriptions). Overall 6 interactions are cat-

egorized in black as the �rst level regulation (3 on each border), 4 interactions

are categorized in magenta (2 on each border). Six interactions are activating

(3 on each border) and 4 interactions are repressive (2 on each border). From
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the parameter distribution analysis (Table 3.4), the major results include that

among the 5 input pair rule genes in Fig. 4.1 (eve, h, run, ftz, odd), eve re-

pression and ftz activation on odd are both supported by strong consensus of

both the class A and class B circuits.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), all predicted pair rule

cross regulations on odd are found to �t in the simple phasing rule. Although

ftz is placed in an anteriorly overlapping position to odd in data, in the major

circuits odd and ftz are almost overlapping. In either case ftz remains the

main activator on odd, and the activator role of ftz �ts in the simple phasing

rule.

4.5.3 Conclusions

In Figure 4.6, I show the complex subsets for odd regulation in the 3 major

circuits. eve repression on odd has the most consensus among all circuits

and literature, hence are highlighted in weighted width in black. Circuit B1

shows a minimal subset, which is more representative of the late re�nement

phase, with run as the major activator, and eve as the only repressor required.

There are 7 critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the major

circuits, which are categorized in cyan as the fourth level regulation.

In the literature (Table A.25), eve repression on odd has the most number

of literature consensus. Compared to other pair rule genes, odd has the least

number of literature references about its regulation, and is categorized as the

most downstream of the regulatory hierarchy among the pair rule genes. While

there is no literature for gap gene regulations on odd, and there is the strongest

support from both the parameter consensus (Table 3.4) and the major circuits,

odd regulations by gap genes are featured as the major predictions in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.6: Subsets of the ensemble regulatory map for Odd, from circuit A1, A2

and B1. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the following pair:

B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H), R(Run),

F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1, with cyan rep-

resenting the critical stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations found in the circuits.

The highest consensus regulations among all circuits and literature are highlighted

with weighted width in black. Regulatory balancers that do not �t in the simple

phasing rule are represented as dash-and-dot lines. For more information about each

interaction and color categorization please see Appendix B and the main text.
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4.6 Systems Conclusions

In the integrative ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.7), I show a more complete

view of current systems level understanding of the pair rule genes based on both

the gene circuit results and the literature. The �fth level regulations (green)

are interactions considered as minor (insigni�cant), irrelevant (reducible), or

indeterminable to biological relevance (such as a plateau input) in the circuits,

but are asserted by literature. For gap gene regulations, there are 5 regulations

on eve, 9 regulations on h (on 14 speci�c borders) that are categorized in green.

For pair rule cross regulations, there are 2 regulations on eve (on the anterior

border), 1 regulation on h (on the anterior border), 3 regulations on run (2 on

the anterior border and 1 on the posterior border), and 5 regulations on ftz (3

on the anterior border and 2 on the posterior border) that are categorized in

green in Fig. 4.7 as the �fth level regulations.

The sixth level (yellow) regulations are interactions asserted by literature,

but are totally absent (do not have any input) in the circuits. For gap gene

regulations, there are 3 regulations on eve, 14 regulations on h (on 15 speci�c

borders), 5 regulations on run, and 2 regulations on ftz that are categorized

in yellow as the sixth level regulations. Overall in the pair rule literature, gap

gene regulations on h has the most number of regulatory assertions, while in

the current gene circuits there are only 3 interactions found (Fig. 4.7).

There is also no direct support for most stripe speci�c pair rule cross regula-

tions found in the circuits (Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.7), hence only the critical subset of

such stripe speci�c regulations are shown (see Appendix B and Appendix A.1

for more details). These �ndings and contradictions demand further investi-

gations to continually re�ne and improve our understanding of the pair rule

network. Through modularization and interactive parameter constraints, we
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Figure 4.7: Summary systems level analysis results for eve, h, run, ftz and odd

regulation. Each letter above the arrows represents an input gene in the follow-

ing pair: B(Bcd), C(Cad), H(Hb), K(Kr), G(Gt), N(Kni), T(Tll), E(Eve), I(H),

R(Run), F(Ftz), O(Odd). Color representations are the same as in Fig. 4.1 and

Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.6, with green representing the �fth level regulations, which are reg-

ulations considered as minor (insigni�cant), irrelevant (reducible) or indeterminable

(plateau) during circuits analysis, but are asserted by literature. Yellow represents

the sixth level regulations, which are regulations totally absent in the circuits but

are supported by literature. For more information about each interaction and color

categorization please see Appendix B and the main text.
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can continually evolve the model and resolve con�icts with experimental ob-

servations using the computational systems approach.

Other systems level features include that in the predicted non-stripe-speci�c

pair rule cross regulations, there are pairings of activating and repressive regu-

lations that �t in the simple phasing rule (non regulatory balancers) for every

pair rule gene except h. For h regulation in circuit A1 (Fig. 4.3), eve plays

a unique and more subtle role as a regulatory balancer that only violates the

shifting constraint in the simple phasing rule. Hence eve is certainly capable

of serving as the major, stripe determining, activator for h, but there is no

activating, pulling, driving force for h shifts found in the major circuits, espe-

cially on the anterior border. In circuit A2 and B1 (Fig. 4.3), h stripes form

primarily through constituative promoter activation (bias term hh in Eqn. 3.1)

and run repression, or through constituative promoter repression and h auto-

activation, which is controversial with contradictions among the major circuits

and literature. On the other hand, in the literature, gap genes are considered

as the major, stripe determining, activators for h, with an exception of h stripe

2, which is reported to be formed, or maintained, by eve (Hooper et al., 1989;

Carroll and Vavra, 1989).

Interestingly for the predicted gap gene regulations, all regulations are

repressive on eve, while on the other end of the spectrum, all regulations

are activating on odd, and also on run and ftz, except for tll repression on

run stripe 6 posterior border. It is unclear about the distribution why gap

genes tend to set eve stripes through repression, and on the other hand, in

the complex system, setting run, ftz, and odd stripes through activation. The

e�ect of promoter threshold (ha in Equation. 3.1) does not have a strong and

direct correlation to such distribution (see Table 3.1 to Table 3.3), for example
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hrun is much higher than heve in circuit A1 and A2, and is at a similar positive

level in circuit B1. hodd has a strong negative value in circuit A1 and B1, but

in circuit B1 there is only one gap gene input on odd, and in circuit A2 the hodd

is positive. eve, run and odd also have the largest number of predicted gap

gene regulations, while h and ftz have the least. In this regard eve, run and

odd seem to be more primarily connected to the upstream gap gene signals.

Since h and ftz have the fewest number of predicted gap gene regulations,

the role of odd becomes more controversial. The contradicting regulatory

results of odd regulation on h and ftz, between the class A and class B circuits,

suggests potential early phase activation from odd, or it could simply mean

that odd regulation on h and ftz is irrelevant or indeterminable. It is unclear

whether the con�icting role of odd is related to the absence, or obscured, gap

gene regulations on h and ftz in the circuits.

Overall from the perspectives of par rule cross regulations in the model,

there is no strong indication for which pair rule gene is primary or secondary.

There is a potential for all pair rule genes to be involved in the cross regulations

on eve, h, run and odd, except for ftz (Fig. 4.7), since h regulation on ftz and

ftz auto-regulation are absent in the circuits.

In the regulatory phasing analysis (Appendix A.5), according to the sim-

ple phasing rule, the complementary pair rule genes (with complementary

patterns) should be mutually repressive in order to directly set the borders.

Among the 3 complementary sets of pair rule genes, including eve/ftz, eve/odd,

and h/run, only ftz regulation on eve is activating in the circuits, which vi-

olates the simple phasing rule, all the other regulations with complementary

patterns are repressive. The complementary sets can also form a reducible

(homeostatic) set when regulating other pair rule genes at the same time with
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the same (activating or repressive) function, which is suitable for degeneracy

(redundancy) control mechanism. For example eve and ftz were in a reducible

set when both activating h, and both repressing ftz, in circuit A2 (see Ap-

pendix A.1 for details on reducible sets, including gap gene reducible sets).
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Appendix A

Systems Level Analysis

A.1 Regulatory Representational System

In the �rst order analysis, after generating all the graphs with one gene and

one border at a time (Fig. 3.7 (C)), I use the following format

gene name (regulatory input pro�le, signi�cance)

to �rst write down the name of the gene involved in regulating one particular

border, then I note down the pro�le of the interaction by a linear mapping

of the shape (or inclination) of the regulatory input using a forward slash

(/) or backslash (\) symbol, or more complicated (/\, \/), and without any

symbol (which means a uniform, plateau, input). For example, h is involved

in regulating eve stripe 2 anterior border in circuit A1 at time t7 (Fig. 3.7

(C)), so I wrote down h(/,+) in the part of pair-rule gene activation input, where

the forward slash "/" is a direct linear mapping of the h input in the graph, which

means the h activating input on eve is increasing, with a positive gradient or slope,

toward the peak of the total regulatory input for h stripe 2 anterior border, hence

the h stripe is likely anteriorly overlapping with eve stripe 2 at t7, and the peak
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of h stripe is positioned relatively posterior on the anterior border of eve stripe 2.

The "+" sign indicates the activation input from h is very strong, in this case it can

turn o� protein synthesis when removed from the total regulatory input (Fig. 3.7

(C)). There are three levels of signi�cance (strength or intensity) of each interaction,

denoted from "+" (high), to no symbol (medium), to "-" (low). The signi�cance is

either determined by its absolute value (intensity) of regulatory input, or by relatively

how it impacts the total regulatory input after being excluded from it (signi�cance)

(Fig. 3.7 (C)).

Based on the above rule, the full �rst order analysis on eve stripe 2 anterior

border in circuit A1 at time t7 can be written down as

s2 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, hb, gt(/,+)

pr activation: eve(/), h(/,+), ftz(\,+)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+)

where the backslash means within the context of activation, the activation is de-

creasing toward the peak of eve stripe 2; and on the other hand within the context

of repression, the repression is increasing toward the peak of eve stripe 2. Without

a forward slash or backslash means the regulatory input is a plateau, and hence is

not contributing to the stripe formation, or maintenance, in the linear regime of the

dynamical model. The strength of the regulation is medium when there is no sign

of "+" or "-" speci�ed.

In the second order analysis, I only look at combinations of signi�cant stripe

(or slope) contributing input from the �rst order analysis, which means inputs with

a forward slash "/" or backslash "\" sign speci�ed, and with intensity level equal

or higher than medium (without a "-" sign). This is one of the major reason for

doing �rst order analysis �rst, so I can exclude irrelevant or insigni�cant interactions

before looking at their combinations.
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For example in the second order analysis of circuit A1 on the eve stripe 2 anterior

border (Fig. 3.7 (D)), I look at combinations of slope contributing inputs from gt,

eve, h, ftz and odd. The second order analysis of this �ve genes requires going

through
∑

[C(5, r)] − 6 = 25 combinations of regulations. In Fig. 3.7 (D) I show

a subset of such combinations. The combination of ftz and odd input reduces to a

plateau, hence can be classi�ed as a reducible set, which may be biologically relevant

or signi�cant for homeostatic and degeneracy (redundancy) control. On the other

hand the combination of gt, h and eve input approaches the total regulatory input

closely, hence can be classi�ed as an irreducible set, which is essential to the stripe

2 anterior border determination in the circuit.

The �nal element I determine in the second order analysis is the critical controller

of the irreducible set. After isolating the irreducible set, I examine whether removing

one particular member (from �rst order analysis graphs) can result in total shutdown

or inactivation of the protein synthesis rate. For example h is considered as a critical

controller for eve stripe 2 anterior border (Fig. 3.7 (C)), removal of h from the total

regulatory input causes the total regulatory input to be lower below the sigmoidal

region of the regulation-expression function (pink area) (Eqn. 3.2), which leads to a

total shutdown of the protein synthesis rate.

Based on the above rules, the second order analysis for eve stripe 2 anterior

border in circuit A1 at t7 can be writen as

s2 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, hb, gt(/,+,ir)

pr activation: eve(/,ir), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,re)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,re)

where the red color indicates information added from the second order analysis. The

note "re" stands for reducible set, "ir" stands for irreducible set, and "*" indicates

a critical controller.
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The complication comes in when adding information from di�erent time classes.

In the early research phase, I use the following format to add �rst order analysis

information from all time classes including the transient phase

(initial state; transition dynamics; �nal state).

If no speci�c time is speci�ed, the initial state starts from cycle 13, and the �nal state

refers to cycle 14 t8. Usually the time is speci�ed with ":" in initial or �nal state,

and separated with "|" in transition dynamics (state change in time) speci�cation.

The transition dynamics is described by

time interval | <pro�le of change> intensity of change

The pro�le (shape or inclination) of change for the stripe (or slope) contributing

regulatory input is speci�ed in angle brackets "< >" such that for "<-/+>" within

the context of activation means the slope of the regulatory input is increasing in

time, on the other hand "<+/->" or "</->" means the slope is decreasing in time,

on both end or on one end of the border respectively. If the pro�le of change is not

speci�ed, it means the change is uniform. The intensity of change is speci�ed at

three levels, from "+" (strong), to no sign (medium), and to "-" (low).

For example the full time class �rst order analysis of stripe 2 anterior border in

circuit A1 can be written down as:

s2 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, cad(-; c13--), hb(-; c13-t3+; ; t6-t8--; ), gt(-; c13-t5|<+/+>+; /,+)

pr activation: eve(-; t3-t6|<-/+>; /), h(t3-t6|</+>+; /,+)

ftz( ; c13-t3++; +; t4-t7|<+\->+; \,+)

repression: odd(c13-t4|<+/+>+; +; t5-t8|</->; /,+)

where "++" means strongly increase uniformly, "+" means moderately increase

uniformly. "c13-t5|<+/+>+" within the context of repression means that from
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cycle 13 to cycle 14 t5, the repressive regulatory input is increasing strongly with a

slope toward the anterior border of stripe 2 and increasing from both sides of the

border. "t3-t6|<-/+>" within the context of activation means from cycle 14 t3 to

t6, the activation input is increasing moderately with a slope toward the peak of

stripe 2 and the slope is increasing.

Later in the research phase, I decided to focus on the essential regulators for the

�nal stripe determination. The �rst and second order analysis are then adopted for

all time classes, by selecting the most signi�cant or representative regulatory states

among all time classes, or conduct analysis on late re�nement phase �rst, then adjust

for the transient phase analysis. Detailed transient phase dynamics information are

retained when it is essential to the �nal stripe determination. If there are con�icts

between the transient phase and the late re�nement phase regulation, the more

signi�cant regulatory states are adopted for the �nal decision, or at a more abstract

level, compressed or compromised into the �nal representation.

In the following I include the early research phase, full time classes �rst order

analysis of eve regulation in circuit A1.

s2 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, cad(-; c13--), hb(-; c13-t3+; ; t6-t8--; ), gt(-; c13-t5|<+/+>+; /,+)

pr activation: eve(-; t3-t6|<-/+>; /), h(t3-t6|</+>+; /,+), ftz( ; c13-t3++; +; t4-t7|<+\->+; \,+)

repression: odd(c13-t4|<+/+>+; +; t5-t8|</->; /,+)

bias: activation

s2 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, cad( ; c13--), hb(-; c13-t3+; ; t6-t8--; ), gt(-; c13-t5|<+/>-; /,-)

kr(c13-t4|<\+>; \,+)

pr activation: eve(-; t3-t6|<+\->; \), h(t3-t6|<+\>+; \,+), ftz(-; c13-t2++; +; t3-t7|<-/+>+; /,+)

repression: run(t1-t6|<\+>; \), odd(t2-t3+; ; t4-t8|<-\+>+; \,+)

bias: activation

s3 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, cad( ; c13-t5--), hb(-; c13-t3+; /), kr(c13-t6|<+\+>+; +)

pr activation: eve(t4|</+>; /), h(t3<+/+>+; /,+), ftz(-; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<\->+; \,+)
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repression: run(t1-t6|<+/>; /\), odd(t2-t4++; +; t5</->; /,+)

bias: activation

s3 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, cad( ; c13-t5--), kr(-; c13-t5++; +)

pr activation: eve(t3|<+\>; \), h(t3-t6|<+\+>+; \,+), ftz( ; c13-t2++; +; t3-t7|<-/+>+; /,+)

repression: run(t1-t7|<+\+>; ), odd(t2-t3|<+/\+>; /\; t4-t8|<-\+>+; \,+)

bias: activation

s4 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad( ; c13-t5--; -), kr(c13-t6|<+/+>+; +; t7<-/->-; /,+)

kni(c13<\+>-; \,-), tll(t6:/)

pr activation: eve(t4|</+>-; /), h(t3<+/+>+; /,+), ftz( ; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<\->+; \,+)

repression: run(t1-t6|<+/>-; /,-), odd(t2-t4++; +; t5</->+; /,+)

bias: activation

s4 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad( ; c13-t5--; -), kr(-; c13-t5|<+/+>+; t6-t8|<-/->-; /,+)

kni(c13<\+>; \), tll(t8:\)

pr activation: eve(t3|<+\>-; \), h(t3-t6|<+\+>+; \,+)

ftz( ; c13-t2++; +; t3-t4|<\->+; t5-t7|<-/+>+; /,+)

repression: run(t1-t7|<\+>; \), odd(t2-t4|<+/>; /,+; t5-t8|<-\+>+; \,+)

bias: activation

s5 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad( ; c13-t5--; ), kr(c13-t6|<+/+>+; /; t7<-/->-; /,-)

kni(c13-t4++; +), tll(t6:/)

pr activation: eve(t5|</+>-; /), h(t3<+/+>+; +), ftz( ; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<\->+; \,+)

repression: run(t4-t6: /), odd(t2-t4|<+\+>; ; t5-t8<+/->+; /,+)

bias: activation

s5 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad( ; c13-t5--; ), kr(t1: ; t1-t6--), kni(c13-t3++; +), gt(t4|<\+>; \)

pr activation: eve(t5|<+\>-; \), h(t3-t6|<+\+>+; \,+), ftz( ; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<-/+>+; /,+)

repression: run(t4-t7|<\+>; \), odd(t2-t4|<+/+>; ; t5-t8|<-\+>+; \,+)

bias: activation

s6 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad( ; c13--; ), gt(t2<+\+>+; \,+), kni(c13-t3|<+/>; /)

pr activation: eve(t5|</+>-; /), h(t3<+/+>+; /,+), ftz( ; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<\->+; \,+)
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repression: run( ; c13</->-; /,-), odd(t3-t4|<+\+>; ; t5-t8<+/->+; /,+)

bias: activation

s6 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad( ; c13--; ), gt(t1-t5<+\+>+; +), kni(/,-)

pr activation: eve(t5|<+\>-; \), h(t3-t6|<+\+>+; \,+), ftz( ; c13-t4++; +; t5-t8|<-/>+; /,+)

repression: run( ; c13--; t5-t8:\), odd(t3-t8|<\+>+; \,+)

bias: activation

s7 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad, gt(c13-t5|<+/+>+; t6-t8--; /,+), tll(-; c13-t3|<+\+>+; \,+; t6--; )

pr activation: eve(t7-t8|</+>-; /,-), ftz(t2-t4|<+\+>+; +; t6-t8|<\->+; \,+)

repression: run(t4: ; t4-t7-; -), odd(t3-t5|<+/>+; /,+)

bias: activation

These detailed transient phase dynamics were combined or adopted into the �nal

version of second order analysis after adjustment in time, as shown in the following.

s2 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, hb, gt(/,+,ir)

pr activation: eve(/,ir), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,re)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,re)

s2 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd, hb, gt(/,-), kr(\,+,ir*)

pr activation: eve(\,ir), h(\,+,ir*), ftz(/,+,ir)

repression: run(\,ir), odd(/\,+,ir*)

s3 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), hb(/,-), kr(+)

pr activation: eve(/,-), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,ir)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,ir*)

s3 posterior:

gap activation:
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repression: bcd(-), kr(+)

pr activation: eve(\,ir), h(\,+,ir*), ftz(/,+,ir)

repression: run(\,ir), odd(/\,+,ir*)

s4 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad(-), kr(+), kni(\,-), tll(t6:/)

pr activation: eve(/,-), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,ir)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,ir*)

s4 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: bcd(-), cad(-), kr(/,+,ir*), kni(\,ir*), tll(t8:\)

pr activation: eve(\,ir), h(\,+,ir*), ftz(/,+,ir)

repression: run(\,ir), odd(/\,+,ir*)

s5 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad(-), kr(/,ir*), kni(+), tll(/,-)

pr activation: eve(/,-), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,ir)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,ir*)

s5 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad(-), kni(+), gt(\)

pr activation: eve(\,ir), h(\,+,ir*), ftz(/,+,ir)

repression: run(\,ir), odd(\,+,ir*)

s6 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad(-), gt(\,+,re), kni(/,ir*)

pr activation: eve(/,-), h(/,+,re), ftz(\,+,re)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,re)

s6 posterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad(-), gt(+), kni(/,-)
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pr activation: eve(\,ir), h(\,+,ir*), ftz(/,+,ir)

repression: run(\,ir), odd(\,+,ir*)

s7 anterior:

gap activation:

repression: cad(-), gt(/,+,ir*), tll

pr activation: eve(/,-), h(/,+,ir*), ftz(\,+,ir)

repression: run(/,-), odd(/,+,ir*)

We can then compile the above circuitry information across borders to obtain a

more compact form in the following.

gap activation:

repression: bcd(s2, s3-4-), cad(s4-7a-), hb(s2, s3a:/,-)

gt[ir:s2a,s7a*][re:s6a](s2a:/,+; s2p:/,-; s5p\, s6a:\,+; s6p+, s7a:/,+)

kr[ir:s2p*,s4p*,s5a*](s2p:\,+; s3+, s4a+, s4p:/,+; s5a:/)

kni[ir:s4p*,s6a*](s4a:\,-; s4p\, s5+, s6a/,s6p:/,-), tll(s5a:/,-; s7a)

bias: activation

anterior:

pr activation: eve[ir:s2a](/,-)[s2a/], hairy[ir:(!s6a)*][re:s6a](/,+)

ftz[ir:s3a,s4a,s5a,s7a][re:s2a,s6a](\,+)

repression: run(/,-), odd[ir:s3a*,s4a*,s5a*,s7a*][re:s2a,s6a](/,+)

posterior:

pr activation: eve[ir:all](\), hairy[ir:all*](\,+), ftz[ir:all](/,+)

repression: run[ir:all](\), odd[ir:all*](/\,+)[s5p,s6p:\,+]

where "s3a" means stripe 3 anterior border, and "s5p" means stripe 5 posterior

border, and so forth. The reducible sets, irreducible sets and critical controllers

(results from second order analysis) are collected in brackets ahead of the �rst order

analysis results in parentheses. The "!" mark are used as a "negation" (exclusion)

set.

The same compilation can be done for the �nal analysis results of circuit A2 and

circuit B1, as included in the following.
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Circuit A2:

gap activation:

repression: hb[ir:s3a*](s2+, s3a/), kr[ir:s2p,s3a](s2p\, s3a\, s3p-4a+, s4p:/)

tll(s2p:/,-; s6p:\,-; s7a), cad(s3-5-, s6-7a)

kni[ir:s4p*,s6a*](s4a:\,-; s4p:\,+; s5+, s6a:/,+; s6p:/,-)

bias: activation(+)

anterior:

pr activation: ftz[ir:all](\,+), h[ir:all*](/,+)

repression: eve(\,-), odd[ir:all*](/,+)

posterior

pr activation: ftz[ir:all](/,+), h[ir:all*](\,+), run(/,-)

repression: eve(/,-), odd[ir:all*](\,+)

Circuit B1:

gap activation: kni(s5-, s6a:\,-), gt(s6p-), tll(s7a-)

repression: bcd(s2-s3, s4-s5-), cad(s2p:\,-; s3a-, s3p-7a)

bias: activation

anterior:

pr activation: ftz[ir:all](\,+), hairy[ir:all*](/,+)

repression: odd[ir:all*](/,+)

posterior:

pr activation: ftz[ir:all](/,+), hairy[ir:all*](\)

repression: odd[ir:all*](\,+)

The above circuitry information can then be further compiled across di�erent

genes and circuits to reveal di�erent, systems, level correlations, which can not be

achieved by operating on graphs.

The �nal compilation for eve, h, run, ftz and odd regulation across circuit A1,

A2 and B1 are included in the following table, where "A" stands for activation and

"R" stands for "repression".
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Input Circuit Eve Regulation by Gap Genes

A1 R(s2, s3-4-)

Bcd A2

B1 R(s2-s3, s4-s5-)

A1 R(s4-7a-)

Cad A2 R(s3-5-, s6-7a)

B1 R(s2p:\,-; s3a-, s3p-7a)

A1 R(s2, s3a:/,-)

Hb A2 R[ir:s3a*](s2+, s3a/)

B1

A1 R[ir:s2p*,s4p*,s5a*](s2p:\,+; s3+, s4a+, s4p:/,+; s5a:/)

Kr A2 R[ir:s2p,s3a](s2p\, s3a\, s3p-4a+, s4p:/)

B1

A1 R[ir:s2a,s7a*][re:s6a](s2a:/,+; s2p:/,-; s5p\, s6a:\,+; s6p+, s7a:/,+)

Gt A2

B1 A(s6p-)

A1 R[ir:s4p*,s6a*](s4a:\,-; s4p\, s5+, s6a/,s6p:/,-)

Kni A2 R[ir:s4p*,s6a*](s4a:\,-; s4p:\,+; s5+, s6a:/,+; s6p:/,-)

B1 A(s5-, s6a:\,-)

A1 R(s5a:/,-; s7a)

Tll A2 R(s2p:/,-; s6p:\,-; s7a)

B1 A(s7a-)

Table A.1: Circuits analysis results compilation for eve regulation by gap genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Eve Regulation by Pair Rule Genes

(anterior border) (posterior border)

A1 A[ir:s2a](/,-)[s2a/] A[ir:all](\)

Eve A2 R(\,-) R(/,-)

B1

A1 A[ir:(!s6a)*][re:s6a](/,+) A[ir:all*](\,+)

Hairy A2 A[ir:all*](/,+) A[ir:all*](\,+)

B1 A[ir:all*](/,+) A[ir:all*](\)

A1 R(/,-) R[ir:all](\)

Runt A2 A(/,-)

B1

A1 A[ir:s3a,s4a,s5a,s7a][re:s2a,s6a](\,+) A[ir:all](/,+)

Ftz A2 A[ir:all](\,+) A[ir:all](/,+)

B1 A[ir:all](\,+) A[ir:all](/,+)

A1 R[ir:s3a*,s4a*,s5a*,s7a*][re:s2a,s6a](/,+) R[ir:all*](/\,+)[s5p,s6p:\,+]

Odd A2 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

B1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

Table A.2: Circuits analysis results compilation for eve regulation by pair rule genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit H Regulation by Gap Genes

Bcd A1 R(s2a:/,+; s2p+,s3-4+,s5,s6-7a-)

A2 R(s2a-s3a, s3p-)

B1

Cad A1 R(s3-,s4-7a)

A2 R(s6a-7a-)

B1 A(s6-7a-)

Hb A1

A2

B1

Kr A1 A(s3-4)

A2

B1 R[ir:s3a](s3a\, s3p-4, s5a:/,-)

Gt A1 A(s2a:\,-; s6a:/,-; s6p-,s7a:\,-)

A2 R(s2a:/,-; s6p-)

B1 R[ir:s2a*](s2a/, s2p:/,-; s6a:\,-; s6p, s7a)

Kni A1

A2 R(s5a\, s5p, s6a:/,-)

B1 R(s5)

Tll A1 A[ir:s7a*](s2a-,s2p\,s4a,s5a+,s6a,s6p-,s7a:/,+)

A2

B1

Table A.3: Circuits analysis results compilation for h regulation by gap genes across

circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for "repres-

sion".
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Input Circuit H Regulation by Pair Rule Genes

(anterior border) (posterior border)

Eve A1 A[ir:all*](\/,+)[s2a,s7a:/,+] A[ir:all*](\,+)

A2 A[re:all](/) A[re:all](\,+)

B1 R(/,-) R[s4p\][s6p:\,-]

Hairy A1 R[ir:all](\,+) R[ir:all](/,+)

A2

B1 A[ir:all*](/,+) A[ir:all*](\,+)

Runt A1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

A2 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

B1 A(\,-)[s3a\]

Ftz A1 A[ir:s2a](+)[s2a:\,+] A[ir:!s2p](\/)[s2p: ]

A2 A[re:all](\,+) A[re:all](/)

B1 A[ir:s5a*,s6a*](+)[s5a,s6a:/,+] A[ir:all*](\,+)

Odd A1 A[ir:s2a,s7a](+)[s2a,s7a:\,+] A[ir:!s2p](\/)[s2p:\/,-][s4p\]

A2 R(/,-)

B1 R[ir:s7a*](+)[s7a:/,+] R[ir:!s2p](/)[s2p:/,-]

Table A.4: Circuits analysis results compilation for h regulation by gap genes across

circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for "repres-

sion".
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Input Circuit Run Regulation by Gap Genes

Bcd A1 R(s2a:/,+; s2p+,s3-4+,s5,s6-7a-)

A2 R(s1p-s2a+, s2p-s3a, s3p-s4p-)

B1 A(s1p+, s2-3, s4-)

Cad A1 R(s3-,s4-7a)

A2 R(s2a-, s2p-s3a, s3p-s6p+)

B1 A(s2p-, s3-6)

Hb A1

A2

B1

Kr A1 A(s3-4)

A2

B1 A[ir:s2p,s4p](s2a:/,-; s2p/, s3-s4a, s4p\)

Gt A1 A(s2a:\,-; s6a:/,-; s6p-,s7a:\,-)

A2 A[ir:s1p*,s6*](s1p\, s5p:/,-; s6a:/,+; s6p\,+)

B1 A[ir:s1p*,s5p](s1p:\,+; s5p/, s6a:/,+; s6p:\,+)

Kni A1

A2

B1

Tll A1 A[ir:s7a*](s2a-,s2p\,s4a,s5a+,s6a,s6p-,s7a:/,+)

A2

B1 R[ir:s6p](s2a:/,-; s3p-, s4p\,-, s5p\,-, s6p\)

Table A.5: Circuits analysis results compilation for run regulation by gap genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Run Regulation by Pair Rule Genes

(anterior border) (posterior border)

Eve A1 A[ir:all*](\/,+)[s2a,s7a:/,+] A[ir:all*](\,+)

A2 R(+) R[ir:all][*:s1p](/)[s1p\]

B1 A(-)

Hairy A1 R[ir:all](\,+) R[ir:all](/,+)

A2 R[ir:all][*:!s4p](\,+)[s4p,s5p,s6p:\] R[ir:s2a*](+)[s2a:/,+]

B1 R[ir:all*](\,+) R[ir:all*](/,+)

Runt A1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

A2 A[ir:all][*:!(s1p,s3p)](\) A[ir:all][*:!s3a](/)

B1 A(-)[s1p:\,-]

Ftz A1 A[ir:s2a](+)[s2a:\,+] A[ir:!s2p](\/)[s2p: ]

A2 R[ir:!s2a][*:s6a](/)[s2a:/,-] R[ir:s1p](+)[s1p/]

B1 R[ir:all)[*:!s2a](/,+)[s2a:/] R[ir:!s1p][*:!(s1p,s6p)](\,+)[s1p:+]

Odd A1 A[ir:s2a,s7a](+)[s2a,s7a:\,+] A[ir:!s2p](\/)[s2p:\/,-][s4p\]

A2 R[ir:s6a*](/,-)[s2a:-][s6a/] R[ir:s1p](+)[s1p/]

B1 A(\,-) A(+)

Table A.6: Circuits analysis results compilation for run regulation by pair rule genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Ftz Regulation by Gap Genes

Bcd A1

A2 A(s1p-s2a, s2p-)

B1 R(s1p-s2p+, s3, s4a-s5a-)

Cad A1 R(s2p-s3p-, s4-6)

A2 A(s6-)

B1 R[ir:s2a](s1p-, s2a\, s2p-s6+)

Hb A1 A[re:s2p](s1p-s2a+, s2p\)

A2 A[re:s2p](s1p-s2a+, s2p\)

B1 A(s1p-s2a, s2p:\,-)

Kr A1 A[ir:s4a*][re:s4p](s2a:/,+; s2p-s3p+, s4a:\,+; s4p\)

A2 A[re:s4a](s2a:/,-; s2p-s3p, s4a\)

B1 A[ir:s4a](s2a:/,-; s2p-s3p, s4a\)

Gt A1 A[ir:s5][re:s6p](s1p:\,+; s5a/, s5p:/,+; s6a+; s6p:\,+)

A2

B1 A[ir:s1p][re:s5p](s1p\, s5p/, s6a, s6p\,-)

Kni A1 A[ir:s4a*,s5a,s5p](s4a/, s4p+, s5a\, s5p\)

A2 A[ir:s5p][re:s4a](s4a:/,+; s4p-5a+, s5p:\,+, s6a:\,-)

B1 A(s4a:/,-; s4p-s5a, s5p:\,-)

Tll A1 R(s4p:/,-; s6p-)

A2

B1

Table A.7: Circuits analysis results compilation for ftz regulation by gap genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Ftz Regulation by Pair Rule Genes

(anterior border) (posterior border)

Eve A1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

A2 R[re:all](/,+) R[re:all](\,+)

B1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

Hairy A1 A(\,-) A[ir:s3p,s5p][re:s2p,s4p,s6p](/)

A2

B1 R(/,-) R[re:s5p](\,-)[s1p,s5p:\]

Runt A1

A2

B1 A[ir:all][*:s5a](/,+) A[ir:all][*:s5p](\)[s5p,s6p:\,+]

Ftz A1 A(/,-) A(\,-)

A2 R[re:all](\,+) R[re:all](/,+)

B1

Odd A1 R[ir:s4a,s5a](\)[s2a,s3a,s6a:\,-] R[ir:!s1p](/)

A2 A[ir:all*](/,+) A[ir:all*](\,+)

B1 A[ir:s4a,s5a](/,-)[s4a,s5a:/] A[ir:all](\)

Table A.8: Circuits analysis results compilation for ftz regulation by pair rule genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Odd Regulation by Gap Genes

Bcd A1 A(s1p+, s2-3, s4-)

A2 A(s1p-2+, s3-4, s5-)

B1 A(s1p-s2-)

Cad A1 A(s3a-s5p-, s6)

A2 R(s4a-s6-)

B1 R(s2a-s5, s6+)

Hb A1 A[ir:s2p](s1p, s2a+, s2p\)

A2

B1 A(s1p-, s2a, s2p:\,-)

Kr A1 A[ir:s2a*,s4a,s4p](s2a:/,+; s2p-s3p+, s4a:\,+; s4p\)

A2

B1 A(s2:/,+; s3+, s4a:\,+, s4p\)

Gt A1 A[ir:s1p,s5a,s5p*,s6p*](s1p:\,+; s5a/, s5p:/,+; s6a+, s6p:\,+)

A2 A[ir:s1p,s5p,s6p*](s1p\, s5p:/,+; s6a+, s6p:\,+)

B1 A[ir:s1p][re:s5p](s1p:\,+; s5a:/,-; s5p:/,+; s6a+, s6p:\,+)

Kni A1 A[ir:s4a*,s5p*](s3p:/,-; s4a:/,+; s4p-,s5a:\,+, s5p:\,+)

A2 A[ir:s4a,s5p](s4a/, s4p-s5a, s5p\)

B1 A[re:s5p](s3p:/,-; s4:/,+; s5a+, s5p:\,+; s6a:\,-)

Tll A1 R(s6p-)

A2 R(s6p:\,-)

B1 A(s3p:/,-; s4p-, s6p/)

Table A.9: Circuits analysis results compilation for odd regulation by gap genes

across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands for

"repression".
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Input Circuit Odd Regulation by Pair Rule Genes

(anterior border) (posterior border)

Eve A1 R[ir:all][*:s2a,s6a](/,+)[s5a/] R[ir:all][*:s1p,s2p,s5p](\,+)[s6p\]

A2 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all*](\,+)

B1 R[ir:all*](/,+) R[ir:all][*:!s6p](\,+)[s6p\]

Hairy A1 R[ir:all][*:s6a](/)[s6a:/,+] R[ir:all][*:s5p](\,+)

A2 A(/,-)

B1 A(/,-)

Runt A1 R(\)[s6a:\,-] R(/,-)

A2 A[ir:s5a*,s6a*](+)[s5a,s6a:/,+] A[ir:!s1p][*:s3p,s4p,s6p](\)[s6p:\,+]

B1 A[ir:all*](/,+) A[ir:all][*:!s1p](\,+)

Ftz A1 A[ir:all*](/) A[ir:all][*:!s1p](\)

A2 R(\,-) R(/,-)

B1 A(/,-) A(\,-)

Odd A1 A[ir:all](/) A[ir:all](\)

A2

B1 R(\,-) R(/,-)

Table A.10: Circuits analysis results compilation for odd regulation by pair rule

genes across circuits A1, A2 and B1, where "A" stands for activation and "R" stands

for "repression".
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A.2 Statistical Pooling

In this section I include tables for the RMS scores of the 3 priority sets of both

class A and class B circuits. I also include the parameter distribution analysis

tables for eve, h, run, and ftz regulation. The consensus analysis table for odd

regulation is included in the main text.
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Class A

(1) (2) (3)

Circuit RMS Circuit RMS Circuit RMS

A1 26.35 A6 25.23 A16 26.84

A2 23.47 A7 24.49 A17 25.5

A3 22.68 A8 24.12 A18 25.54

A4 26.29 A9 24.62 A19 28.21

A5 25.33 A10 26.7 A20 27.31

A11 25.32 A21 26.08

A12 24.91 A22 27.12

A13 25.44 A23 26.46

A14 25.75 A24 26.64

A15 26.62 A25 27.3

A26 26.85

A27 26.52

A28 28.12

A29 25.4

A30 25.84

Avg 24.82 Avg 25.32 Avg 26.65

Table A.11: RMS scores list for the 3 priority sets of the class A circuits. The RMS

scores are rounded at the second decimal place. Full parameter sets of these circuits,

except for the 3 major circuits (A1, A2 and B1), are not included in this thesis.
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Class B

(1) (2) (3)

Circuit RMS Circuit RMS Circuit RMS

B1 22.37 B5 24.12 B14 25.02

B2 22.22 B6 23.89 B15 23.72

B3 21.08 B7 23.92 B16 24.95

B4 21.65 B8 25.23 B17 25.54

B9 22.92 B18 26.31

B10 24.96 B19 26.29

B11 22.73

B12 21.27

B13 20.96

Avg 21.83 Avg 23.33 Avg 25.31

Table A.12: RMS scores list for the 3 priority sets of the class B circuits. The RMS

scores are rounded at the second decimal place. Full parameter sets of these circuits,

except for the 3 major circuits (A1, A2 and B1), are not included in this thesis.
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Eve Class A Class B

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bcd 3/1/0/1/0 6/2/1/1/0 14/1/0/0/0 2/0/0/1/1 6/1/0/1/1 2/1/1/1/1

Cad 3/1/0/1/0 6/2/2/0/0 9/6/0/0/0 3/0/0/0/1 6/3/0/0/0 3/2/0/1/0

Hb 0/5/0/0/0 1/3/6/0/0 0/10/4/1/0 1/1/1/1/0 1/8/0/0/0 2/2/1/1/0

Kr 0/4/1/0/0 1/8/0/1/0 0/12/3/0/0 1/0/3/0/0 1/5/2/1/0 1/0/3/2/0

Gt 2/1/1/1/0 2/6/1/1/0 1/10/4/0/0 0/2/1/1/0 3/3/1/2/0 1/2/1/2/0

Kni 1/4/0/0/0 2/6/1/1/0 3/11/1/0/0 0/2/1/1/0 2/5/1/1/0 1/2/1/2/0

Tll 4/1/0/0/0 10/0/0/0/0 15/0/0/0/0 4/0/0/0/0 8/0/0/0/1 6/0/0/0/0

Eve 1/1/0/3/0 1/5/2/2/0 5/3/1/6/0 0/1/1/1/1 1/5/2/0/1 0/3/2/1/0

H 0/0/0/3/2 0/1/0/3/6 0/2/4/3/6 0/0/0/1/3 0/0/0/1/8 0/0/0/1/5

Run 0/1/0/4/0 3/4/0/1/2 2/10/1/1/1 0/1/1/1/1 2/1/0/3/3 2/3/0/0/1

Ftz 2/0/1/0/2 4/0/0/1/5 1/3/0/3/8 1/0/0/2/1 2/1/1/1/4 2/0/0/1/3

Odd 3/0/0/0/2 5/2/1/0/2 8/4/0/1/2 3/0/0/0/1 7/1/0/0/1 4/0/0/0/2

Table A.13: Distribution of pair rule circuit parameters involved in regulating eve,

including meve, Eeve←β , and T eve←b. Table columns are selected circuits, categorized

into three priority sets according to their �tting quality (RMS score), in both class

A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2). Table rows indicate each gene regulating

eve in the circuit. Parameter values represent types of regulatory interactions as

follows: strong repression if ≤ �0.005 (red background), weak repression if between

�0.005 and �0.001 (red text), no interaction if between �0.001 and 0.001 (green),

weak activation if between 0.001 and 0.005 (blue text), and strong activation if ≥

0.005 (blue background). The number format (strong repression/weak repression/no

interaction/weak activation/strong activation) shows the numbers of gene circuits

in which a parameter falls into each regulatory category. The background color

indicates the type of regulatory interaction found in a majority of circuits, the text

color indicates a weaker distribution consensus, and blank (no color) cells indicate

indeterminable distribution.
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H Class A Class B

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bcd 4/0/0/1/0 7/2/0/0/1 7/4/1/0/3 2/0/1/0/1 4/1/0/0/4 4/0/1/0/1

Cad 1/3/1/0/0 5/1/0/4/0 4/4/2/2/3 1/1/0/1/1 3/2/1/1/2 0/1/0/5/0

Hb 0/2/2/1/0 1/3/4/2/0 1/8/4/2/0 0/0/3/1/0 0/2/2/5/0 0/1/2/3/0

Kr 0/1/2/2/0 0/4/3/3/0 0/3/7/5/0 0/2/1/1/0 0/2/5/2/0 1/2/0/3/0

Gt 0/3/1/1/0 1/6/1/2/0 1/8/4/2/0 0/3/0/1/0 0/5/4/0/0 2/1/0/3/0

Kni 0/3/2/0/0 0/4/5/1/0 0/4/7/4/0 0/4/0/0/0 0/3/4/2/0 0/3/1/2/0

Tll 1/0/0/0/4 3/0/0/1/6 4/0/1/1/9 3/0/0/1/0 1/0/1/0/7 2/0/0/0/4

Eve 1/1/1/1/1 1/1/0/6/2 1/2/1/3/8 1/1/1/1/0 4/2/1/2/0 0/1/0/3/2

H 1/0/2/1/1 2/3/1/3/1 1/7/1/4/2 0/0/1/1/2 0/1/0/2/6 1/1/2/1/1

Run 4/1/0/0/0 8/1/0/1/0 11/1/1/1/1 2/1/0/1/0 3/2/1/3/0 4/1/1/0/0

Ftz 1/0/0/1/3 4/2/1/0/3 4/1/1/5/4 1/0/0/0/3 0/0/1/1/7 2/0/0/1/3

Odd 0/1/1/0/3 0/1/1/0/8 1/0/0/2/12 3/0/0/0/1 6/1/1/0/1 0/2/1/0/3

Table A.14: Distribution of pair rule circuit parameters involved in regulating h,

including mh, Eh←β , and T h←b. Table columns are selected circuits, categorized

into three priority sets according to their �tting quality (RMS score), in both class

A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2). Table rows indicate each gene regulating

h in the circuit. Parameter values represent types of regulatory interactions as

follows: strong repression if ≤ �0.005 (red background), weak repression if between

�0.005 and �0.001 (red text), no interaction if between �0.001 and 0.001 (green),

weak activation if between 0.001 and 0.005 (blue text), and strong activation if ≥

0.005 (blue background). The number format (strong repression/weak repression/no

interaction/weak activation/strong activation) shows the numbers of gene circuits

in which a parameter falls into each regulatory category. The background color

indicates the type of regulatory interaction found in a majority of circuits, the text

color indicates a weaker distribution consensus, and blank (no color) cells indicate

indeterminable distribution.
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Run Class A Class B

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bcd 5/0/0/0/0 6/3/0/0/1 13/0/0/0/2 0/1/0/0/3 3/1/1/2/2 4/0/0/1/1

Cad 5/0/0/0/0 5/1/1/3/0 8/5/0/1/1 0/0/0/2/2 3/3/1/2/0 0/1/2/2/1

Hb 0/1/2/2/0 0/5/2/3/0 1/4/5/4/1 1/1/1/1/0 0/6/2/1/0 0/0/1/4/1

Kr 0/2/1/1/1 0/3/4/3/0 0/1/2/10/2 0/0/1/3/0 0/2/5/2/0 0/0/3/2/1

Gt 0/0/2/3/0 0/1/3/4/2 0/1/1/5/8 0/0/0/3/1 0/2/3/4/0 0/0/1/3/2

Kni 0/2/2/1/0 1/5/3/1/0 1/4/7/3/0 0/1/3/0/0 0/6/0/3/0 0/1/4/1/0

Tll 4/0/0/0/1 7/2/0/0/1 10/1/0/3/1 4/0/0/0/0 8/0/1/0/0 5/0/0/0/1

Eve 0/2/0/2/1 0/2/2/3/3 2/1/2/6/4 0/0/1/0/3 0/0/3/6/0 0/2/3/1/0

H 3/2/0/0/0 7/3/0/0/0 12/1/0/2/0 4/0/0/0/0 7/2/0/0/0 6/0/0/0/0

Run 0/0/2/2/1 2/3/3/2/0 5/5/2/3/0 0/2/1/1/0 0/5/2/2/0 1/3/0/2/0

Ftz 3/1/0/0/1 2/1/1/1/5 4/2/0/5/4 2/0/1/1/0 4/1/2/1/1 2/1/1/1/1

Odd 1/2/1/1/0 6/2/0/0/2 10/1/1/1/2 0/0/1/1/2 1/3/3/1/1 3/1/1/1/0

Table A.15: Distribution of pair rule circuit parameters involved in regulating run,

including mrun, Erun←β , and T run←b. Table columns are selected circuits, catego-

rized into three priority sets according to their �tting quality (RMS score), in both

class A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2). Table rows indicate each gene

regulating run in the circuit. Parameter values represent types of regulatory inter-

actions as follows: strong repression if ≤ �0.005 (red background), weak repression

if between �0.005 and �0.001 (red text), no interaction if between �0.001 and 0.001

(green), weak activation if between 0.001 and 0.005 (blue text), and strong activation

if ≥ 0.005 (blue background). The number format (strong repression/weak repres-

sion/no interaction/weak activation/strong activation) shows the numbers of gene

circuits in which a parameter falls into each regulatory category. The background

color indicates the type of regulatory interaction found in a majority of circuits,

the text color indicates a weaker distribution consensus, and blank (no color) cells

indicate indeterminable distribution.
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Ftz Class A Class B

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Bcd 2/0/1/0/2 6/0/0/2/2 5/0/2/3/5 2/0/0/1/1 8/0/1/0/0 2/0/0/0/4

Cad 2/1/0/2/0 6/3/0/1/0 8/4/1/1/1 4/0/0/0/0 8/1/0/0/0 5/1/0/0/0

Hb 0/0/2/1/2 0/1/3/4/2 0/0/1/12/2 0/1/1/2/0 0/1/1/6/1 0/2/3/1/0

Kr 0/0/1/3/1 0/0/1/6/3 0/0/3/8/4 0/0/2/1/1 0/1/0/7/1 0/1/2/3/0

Gt 0/2/0/1/2 0/0/2/2/6 0/0/2/7/6 0/0/0/2/2 0/0/2/5/2 0/1/0/3/2

Kni 0/0/0/3/2 0/0/1/9/0 0/0/1/12/2 0/0/1/3/0 0/0/1/5/3 0/0/1/5/0

Tll 2/1/0/0/2 5/0/0/0/5 9/0/0/1/5 3/0/0/0/1 7/0/0/1/1 5/0/0/0/1

Eve 4/0/1/0/0 6/4/0/0/0 13/2/0/0/0 3/1/0/0/0 7/2/0/0/0 6/0/0/0/0

H 1/0/2/2/0 2/4/2/2/0 3/3/2/6/1 3/1/0/0/0 6/1/1/1/0 3/2/0/0/1

Run 0/0/2/1/2 0/0/2/3/5 0/1/0/7/7 0/0/0/0/4 0/1/2/2/4 0/1/0/2/3

Ftz 2/1/0/2/0 2/4/0/2/2 5/4/2/3/1 1/2/0/0/1 3/4/1/1/0 1/3/1/1/0

Odd 3/0/0/0/2 3/0/1/2/4 3/2/1/2/7 0/1/0/1/2 0/0/1/1/7 1/1/0/1/3

Table A.16: Distribution of pair rule circuit parameters involved in regulating ftz,

including mftz, Eftz←β , and T ftz←b. Table columns are selected circuits, categorized

into three priority sets according to their �tting quality (RMS score), in both class

A and class B circuits (see Appendix A.2). Table rows indicate each gene regulating

ftz in the circuit. Parameter values represent types of regulatory interactions as

follows: strong repression if ≤ �0.005 (red background), weak repression if between

�0.005 and �0.001 (red text), no interaction if between �0.001 and 0.001 (green),

weak activation if between 0.001 and 0.005 (blue text), and strong activation if ≥

0.005 (blue background). The number format (strong repression/weak repression/no

interaction/weak activation/strong activation) shows the numbers of gene circuits

in which a parameter falls into each regulatory category. The background color

indicates the type of regulatory interaction found in a majority of circuits, the text

color indicates a weaker distribution consensus, and blank (no color) cells indicate

indeterminable distribution.
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A.3 Literature Integration

The �rst column speci�es pair rule interaction, where normal arrows (�) rep-

resent activation, blunt arrows (-|) represent repression. The second column

speci�es the speci�c, spatial or temporal, context of the interaction. The

bibliographical references are given in the last column, followed by lines of

experimental evidence supporting each interaction.

A.3.1 eve literature integration

Gene Speci�cs Reference

bcd �eve stripe 2 Small et al. (1991, 1992, 1993)

exp.: eve stripe 2 enhancer (Small et al., 1991)

bcd -| eve anterior

stripes

Vavra and Carroll (1989)

stripe 3 ante-

rior

Small et al. (1996)

exp.: stripe 3 enhancer study (Small et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: anterior expansion and shift of the stripe 3

pattern were observed, while stripe 7 staining seems re-

duced.

cad No literature conclusions found.

hb �eve stripe 2 Small et al. (1991, 1992); Goto et al. (1989)

exp.: eve stripe 2 enhancer (Small et al., 1991)

hb �eve stripe 3 Small et al. (1993)

hb -| eve stripe 3 ante-

rior

Klingler and Gergen (1993); Small et al. (1996); Kosman

and Small (1997)

exp.: eve stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

hb -| eve stripe 3 ante-

rior, stripe 7

posterior

Small et al. (1996)

exp.: eve stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: expand the initial limits of the stripe 3 pat-

tern, the posterior border of stripe 7 is also expanded.

hb -| eve stripe 6 poste-

rior

Fujioka et al. (1999)

Kr -| eve stripe 2, 3 pos-

terior

Small et al. (1991, 1992, 1993)

exp.: eve stripe 2 enhancer (Small et al., 1991)

mutant exp.: eve stripes 2 and 3 are fused, replaced by a

composite band of expression (Goto et al., 1989).

gt -| eve stripe 2 ante-

rior

Small et al. (1991, 1992, 1993)

exp.: eve stripe 2 enhancer (Small et al., 1991)

mutant exp.: (Small et al., 1996) severe anterior expan-

sion of the stripe 2 pattern, but have no e�ect on stripe 3

expression.

kni -| eve stripe 3 poste-

rior

Carroll and Scott (1986); Klingler and Gergen (1993); Small

et al. (1996); Kosman and Small (1997)

exp.: eve stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: posterior expansion of endogeous eve and the

reporter gene expression driven by the stripe 3 enhancer.

kni -| eve stripe 4 poste-

rior, stripe 5

anterior

Reinitz and Sharp (1995)

kni -| eve stripe 6, 7 an-

terior

Small et al. (1996)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

exp.: eve stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996)

tll �eve stripe 7 Small et al. (1996)

exp.: eve stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: stripe 7 expression is abolished in embryos

that lack tll+ function.

Table A.17: Literature integration for gap genes regulating eve.

Gene Speci�cs Reference

eve �eve late phase Goto et al. (1989); Ingham and Gergen (1988); Frasch and

Levine (1987)

mutant exp.: eve promoter was found to contain Eve-

binding sites that when mutated dramatically a�ect expres-

sion of gene eve (Frasch et al., 1988; Goto et al., 1989).

h �eve late phase Frasch and Levine (1987); Kosman and Small (1997); War-

rior and Levine (1990); Carroll and Scott (1986); Ingham

and Gergen (1988)

mutant exp.: eve expression is lost prematurely (Frasch and

Levine, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

ectopic exp.: brief expression of h in all nuclei led to a

broadening of the eve stripes and in some cases to partial

fusions between stripes (Warrior and Levine, 1990).

run -| eve late phase Carroll and Vavra (1989); Manoukian and Krause (1993);

Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Jiménez et al. (1996); Ingham

and Gergen (1988)

mutant exp.: eve stripes expanded (Manoukian and

Krause, 1993; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Ger-

gen, 1988; Warrior and Levine, 1990).

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

run -| eve posterior bor-

ders

Warrior and Levine (1990); Frasch and Levine (1987); Fu-

jioka et al. (1996)

ectopic exp.: eve is rapidly repressed in hs-runt embryos

(Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994;

Hooper et al., 1989).

ftz (no e�ect) (Frasch et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987)

mutant exp.: eve gene expression was found to be appearing

normal (Frasch et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987).

odd -| eve late phase Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Drean et al. (1998)

mutant exp.: the entire 7-stripe pattern appears to expand,

both anteriorly and posteriorly (Drean et al., 1998).

ectopic exp.: all 7 eve stripes are strongly repressed.

Table A.18: Literature integration for pair rule genes regulating eve.
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A.3.2 h literature integration

Gene Speci�cs Reference

bcd �h stripe 1 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991)

mutant exp.: mutations that abolish or reduce bcd con-

centrations cause loss of h stripe 1 (Riddihough and Ish-

Horowicz, 1991).

stripe 7 (Rosée et al., 1997)

bcd -| h stripe 4 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991)

cad �h stripe 6, 7 (Rosée et al., 1997)

mutant exp.: in the absence of cad, h7-lacZ expression is

strongly a�ected.

hb �h stripe 3 (Hartmann et al., 1994)

mutant exp.: h stripe 3 is missing.

mutant exp.: h stripe 4 were found to be shifted anteriorly

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

hb -| h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989)

stripe 3 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991)

stripe 6 poste-

rior

(Langeland et al., 1994)

mutant exp.: stripe 6 expands posteriorly when hb is re-

moved (Langeland et al., 1994).

Kr -| h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989)

mutant exp.: only four broad h stripes are seen roughly in

the positions of stripe 1, a fused stripe 2/3/4, a fused stripe

5/6, and stripe 7 (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al.,

1989).

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

stripe 2, 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991)

stripe 5 (Langeland and Carroll, 1993)

stripe 5 ante-

rior, stripe 6

anterior

(Langeland et al., 1994)

mutant exp.: h stripes 5 and 6 each display signi�cant an-

terior expansion when Kr is removed (Langeland et al.,

1994).

stripe 7 (Rosée et al., 1997)

Kr �h stripe 4 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991)

gt -| h stripe 5 poste-

rior

(Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Langeland and Car-

roll, 1993; Langeland et al., 1994)

mutant exp.: expand stripe 5' posteriorly, but abolish stripe

6' (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

gt �h stripe 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991)

kni �h stripe 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Langeland et al.,

1994)

mutant exp.: reduce stripe 5', abolish stripe 6', and expand

stripe 7' (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

mutant exp.: stripe 3'-4' is broadened in kni� embryos,

where the Kr domain is expanded (Gaul et al., 1987; Jäckle

et al., 1986).

stripe 5 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Langeland and Car-

roll, 1993; Langeland et al., 1994)

kni -| h stripe 4 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Hartmann et al.,

1994)

stripe 7 ante-

rior

(Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991; Rosée et al., 1997)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

tll -| h stripe 1 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991)

mutant exp.: stripe 1 expanded anteriorally and stripe 6'

expanded posteriorly (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

stripe 2, 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991)

stripe 7 poste-

rior border

(Rosée et al., 1997)

mutant exp.: stripe 7' is completely abolished and the h7-

lacZ expression is also absent (Rosée et al., 1997).

Table A.19: Literature integration for gap genes regulating h.

Gene Speci�cs Reference

eve �h stripe 2, main-

tenance

(Hooper et al., 1989; Carroll and Vavra, 1989)

mutant exp.: the strongest e�ect on h involves the sec-

ond stripe which is greatly reduced while the other stripes

are generally narrower and irregularly spaced (Carroll and

Vavra, 1989).

ectopic exp.: in hs-eve embryos (Manoukian and Krause,

1992), there was no e�ect on h expression.

early forma-

tion

(Ingham and Gergen, 1988)

h (no e�ect) (Hooper et al., 1989; Parkhurst and Ish-Horowicz, 1991;

Jiménez et al., 1996; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991)

mutant exp.: normal h patterning occurs in the absence of

active h protein.

run -| h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Warrior and Levine, 1990;

Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Jiménez et al., 1996)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

mutant exp.: h pattern was found more severely disrupted

than eve, stripe 5 of h is weaker than normal, as is stripe 2.

stripes 3 and 4, as well as stripes 6 and 7 are fused (Warrior

and Levine, 1990).

mutant exp.: h pattern was also found expanded (Ing-

ham and Gergen, 1988; Hartmann et al., 1994; Carroll and

Vavra, 1989; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Warrior and

Levine, 1990).

ectopic exp.: when heat shocked for 30-45 minutes all h

expression are repressed (Manoukian and Krause, 1993).

late phase (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004)

stripe 1 (Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994)

stripe 3/4, 6/7 (Hooper et al., 1989)

run independent (Hooper et al., 1989)

ftz no in�uence (Howard and Ingham, 1986)

odd -| h (Drean et al., 1998)

mutant exp.: the entire 7-stripe pattern of h appears to ex-

pand, both anteriorly and posteriorly (Drean et al., 1998).

ectopic exp.: the earliest observed e�ects of ectopic Odd

are on the anterior-most stripes.

Table A.20: Literature integration for pair rule genes regulating h.
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A.3.3 run literature integration

Gene Speci�cs Reference

bcd -| run anterior early

broad �eld

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994)

mutant exp.: run is de-repressed over a large anterior re-

gion, about 30% of the embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

cad No literature conclusions found.

hb -| run stripe 3 ante-

rior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small et al., 1996)

Kr -| run stripe 2 poste-

rior, stripe 5

anterior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

mutant exp.: stripes 2 to 5 are replaced by one large domain

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

gt -| run stripe 2 ante-

rior, stripe 5

posterior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

kni -| run stripe 3 poste-

rior

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small

et al., 1996; Kosman and Small, 1997)

mutant exp.: stripes 3 to 6 are a�ected (Klingler and Ger-

gen, 1993). At early stages stripe 3 is fused to the de-

repression domain.

ectopic exp.: eve stripe 2-kni constructs caused disruptions

of run stripes 2 and 3, but had no e�ect on stripe 1 (Kosman

and Small, 1997).

stripe 6 ante-

rior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

tll -| run stripe 6 poste-

rior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

mutant exp.: stripe 7 is not formed at all (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993). Stripe 6 appears belatedly (in wild type,

stripe 6 appears very early), and this stripe as well as stripe

5 are shifted posteriorly.

tll �run stripe 7 ante-

rior

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

Table A.21: Literature integration for gap genes regulating run.

Gene Speci�cs Reference

eve -| run (Manoukian and Krause, 1992, 1993; Jaynes and Fujioka,

2004; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Fujioka et al., 1996; Klin-

gler and Gergen, 1993)

mutant exp.: late run expression expands throughout the

eve domain (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Fujioka et al., 1995).

ectopic exp.: eve expression at high level was found to be

repressing run (Manoukian and Krause, 1992).

eve �run early phase (Carroll and Vavra, 1989)

h -| run (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Car-

roll and Scott, 1986; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Ing-

ham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Klingler

and Gergen, 1993; Jiménez et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: run expression expands and is ectopically ex-

pressed (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Ingham and Gergen,

1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989).

run No literature conclusions found.

ftz -| run late phase (Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

odd -| run (Drean et al., 1998)

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

late phase (Klingler and Gergen, 1993)

ectopic exp.: all seven stripes of run are moderately re-

pressed by ectopic Odd (Drean et al., 1998).

mutant exp. slight broadening and strengthening of run

stripes (Drean et al., 1998).

Table A.22: Literature integration for pair rule genes regulating run.
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A.3.4 ftz literature integration

Gene Speci�cs Reference

bcd -| ftz anterior pole (Yu and Pick, 1995; Vavra and Carroll, 1989)

mutant exp.: ftz di�ers in forming a separate stripe at the

anterior pole, apparently a duplicated stripe 7 (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993).

cad �ftz (Dearolf et al., 1989a)

mutant exp.: posterior ftz expression is drastically reduced.

Caudal binding site was also found required for posterior

expression in ftz -lacZ fusion constructs.

hb -| ftz stripe 3 ante-

rior

(Hülskamp et al., 1994)

mutant exp.: ftz stripes 2 and 3 are fused

Kr No literature conclusions found.

mutant exp.: ftz pattern was found to be strongly disrupted

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Ingham et al., 1986).

gt No literature conclusions found.

mutant exp.: ftz expression pattern is found strongly al-

tered (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987).

mutant exp.: ftz stripes 1 and 2 fused early, but resolve

perfectly later on. Only stripes 5 and 6 are fused (Klingler

and Gergen, 1993).

kni -| ftz (Frasch and Levine, 1987)

stripe 3 poste-

rior

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small

et al., 1996; Kosman and Small, 1997)

mutant exp.: ftz stripe 3 fused to broad expression domain,

while stripe 7 remain normal (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

ectopic exp.: di�erent levels of ectopic kni caused disrup-

tions of ftz stripes 2 and 3, but had no e�ect on the expres-

sion of ftz stripe 1 (Kosman and Small, 1997).

tll No literature conclusions found.

Table A.23: Literature integration for gap genes regulating ftz.
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

eve -| ftz (Frasch et al., 1988; Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Manoukian and

Krause, 1993; Parkhurst and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Ingham

and Gergen, 1988; Jiménez et al., 1996)

ectopic exp.: ectopic eve expression was found to repress

gene ftz (Manoukian and Krause, 1992, 1993).

intermediate

to higher level

(Fujioka et al., 1995; Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Manoukian

and Krause, 1992)

anterior bor-

der

(Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989)

eve �ftz stripe 1, ear-

lier phase

(Yu and Pick, 1995; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll and

Vavra, 1989; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Frasch et al., 1988;

Lawrence and Johnston, 1989)

mutant exp.: ftz expression is lost from the region where

the �rst stripe would normally form and there are shifts

in the regularity of stripe width and spacing (Carroll and

Vavra, 1989).

h -| ftz late phase (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Howard

and Ingham, 1986; Howard et al., 1988; Carroll and Scott,

1986; Carroll et al., 1988; Carroll, 1990; Ish-Horowicz

and Pinchin, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Yu and

Pick, 1995; Dearolf et al., 1990; Tsai and Gergen, 1995;

Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Frasch and Levine, 1987;

Frasch et al., 1988; Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz, 1993)

mutant exp.: ftz stripes expand, and fail to narrow properly

(Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

ectopic exp.: h expression suppresses ftz expression

(Howard and Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986; In-

gham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Lardelli

and Ish-Horowicz, 1993).

Continued on next page
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Gene Speci�cs Reference

run �ftz (Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Yu

and Pick, 1995; Ingham et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine,

1987; Swantek and Gergen, 2004)

mutant exp.: there is a premature narrowing, and loss, of

the ftz expression stripes (Frasch and Levine, 1987).

ectopic exp.: short heat-shock treatment during the early

blastoderm stage leads to stable, broadened ftz stripes.

ftz �ftz late phase (Pick et al., 1990; Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989; Tsai and Ger-

gen, 1995)

exp.: ftz protein was found to directly bind and regulate

expression of its own gene.

odd -| ftz (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Manoukian and Krause, 1993)

posterior edge (Mullen and DiNardo, 1995))

mutant exp.: ftz stripes fail to narrow properly (Mullen

and DiNardo, 1995).

odd �ftz before/beginning

cellulariza-

tion)

(Drean et al., 1998; Manoukian and Krause, 1992)

ectopic exp.: activation of ftz occurs when ectopic Odd is

expressed prior to the completion of cellularization and is

most pronounced at the beginning of cellularization (Drean

et al., 1998).

odd -| ftz late (Drean et al., 1998; Manoukian and Krause, 1992)

Table A.24: Literature integration for pair rule genes regulating ftz.
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A.3.5 odd literature integration

No literature for gap gene regulations on odd were found.

Gene Speci�cs Reference

eve -| odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Fujioka et al., 1995; Manoukian

and Krause, 1992; Kobayashi et al., 2001)

mutant exp.: odd expression remains from the anterior-

most cells of each Ftz-stripe (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004).

ectopic exp.: odd is rapidly repressed (Manoukian and

Krause, 1992)

h -| odd (Jiménez et al., 1996)

mutant exp.: broadening of odd expression observed.

run -| odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004)

null mutant exp.: primary odd stripes disappear essentially

completely.

ftz �odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Nasiadka and Krause, 1999)

mutant exp.: ftz required to maintain odd expression.

ectopic exp.: odd is rapidly activated.

odd No literature conclusions found.

Table A.25: Literature integration for pair rule genes regulating odd.
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A.4 Complex Mutant Patterns

A.4.1 eve complex mutant patterns

bcd In Klingler and Gergen (1993), eve pattern in bcd� embryos initially

form a very large anterior domain which later shrinks.

cad No complex patterns found.

hb Mutations in hb were found to expand the initial limits of the stripe 3

pattern. Although the anterior shift and expansion is not quite as severe as

that observed for bcd mutants, suggesting that bcd might in�uence the anterior

stripe 3 border beyond its regulation of hb (Small et al., 1996).

Controversial experimental observations found in Frasch and Levine (1987),

hb mutant embryos have eve stripes 2, 3, 4, and 7 deleted. However in Klingler

and Gergen (1993) found eve stripe 4 position was una�ected, and stripe 7

was also una�ected.

Kr In Frasch and Levine (1987), Kr mutant embryos after cellularization

show two broad bands of eve expression in place of eve stripes 2-6. The �rst

and seventh eve stripes appear normal. And abnormal eve patterns were also

detected before cellularization. In Klingler and Gergen (1993) and Carroll

and Vavra (1989), eve expression in Kr mutant embryos were described as

two broad domains of expression expanded from the middle of the embryo.

gt In Frasch and Levine (1987), in gt mutant embryos, an abnormal eve ex-

pression pattern is �rst detected in after cellularization, the �rst and second

eve stripes fail to resolve, as does the broad band of staining that normally
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yields the �fth and sixth stripes, moreover the seventh stripe is strongly re-

duced, and never reaches wild-type levels of expression. Hence gt may also

a�ect eve stripe 7 formation.

kni Controversial results were found in Frasch and Levine (1987), suggest

that kni may even activate eve. kni mutant embryos after cellularization were

described as having the fourth, �fth and sixth eve stripes essentially absent,

whereas stripes 1, 2, and 3 appear normal. the seventh stripe is shifted toward

a more anterior position.

tll Further complicating experimental observation were found in Frasch and

Levine (1987), tll mutant shows only 6, not 7 transverse stripes of eve staining.

There is a progressive expansion of the six remaining stripes along the A-P axis

which results in strongly altered positions, and widths, for the �fth and sixth

eve stripes. Correspondingly there are abnormally large gaps of unstained cells

separating the fourth and �fth stripes, as well as the �fth and sixth stripes.

eve No complex patterns found.

hairy In Warrior and Levine (1990), the expanded eve stripes retained their

polarity and on re�nement the anterior margin was found to be more sharply

de�ned than the posterior margin. The posterior cells in each eve stripe that

normally showed a rapid decay of eve expression were still stained strongly. In

h mutant embryos (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988), an

abnormal eve pattern is detected after cellularization. At this time the second

and �fth eve stripes show reduced levels of staining, whereas the remaining

stripes appear normal. This stripe speci�c e�ect was not found in our 3 major
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circuits.

runt The stripe speci�c e�ect of run regulation on eve is not found in my

circuits. However there are extensive observations of stripe speci�c e�ects of

run mutants in the literature. According to Frasch and Levine (1987), in run

mutant embryos, an abnormal pattern of eve expression is �rst detected after

cellularization, when the �fth expression stripe is narrower and weaker than

in wild type. Just prior to gastrulation, each of the eve stripes, except 5,

broadens and encompasses an average of �ve cells. In addition, irregularities

in the spacing of adjacent stripes can be observed, and both the anterior and

posterior margins of each expression stripe sharpen after cellularization. See

also Warrior and Levine (1990), stripes 6 and 7 of eve are partially fused,

while stripes 3 and 4 are clearly separate. The eve stripes do not show the

bell-shaped concentration distributions seen in wild-type cellular blastoderms

or the polarized stripes seen in gastrulating wild-type embryos.

In ectopic experiments, all stripes were not equally a�ected in hs-runt em-

bryos (Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994; Hooper et al.,

1989), stripe 2 was the most e�ciently repressed while stripes 3 and 7 were

relatively resistant to repression. According to Tsai and Gergen (1994), the

most dramatic alteration is the elimination of stripe 2. The intensity of eve

stripes 4 and 7 is also consistently reduced and stripes 5 and 6 are not well

resolved. These stripe-speci�c e�ects of hs-runt on eve and hairy are most ap-

parent at the mid-blastoderm stage when the pair-rule patterns are normally

well formed, but similar e�ects are also observed on both younger and older

blastoderm stage embryos. Finally, it is notable that hs-runt treatment fails to

repress a reporter gene containing the eve autoregulatory element. This sug-
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gests that the altered regulation of this element in run mutants (Goto et al.,

1989) may be indirect and due to e�ects on the expression of other genes.

ftz No complex patterns found.

odd No complex patterns found.

double mutants In run�/slp� double mutant embryos, late eve patterns

were found to be expanding anteriorly (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004). In run�/h�

embryos, eve patterns were not strongly disrupted in these mutants until gas-

trulation (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Frasch and Levine, 1987), and is identical

to the eve pattern in run� embryos (Warrior and Levine, 1990).
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A.4.2 h complex mutant patterns

bcd The stripe 1 element includes an excellent match to the consensus bcd -

binding site (Rushlow et al., 1989), suggesting that bcd might be acting di-

rectly. The DNA sequences upstream of the h promoter includes a strong

homology to the consensus bcd binding-site de�ned for hb activation (Driever

et al., 1989). It maps within a region that is implicated in controlling h stripe

1 expression (Hooper et al., 1989). In bicoid nanos embryos (embryos derived

from bcd nos mothers), stripe 1 is missing (the nos mutation does not a�ect

stripe 1) (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

In bicoid nanos embryos (embryos derived from bcd nos mothers), stripe

1 is missing (the nos mutation does not a�ect stripe 1) (Riddihough and Ish-

Horowicz, 1991). Displaced stripe 7' depends on the terminal and posterior

genes. It is present and duplicated in bcd nos embryos that retain only the ter-

minal coordinate system. In bcd mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993),

h initially form a very large anterior domain which later shrinks. According

to Hooper et al. (1989), only 4 h stripes are retained. As posterior struc-

tures arise normally, the posterior 3 stripes probably re�ect normal stripes 5

to 7 that are shifted somewhat anteriorly. However, the anterior-most stripe

is stronger than would be expected for stripe 4. More likely, it represents a

duplicated stripe 7 (displaced stripe 7') corresponding to the duplicated pos-

terior structures that develop at the anterior of bcd embryos (Frohnhöfer and

Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986). In embryos lacking bcd as the key component of the

anterior organizer system (Rosée et al., 1997), the h7-lacZ expression domain

is duplicated. The normal posterior expression domain appears irregular and

is shifted anteriorly.
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cad A large number of Caudal-binding sites were found to be present in both

the eve stripe 3,7-element, and in the h stripe 6-element (Häder et al., 1998).

cad may serve as a general activator of posterior genes which acts in concert

with the Jak/Stat system to mediate activation through the eve stripe 3,7-

element, and in combination with Knirps (Pankratz et al., 1990; Langeland

et al., 1994) to activate h stripe 6 expression (Häder et al., 1998).

cad is expressed both maternally and zygotically (Macdonald and Struhl,

1986; Mlodzik and Gehring, 1987). In the absence of zygotic cad activity, h7-

lacZ expression appears normal. In the absence of maternal cad activity, and

in the absence of both maternal and zygotic cad activities, h7-lacZ expression

is decreased. In embryos lacking bcd and zygotic cad activities, h7-lacZ ex-

pression is decreased. Embryos which lack bcd and both maternal and zygotic

cad activities show weak h7-lacZ expression.

hb According to Carroll and Vavra (1989), in hb mutant Kr expression ex-

pands anteriorly (Jäckle et al., 1986; Gaul et al., 1987), while h expression

shifts anterior to and is lost within the new anterior Kr domain (Carroll et al.,

1988).

According to Hooper et al. (1989), in embryos homozygous for hb mutant,

displaced h stripe 0' is retained, displaced stripe 1' is narrower, stripe 2 is

lacking, and a broad stripe covers the stripe 3-4' region. The posterior 3 stripes

are broader than wild-type, but spaced normally. The anterior h stripes are

not maintained so that only the 3 posterior stripes remain by the onset of

germ band extension.

In hb mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), h stripe 4 were found

to be shifted anteriorly, and stripe 7 is una�ected. hairy stripe 2 (or maybe an
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anteriorly shifted stripe 3) which is present early but then is lost later on in hb

mutant embryo. Displaced stripe 3'-4' expression is una�ected in hb mutant

embryo (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). Stripe 6 expands posteriorly

when hb is removed (Langeland et al., 1994). Several putative hb-binding sites

were also found in the stripe 6 regulatory sequence. Stripe 6 is also �anked

by the posterior domain of hb. The spatial limit of h7-lacZ expression is not

altered in hb mutant embryos (Rosée et al., 1997).

Kr In Kr mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al., 1989),

only four broad h stripes are seen roughly in the positions of stripe 1, a fused

stripe 2/3/4, a fused stripe 5/6, and stripe 7. According to Warrior and Levine

(1990), in Kr heterozygous mutant embryos, h stripe 2 is expanded posteriorly

while the distance between stripes 2 and 3 is reduced. The �rst h stripe shows

a higher level of expression. In Kr homozygous mutant embryo, h stripes 1

and 7 appear normal and are in the same positions relative to each other as

in wild-type. Stripes 2 and 3 are fused. Stripes 4-6 are also fused, but the

composite stripe is narrower so that, h and eve stripes reverse their relative

positions in this region of the embryo.

According to Langeland et al. (1994), h stripes 5 and 6 each display sig-

ni�cant anterior expansion when Kr is removed. Several binding sites for the

Kr repressor were identi�ed in both the stripe 5 and 6 regulatory sequences.

In ectopic hs-Kr expression (Langeland et al., 1994), all h stripes are extin-

guished except stripes 3 and 4, which normally fall within the wild-type Kr

domain. Since stripes 3 and 4 are neither repressed nor ectopically activated,

Kr protein does not appear to be su�cient to activate the stripes within its

normal domain.
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In Kr mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), h forms two broad

domains of expression. According to Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991),

Kr mutations abolish displaced stripe 3'-4' and stripe 5', and expand stripe 6'

anteriorly. h stripes 3 and 4 lie in the middle of the Kr domain, suggesting that

they are activated by Kr. Displaced stripe 3'-4' expression is much thinner

but not abolished in Kr mutant embryos, suggesting that Kr is not the sole

activator of this domain. Displaced stripe 5' construct is a�ected by Kr, which

behave as activators. According to Carroll and Vavra (1989), in hb mutant

Kr expression expands anteriorly (Jäckle et al., 1986; Gaul et al., 1987), while

h expression shifts anterior to and is lost within the new anterior Kr domain

(Carroll et al., 1988).

According to Rosée et al. (1997), in the absence of Kr activity, two h7-

lacZ expression domains were observed. h7-lacZ expression in the normal

stripe 7 position was reduced, while a second and stronger activity of h7-lacZ

expression appeared in the Kr expression domain found in wild-type embryos,

covering the area of h stripes 3 and 4. The expression of these stripes was

shown to be dependent on cis-acting sequences 5 to the h7-element, which give

rise to only a single stripe in Kr mutant embryos (Hartmann et al., 1994).

gt In gt mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), h stripes 1 and 2 are

barely a�ected, stripes 5 to 7 are fused early. According to Riddihough and

Ish-Horowicz (1991), gt mutations expand displaced stripe 5' posteriorly, but

abolish displaced stripe 6'. Displaced stripe 3'-4' and 7' are una�ected by gt

mutation. Similarly in Langeland et al. (1994), stripe 5 expands posteriorly

when gt is removed, putative binding sites for the gt protein have also been

localized in stripe 5 regulatory sequences (Langeland and Carroll, 1993). In
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Rosée et al. (1997), the spatial limit of h7-lacZ expression is una�ected in gt

mutant embryos.

kni In kni mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al., 1989),

h stripes 1, 2, and 3 appear normal but stripe 4 is missing and stripes 5-7 are

fused in a wide band. In kni mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), h

shows normal stripe 3, no broad domain, and stripe 7 is a�ected. According

to Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), kni mutations reduce displaced stripe

5', abolish stripe 6', and expand stripe 7'. Displaced stripe 3'-4' is broadened

in kni embryos, where the Kr domain is expanded (Gaul et al., 1987; Jäckle

et al., 1986). Kr expression expands posteriorly, while h expression spreads out

posterior to, and is lost within, the new posterior Kr domain (Carroll et al.,

1988). In kni ectopic expression (Kosman and Small, 1997), unexpectedly,

there was no detectable e�ect on the initial h pattern. In Rosée et al. (1997),

the h7-lacZ expression also expands anteriorly in kni mutant embryos.

tll Stripe 1 expanded anteriorally and displaced stripe 6' expanded posteri-

orly in tll mutant embryos (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). Displaced

stripe 7' is completely abolished in tll mutant embryos, and the h7-lacZ ex-

pression is also absent (Rosée et al., 1997). In tll mutant embryo (Mahoney

and Lengyel, 1987; Hooper et al., 1989), h stripe 7 is missing. In embryos

homozygous for the tll mutation (Hooper et al., 1989), the h pattern is only

a�ected at the posterior end, showing a broad domain in the 6-7' region plus

a faint posterior stripe outside the area where h protein is normally expressed.

double mutants From Rosée et al. (1997), in the absence of either cad

or bcd activity, h7 expression is still activated. Even if both activities are
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deleted from the embryo, activation occurs. In embryos lacking both bcd and

cad activities, where kni activity is absent (Rivera-Pomar et al., 1995), an

anterior border of the h7-lacZ expression is established in a position slightly

more anterior than in wild-type. h7-lacZ expression in kni, tll double mutant

embryos expands into the posterior pole region.

From Carroll and Vavra (1989), in the absence of hb and/or kni activity,

loss of h expression occurs in the region where the Kr domain expands. In

hb kni double mutant embryo, h is not expressed over most of the anterior

segment primordia (about 40-65 % egg length) but has spread out on the

posterior part of the kni+ domain (about 20-35 % egg length). Removing

Kr+ along with hb+ and kni+ in the triple mutant embryo derepresses h

expression over the posterior two-thirds of the embryo; that is, in the absence

of these three gap genes, the hairy pattern is nearly uniform and the gene is

strongly active because hairy expression expands at high levels across a hb�,

kni�, Kr� embryo.

From Hooper et al. (1989), in both kni hb double mutant embryos, and

kni hb tll triple mutant embryos. Interpretation is di�cult due to an inability

to assign stripe identities. Both embryos retain a head patch and a narrow

displaced stripe 1' and a very weak stripe 2'. Both genotypes show a weak

displaced 5' stripe and an adjacent broad posterior stripe. In kni hb tll triple

mutant embryos, the posterior h expression is enhanced, extends more pos-

teriorly, than in the single or double mutant embryos, suggesting that h is

subject to interacting gap gene control in this region, and these genes may act

negatively in regulating h.
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eve According to Hooper et al. (1989), in embryos homozygous for eve mu-

tant allele, h stripe 2 is greatly reduced or missing. The positions and intensi-

ties of the other stripes appear normal except that stripe 4 is of equal intensity

to the other stripes and displaced towards stripe 3. From Carroll and Vavra

(1989), in eve mutant embryos, the strongest e�ect on h involves the second

stripe which is greatly reduced while the other stripes are generally narrower

and irregularly spaced. In hs-eve ectopic expression embryos (Manoukian and

Krause, 1992), there was no e�ect on h expression.

hairy No complex patterns found.

runt From Hooper et al. (1989), h pattern is only mildly a�ected in em-

bryos homozygous for run allele. Stripe 1 appears somewhat broader than

wild-type, and stripes 3/4 and 6/7 are only partially resolved by the end of

blastoderm. This indicates that the altered pattern results from partial failure

to repress h expression in speci�c interstripes. The equivalent pattern of h

transcripts shows fusion of stripes 3 and 4, and of 5, 6 and 7, although stripe

5 is ultimately re�ned (Ingham and Gergen, 1988). h expression may also be

translationally controlled as there is no h protein expression between stripes

5 and 6. From Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), in run mutant embryos,

stripe 1 is broadened, displaced stripe 5' thinner, stripe 6' is expanded, and

stripe 7' is una�ected.

From Tsai and Gergen (1994), in hs-runt ectopic expression, the most

notable di�erence is the repression of stripes 1 and 6. Stripes 2 and 5 are also

reduced in intensity. In contrast to these repressive e�ects, h stripes 3 and 4

appear to become more intense.

run and h patterns has precise complementarity in wild-type embryos (Ka-
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nia et al., 1990). In run mutant embryos (Warrior and Levine, 1990), h pattern

was found more severely disrupted than eve, stripe 5 of h is weaker than nor-

mal, as is stripe 2. Stripes 3 and 4, as well as stripes 6 and 7 are fused.

h pattern was also found expanded (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Hartmann

et al., 1994; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Warrior

and Levine, 1990). In run null mutant embryo, h pattern was found overex-

pressed, with h stripes becoming variably wider (Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

From Carroll and Vavra (1989), in run mutant embryo, the h pattern partly ex-

pands with the �rst h stripe spreading posteriorly, while the interband between

stripes 3 and 4 accumulates some protein, and stripes 6 and 7 are stronger and

nearly fused. The h pattern is still fairly periodic.

In run ectopic expression embryos (Manoukian and Krause, 1993), when

heat shocked for 30-45 minutes all h expression are repressed. Transcripts

encoded by the h gene were not strongly a�ected. Stripe 1 showed the highest

sensitivity to ectopic Run. From Tsai and Gergen (1994), in hs-runt ectopic

expression, the most notable di�erence is the repression of stripes 1 and 6.

Stripes 2 and 5 are also reduced in intensity. In contrast to these repressive

e�ects, h stripes 3 and 4 appear to become more intense.

From Hooper et al. (1989), h pattern is only mildly a�ected in embryos ho-

mozygous for run allele. Stripe 1 appears somewhat broader than wild-type,

and stripes 3/4 and 6/7 are only partially resolved by the end of blastoderm.

This indicates that the altered pattern results from partial failure to repress

h expression in speci�c interstripes. The equivalent pattern of h transcripts

shows fusion of stripes 3 and 4, and of 5, 6 and 7, although stripe 5 is ulti-

mately re�ned (Ingham and Gergen, 1988). h expression may also be transla-

tionally controlled as there is no h protein expression between stripes 5 and 6.
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From Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), in run mutant embryos, stripe 1

is broadened, displaced stripe 5' thinner, stripe 6' is expanded, and stripe 7'

is una�ected.

ftz No complex patterns found.

odd In odd mutant embryos (Drean et al., 1998), the entire 7-stripe pattern

of h appears to expand, both anteriorly and posteriorly. The �rst stripes of h

appear to expand, and head defects occur in structures normally derived from

adjacent regions (Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1985; Coulter and Wieschaus, 1988).

In ectopic hs-odd embryos, stripe 1 of h is e�ciently repressed by ectopic

Odd. Repression of h stripe 1 continues in older embryos from stage 5 and is

accompanied by weaker repression of stripes 2-6. The earliest observed e�ects

of ectopic Odd (late stage 4/early stage 5) are on the anterior-most stripes.

double mutants In run eve double mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra,

1989), the h protein pattern exhibits elements of both single mutants, for

example, loss of stripe 2 and fusion of stripes 6 and 7. The periodicity is only

moderately perturbed and the remaining spatial restriction suggests that there

are possibly other negative regulatory functions for gap genes.
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A.4.3 run complex mutant patterns

bcd In bcd mutant embryo, run is de-repressed over a large anterior region,

about 30% of the embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). The de-repression

is apparent at the earliest stages of detectable run transcript accumulation.

Subsequently one posterior stripe (corresponding to stripe 6 in wild type) is

formed, and a broad domain of expression, spanning almost half of the length of

the embryo is formed at the anterior. Later, a stripe corresponding to stripe

7 emerges, and between the well-formed stripes (6 and 7) and the anterior

domain, 1 or 2 imperfectly formed stripes arise. as cellularization proceeds,

the anterior domain shrinks to some extent, but it never resolves into distinct

stripes.

cad No complex patterns found.

hb According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), the posterior domain of hb has

little e�ect on the run pattern: stripes 4 to 7 are formed perfectly in hb mutant

embryo. A slight e�ect is observed at the very end of cellularization, when a

low level of run transcript builds up between stripes 6 and 7. The e�ect of

the absence of the anterior hb domain on run is more dramatic; early in the

blastoderm, stripes 2 and 3 are replaced by one domain of expression, about

the size of two stripes combined. Later this domain moves to the anterior and

forms a sharp anterior border, such that only a very narrow gap is left with

stripe 1, while a large gap is formed with stripe 4.

Kr In Kr mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), stripes 2 to 5 are

replaced by one large domain. Expression within this domain subsequently
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fades, and breaks up into a broad anterior and a more narrow posterior stripe.

Stripes 3 and 4 are also narrower in Kr�/+.

gt In gt mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the run pattern is

strongly a�ected early in the cellular blastoderm: stripes 1 and 2 are fused

and form a band of intense expression at the anterior, stripes 4 to 7 are not

fully resolved; as the nuclei elongate, the �rst two stripes begin to separate;

at this time, stripes 5 and 6 form a strongly stained band when cellularization

approaches completion, the pattern of run improves to a surprising degree:

stripes 1 and 2 resolve perfectly, with only a slight di�erence in spacing of

stripe 2 between 1 and 3 remaining; at the posterior, stripes 5 and 6 also show

signs of separation, although stripe 6 is abnormally weak. Although the early

e�ects of gt� are dramatic, the run pattern recovers surprisingly well during

these later stages.

kni In kni mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), it is stripes 3 to

6 that are a�ected. At early stages stripe 3 is fused to the de-repression

domain. Later this stripe partially separates from the domain, indicating that

its posterior border is not formed solely by kni late in the blastoderm stage,

the domain weakens further, similarly as in Kr�, and an additional faint stripe

may be observed. Stripe 5 is also narrower in kni�/+ .

In kni ectopic expression experiments (Kosman and Small, 1997), eve stripe

2-kni constructs caused disruptions of run stripes 2 and 3, but had no e�ect

on stripe 1. Early in cycle 14, low levels of ectopic kni repressed run stripe

2 quite strongly, but stripe 3 only mildly. At the same age, higher levels

increased repression of both stripes: stripe 2 is absent and stripe 3 is severely

reduced. run stripes 2 and 3 respond di�erently to changing the levels of kni at
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the position of eve stripe 2. The repression of stripe 3 increases in proportion

to the level of ectopic kni, a response similar to that seen for eve stripe 3. For

stripe 2, all levels cause repression early in cycle 14, but there is a restoration

of expression in this region that increases with the level of ectopic kni.

tll In tll mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), stripe 7 is not formed

at all. Stripe 6 appears belatedly (in wild type, stripe 6 appears very early),

and this stripe as well as stripe 5 are shifted posteriorly.

eve According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), in eve mutant embryo, the

earliest pattern abnormality detectable is a ventral gap in the �rst stripe;

otherwise at this stage (nuclear elongation) all stripes are perfectly formed.

When cellularization has progressed halfway (cell membranes extended to just

below the nuclei), the ventral gap in the �rst stripe becomes partially restored,

but now the intensity and the spacing of the other stripes becomes a�ected.

Stripes 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4 are closer together, and all stripes but 2

and 6 are less intense than in wild type. Towards the end of cellularization,

the stripes become fainter and wider with badly de�ned stripe boundaries.

At later stages run becomes expressed almost homogenously throughout the

extending germband of the embryo. This later more uniform e�ect �ts well

with the evolution of run and eve expression patterns observed in wild-type

embryos. the stripes initially overlap by about 2 cells and then as they are

re�ned they come to abut each other in a way suggesting that eve may be

directly involved in stabilizing the anterior borders of the run stripes at these

later stages.
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hairy According to Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz (1993), ectopic h only a�ects

run near the margins of endogenous h expression where h concentrations are

highest (Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

According to Klingler and Gergen (1993) in h mutant embryo, at mid-

cellularization, run is ectopically expressed in the inter-stripes. This ectopic

expression is at a low level, and the 7 run stripes are still clearly visible above

this basic expression. Indeed the stripes are formed concisely and with perfect

spacing. The stripes become less distinct later, but they still can be detected

at the onset of gastrulation when the transition to the 14 stripe pattern still

occurs. It is notable that the cells anterior to run stripe 1 are not de-repressed

in h�.

runt In run mutant embryos (Goto et al., 1989), stripes 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7

bifurcate into sets of two sharply de�ned stripes while stripes 1 and 5 are

incompletely split. According to Tsai and Gergen (1994), in hs-runt ectopic

expression, stripe-speci�c defects are observed.

According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), in amorphic run alleles that

express an mRNA transcript, stripes 4 and 6 exceed normal levels of expression,

more intense and broader than in wild-type, during earlier stages, while stripes

3 and 5 are abnormally weak, less intense and narrower. Towards the end of

the blastoderm stage and through gastrulation, stripes 4 and 7, and also to

a lesser degree stripe 1, all continue to be expressed at high levels; the other

stripes progressively degenerate. As in eve�, the �rst run stripe develops a

ventral gap at the mid-cellularization stage in runt� embryos.

ftz In ftz mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the pattern devel-

ops normally until the onset of gastrulation. The stripes expand posteriorly,
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similar to wild-type, but at a full level of intensity and they do not split into

14 stripes. These stripes are broader than the interstripes and persist during

germ-band extension.

odd In stage 6 embryos (Drean et al., 1998), all seven stripes of run are

moderately repressed by ectopic Odd. This correlates with what appears to

be a slight broadening and strengthening of run stripes in odd mutant embryos.

According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), mutations in odd cause relatively

minor defects. The 14 stripe pattern of run forms, but the additional set

of stripes that form between the 7 original ones fail to gain full width and

intensity.

double mutants In eve slp double mutant embryo (Jaynes and Fujioka,

2004), run has low level expression throughout the eve domain.
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A.4.4 ftz complex mutant patterns

bcd According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), in bcd mutant embryo, ftz

di�ers in forming a separate stripe at the anterior pole, apparently a duplicated

stripe 7. Duplication of the posterior ftz stripe in bcd mutant embryo was also

found by (Hooper et al., 1989; Frohnhöfer and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1987).

cad No complex patterns found.

hb According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), in hb mutant embryo, the posi-

tion of ftz stripe 4 is una�ected, and stripes 6 and 7 are partially fused. It has

been shown that the ftz expression pattern is strongly altered in hb� embryos

(Frasch and Levine, 1987; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll et al., 1988). Com-

parison of the altered eve and ftz patterns reveals that they show reciprocal

defects. Regions in hb� embryos where eve proteins are expressed coincide

with regions where ftz proteins are not expressed, and vice versa.

Kr ftz expression patterns are compressed in Kr heterozygotes (Frasch and

Levine, 1987); this region includes the third eve stripe through the fourth ftz

stripe. According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), ftz form one broad domain

in Kr mutant embryos.

According to Carroll and Vavra (1989); Carroll et al. (1988), in Kr mutant

embryo , h and ftz transcript assume complementary patterns, indicating that

the e�ect of Kr upon ftz may be mediated indirectly through h (Ingham et al.,

1986).

gt According to Klingler and Gergen (1993); Reinitz and Levine (1990), ftz

stripes 1 and 2 fused early, but resolve perfectly later on. Only stripes 5 and
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6 are fused.

kni According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), in kni mutant embryo, ftz

stripe 3 fused to broad expression domain, while stripe 7 remain normal. In

kni mutants, there is also a posterior expansion of reporter gene expression

driven by the stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996). According to Kosman and

Small (1997), di�erent levels of ectopic kni caused disruptions of ftz stripes 2

and 3, but had no e�ect on the expression of ftz stripe 1.

According to Frasch and Levine (1987), kni� embryos show abnormal eve

and ftz patterns that closely correspond to the segments deleted in advanced

stage mutants. The patterns of eve and ftz expression show reciprocal defects.

The third through sixth ftz expression stripes are fused into a single broad

band (Carroll and Scott, 1986), which coincides with the region where eve

staining is absent.

A one nucleus anterior expansion of ftz stripe 3 can be detected in some

embryos containing low levels of ectopic kni (Kosman and Small, 1997). In-

creasing the levels of ectopic kni �rst turns o� the expression in the one cell

expansion, and then represses the stripe itself. There is a strong correlation

between high levels of ectopic kni at eve stripe 2 and the repression of ftz

stripe 3.

tll No complex patterns found.

double mutants According to Frasch and Levine (1987), in hb�, kni� double

mutant embryos, ftz proteins are uniformly distributed along the a-p axis of

cellular blastoderm stage; lack segment boundaries and show a continuous

lawn of denticle hairs, which is a phenotype similar to strong eve� embryos.
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The altered patterns of ftz expression observed in such mutants do not appear

to represent a simple addition of the ftz expression patterns seen in hb� and

kni� embryos. Within the ftz expression limit in the mutant embryos, from

74% to 13% egg length, there are regions that show somewhat reduced levels

of expression.

eve According to Frasch et al. (1988), in eve mutant embryo, ftz pattern

appears nearly normal (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Harding et al., 1986). In

each eve mutant the seven ftz stripes are shifted to more anterior regions (see

also Warrior and Levine (1990)), thereby bringing adjacent eve and ftz stripes

closer together. The degree of this shift correlates with the strength of the eve

allele, with weak mutants causing relatively minor shifts and stronger mutants

causing more severe shifts. In eve null mutant embryo, several abnormalities

are detected by the onset of gastrulation, including the loss of the �rst ftz stripe

and unequal spacing in the locations of the remaining six stripes. This anterior

shifting appears even more severe than that observed for eve hypomorphs, and

the anterior margins of adjacent eve and ftz stripes are separated by only one

or two cells. It is not clear whether this shift of the anterior margin results in

broader ftz stripes. It appears that ftz stripes of normal widths are shifted in

their entirety to more anterior positions.

According to Yu and Pick (1995), the earliest abnormal ftz patterns were

observed only after seven ftz stripes had formed. The �rst abnormality is ap-

parent in a loss of ftz expression from the ventral portion of ftz stripe 1. Later,

expression decreases throughout stripe 1 and the remaining stripes appear to

be slightly less regular and weaker than in wild type embryos. The clearest

requirement for eve is for the maintenance of frz stripe 1, a requirement that
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is displayed di�erentially ventrally to dorsally.

According to Carroll and Vavra (1989), in eve mutant embryo, ftz ex-

pression is lost in eve� embryos from the region where the �rst stripe would

normally form and there are shifts in the regularity of stripe width and spac-

ing. There is a gap about 8 nuclei in width where little or no ftz protein

accumulates, posterior to this gap the combined pattern is largely periodic.

After cellularization ftz patterns decay rapidly in an eve� embryo (Carroll and

Scott, 1986).

Ectopic eve expression was found to repress gene ftz (Manoukian and

Krause, 1992, 1993). Stripes of ftz expression diminished in intensity and

width as the abundance of ectopic Eve increased. Total repression of ftz tran-

scription occurred when heat shocks were 4 min or longer. A very short

temporal delay between the rise in levels of Eve and the subsequent loss of ftz

transcripts would favor a direct interaction between the two genes. The ex-

pression patterns of ftz promoter-lacZ fusion genes were also repressed within

a similar time frame.

hairy In h mutant embryo (Howard and Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott,

1986; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and

Vavra, 1989; Tsai and Gergen, 1995), ftz was found broadened and ectopically

expressed in nearly all of the nuclei where it is normally absent, except that no

ftz protein is seen in the anterior 30% or posterior tip of the embryo. ftz stripes

expand, and fail to narrow properly (Ingham and Gergen, 1988). However the

e�ect of loss ftz interstripe repression (Tsai and Gergen, 1995) may also come

from the de-repression of run expression in these same embryos (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993).
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According to Yu and Pick (1995), in h mutant embryo, the broadening

of ftz stripes (Howard and Ingham, 1986) is not entirely uniform along the

anterior-posterior axis; a larger gap remains between broadened ftz stripes 3

and 4 than the other stripes. While mutations in the h gene clearly a�ect the

ftz striped pattern, no defects in stripe establishment were observed.

Ectopic h expression suppresses ftz expression (Howard and Ingham, 1986;

Carroll and Scott, 1986; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989;

Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz, 1993). According to Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin

(1987); Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz (1993), expression of h under the control of

heat-inducible hsp70 promoter completely abolished the expression of ftz.

runt In run mutant embryo (Frasch and Levine, 1987), there is a prema-

ture narrowing, and loss, of the ftz expression stripes. ftz products disappear

prematurely in gastrulating embryos. According to Carroll and Vavra (1989),

ftz expression is reduced in run mutant embryos with the �rst, third, �fth,

and sixth stripes narrowing or almost disappearing. The ftz protein pattern

complements the h protein pattern and is likely to result from the initial e�ect

of runt� on the h pattern and the subsequent e�ect of h on ftz (Howard and

Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986).

According to Jaynes and Fujioka (2004), in run mutant embryo, relatively

narrow and weak ftz expression were observed (Carroll and Scott, 1986). ftz

stripes 1, 4, and 5 remain relatively broad, while others are reduced (Lawrence

and Johnston, 1989). The ftz domains are incompletely organized. In run null

mutant, there is weaker than normal ftz expression. Even ftz stripes 1, 4, and

5 appear weaker than normal, although they remain broad.

According to Tsai and Gergen (1995), in run mutant embryo, alterations
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in ftz expression are apparent by the time the seven-striped pattern emerges.

The initial di�erence is reduced intensity of stripe 3. The expression of this

stripe as well as stripes 1 and 6 becomes greatly reduced as cellularization

proceeds. By the completion of cellularization only stripes 4 and 7 remain. ftz

lacZ expression was also reduced.

According to Yu and Pick (1995), in run mutant embryo, by the end of

cellularization (when nuclei are fully elongated), and during gastrulation, the

seven striped pattern became very abnormal. Stripes decayed in run embryos

in a variable order. Stripes 1, 3 and 6 appeared to be the most sensitive

to loss of run activity, while stripes 7 and 4 were the most resistant. ftz

pattern initiate normally in run mutant embryos but decay rapidly at the end

of cellularization (Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

According to Manoukian and Krause (1993), in run mutant embryo, ftz

stripes initiate weakly and are prematurely lost (Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

Normally, ftz stripes narrow at their posterior edges, beginning at gastrulation.

In run� embryos, premature loss of ftz expression begins at about the same

time, but is no longer limited to the posterior domains of expression (Ingham

and Gergen, 1988).

In a hs-runt ectopic expression experiment (Tsai and Gergen, 1995, 1994),

transient heat-shock treatment induces uniform accumulation of Runt in all

somatic cells (Tsai and Gergen, 1994) which in turn leads to activation of ftz.

Short heat-shock treatment during the early blastoderm stage leads to stable,

broadened ftz stripes. More extreme treatment causes ftz to be expressed in a

broad band that extends from 15% to 65% egg length. Interestingly, hs/runt

treatment does not lead to signi�cant ftz expression outside this region. ftz

lacZ was also found overexpressed.
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In hs-run ectopic expression experiment fromManoukian and Krause (1993),

expression of the ftz gene did not appear to be a�ected prior to 30 minutes

after initiation of heat shock (AHS). However, starting at 30 minutes AHS, ftz

stripes widened dramatically. In embryos that had been heat shocked prior

to ftz stripe resolution, and �xed 30-45 minutes later, ftz was often expressed

in a single solid stripe that �lled the entire trunk of the embryo. When these

embryos were permitted to develop for another 15-30 minutes prior to �xa-

tion, this solid pattern of ftz expression began to split into a pattern of seven,

segment-wide stripes. In embryos where ftz had already resolved into stripes

prior to the time of run induction, the seven stripe pattern could no longer be

consolidated into a solid band of expression. Nevertheless, at 30-45 minutes

AHS, ftz stripes were abnormally wide.

ftz No complex patterns found.

odd ftz stripes fail to narrow properly in odd mutant embryos (Mullen and

DiNardo, 1995). ftz stripes are broad and persistent. The seven ftz stripes

resolve from the early broad domain similar to wildtype (Carroll and Scott,

1986), but the �rst di�erence occurs at cellular blastoderm when stripes 1 and

2 appear to span virtually the entire parasegment. As germ band extension

begins, the broad ftz stripes fail to retract and thus remain three to four cells

wide. The posterior edge of each ftz stripe extends closer to the anterior edge,

and has lower level.

According to Drean et al. (1998), activation of ftz occurs when ectopic Odd

is expressed prior to the completion of cellularization and is most pronounced

at the beginning of cellularization. This positive relationship between Odd

and ftz is consistent with the expression patterns of the two genes at this
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stage: odd and ftz stripes overlap perfectly, except for stripe 7 of odd which

is missing at this stage (Manoukian and Krause, 1993). Beginning at stage 6,

odd and ftz stripes begin to resolve into non-overlapping patterns and it is at

this later time that Odd becomes a repressor of ftz.

double mutants In run� h� double mutant embryo (Carroll and Vavra,

1989; Tsai and Gergen, 1995), ftz pattern is de-repressed compared to patterns

in embryos mutant only for run, and similar to that of h� mutant embryo. In

run� eve� double mutant embryo, the ftz pattern is also strongly a�ected

(Carroll and Vavra, 1989).
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A.4.5 odd complex mutant patterns

gap and maternal genes No complex patterns found.

eve In eve mutant embryo, odd expression remains from the anterior-most

cells of each Ftz-stripe (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004).

hairy No complex patterns found.

runt In run null mutant embryo (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), primary odd

stripes disappear essentially completely. odd comes on in broad stripes in the

eve domain in place of slp, and is lost from the ftz domains.

ftz No complex patterns found.

odd No complex patterns found.

double mutants According to Jaynes and Fujioka (2004), in eve slp double

mutant embryo, odd stripes are extensively broadened, failing to retract from

the posterior of the ftz domains as they normally do, as well as from the

anterior of the ftz domains due to the absence of eve. In run slp double mutant

embryo, odd expression is lost from the ftz domains. In run eve double mutant

embryo, there is no odd expression in the trunk region during gastrulation.
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A.5 Regulatory Phasing Analysis

A.5.1 eve regulatory phasing analysis

According to Appendix Table A.1, forKr repression on the eve stripe 3 anterior

border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.2 (D)), the repression input

increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for eve stripe 3. For Kr

repression on the stripe 4 posterior border (Fig. A.2 (B)), the repression input

increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for stripe 4. Hence

both regulations do not �t in the simple phasing rule, and are considered as

regulatory balancers. The other gap gene regulations on eve, predicted in

Fig.4.1, that �t in the simple phasing rule are shown in Fig. A.1 and A.2.

According to Appendix Table A.2, for h activation on eve, as shown in the

phasing portrait (Fig. A.3 (A, B)), h is placed in an anteriorly overlapping

position to eve, hence the activating role of h �ts in the simple phasing rule.

The h activation input (Fig. A.3 (C)) increases toward the peak of the total

regulatory input for eve in a more anterior position, which helps shape the

stripe and also shift it forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.2, for odd repression on eve, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.4 (A, B)), odd is placed in a more complementary

position to eve, with residual expression remaining between the two borders,

hence the repressor role of odd �ts in the simple phasing rule. The odd repres-

sion input increases toward the limit of the two borders of the total regulatory

input for eve, which helps set the two borders of eve (Fig. A.4 (C)).

According to Appendix Table A.2, for ftz activation on eve, as shown in the

phasing portrait (Fig. A.5 (A, B)), ftz is also in a more complementary position

to eve, with residual expression remaining between the two borders, hence the
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activator role of ftz does not �t in the simple phasing rule. The ftz activation

input increases toward the limit of the two borders of the total regulatory

input for eve, which serves as a regulatory balancer for the re�nement of the

two eve borders (Fig. A.5 (C)).

According to Appendix Table A.2, for run repression on eve, particularly

on the posterior border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.6 (A, B)),

run is placed in a posteriorly overlapping position to eve, hence the repressor

role of run �ts in the simple phasing rule. The run repression input increases

toward the limit of the posterior border (Fig. A.6 (C)), which helps set the

posterior border, and in this case shift the posterior border forward in the

re�nement phase.

According to Appendix Table A.2, for eve auto-activation, particularly on

the posterior border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.7 (A)), the eve

activation input increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for

eve, which helps form and maintain eve stripes in the late re�nement phase.
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Figure A.1: hb and gt regulation on eve. (A) gt repression on eve stripe 2 ante-

rior border at t7 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for eve stripe 2 (ueve

from Eq. 3.1), gt regulatory input on eve stripe 2, and the total regulatory in-

put subtracts (without) gt input on eve stripe 2 (key u − gt denotes the value of

ueve − Eeve←gtvgt(t)). (B) hb repression on eve stripe 3 anterior border at t7 in

circuit A2. (C) gt repression on eve stripe 7 anterior border at t7 in circuit A1.
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Figure A.2: Kr and kni regulation on eve. (A) Kr repression on eve stripe 2

posterior border at t7 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for eve stripe 2

(ueve from Eq. 3.1), Kr regulatory input on eve stripe 2, and the total regulatory

input subtracts (without) Kr input on eve stripe 2 (key u − Kr denotes the value

of ueve − Eeve←KrvKr(t)). (B) Kr repression on eve stripe 4 posterior border at t7

in circuit A1. (C) kni repression on eve stripe 4 posterior border at t7 in circuit

A2. (D) Kr repression on eve stripe 3 anterior border at t7 in circuit A2. (E) Kr

repression on eve stripe 5 anterior border at t7 in circuit A1. (F) kni repression on

eve stripe 6 anterior border at t7 in circuit A2.
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2 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3). (B) eve and h stripe 2 at t7 in circuit A1. (C) The

total regulatory input for eve stripe 2 (ueve from Eq. 3.1), h regulatory input on eve

stripe 2, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) h input on eve stripe 2
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Figure A.4: odd regulation on eve stripe 3 at t7 in circuit B1. (A) eve stripe 3 and

odd stripe 2 and 3 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit B1 (B). (C) The total

regulatory input for eve stripe 3 (ueve from Eq. 3.1), odd regulatory input on eve
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regulatory input for eve stripe 3 (ueve from Eq. 3.1), ftz regulatory input on eve

stripe 3, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) ftz input on eve stripe
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Figure A.6: run regulation on eve stripe 6 at t7 in circuit A1. (A) eve stripe 6, run

stripe 6 and stripe 5 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A1 (B). (C) The total

regulatory input for eve stripe 6 (ueve from Eq. 3.1), run regulatory input on eve
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A.5.2 h regulatory phasing analysis

According to Appendix Table A.3, for Kr repression on h stripe 3 anterior

border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.8 (B)), the repression input

increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for stripe 3, which does

not �t in the phasing rule. Hence Kr repression on stripe 3 anterior border

is considered as a regulatory balancer. The other gap gene regulations on h,

predicted in Fig.4.1, that �t in the simple phasing rule are shown in Fig. A.8.

According to Appendix Table A.4, for run repression on h, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.10 (A, B)), run is placed in a complimentary and

slightly more posteriorly overlapping position to h, with residual expression

remaining between the two borders, hence the repressor role of run �ts in the

simple phasing rule. The run repression input increases toward the limit of

both borders of the total regulatory input for h (Fig. A.10 (C)), which helps

set both borders of each h stripe.

According to Appendix Table A.4, for eve activation on h, as shown in the

phasing portrait (Fig. A.9 (A, B)), eve is placed in a posteriorly overlapping

position to h, hence the activator role of eve does not �t in the simple phasing

rule. The eve activation input on h (Fig. A.9 (C)) increases toward the peak

of the total regulatory input for h in a more posterior position, hence even

though it helps establish both h borders through activation, it does not shift

the stripe forward anteriorly and violates the shifting constraints.

According to Appendix Table A.4, for ftz activation on h, as shown in the

phasing portrait (Fig. A.11 (A, B, D, E)), ftz is placed in a more anteriorly

overlapping position to h, hence the activator role of ftz �ts in the simple

phasing rule. The ftz activation input increases toward the peak of the total

regulatory input for h stripe 5 and 6 in a more anterior position in circuit B1.
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For other stripes in circuits B1 and A1, however, the ftz input on the anterior

h border is more of a plateau. In Fig. A.11 (C, F), ftz helps set both h borders

through activation, except for the plateau input on stripe 4 anterior border,

and helps shift the h stripe forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.4, for odd regulation on h, as shown in the

phasing portrait (Fig. A.12 (A, B, D, E)), odd is positioned in an anteriorly

overlapping position to h, hence the repressor role of odd does not �t in the

simple phasing rule, odd may be considered as a regulatory balancer for re-

�nement in the late phase in circuit B1. The odd repression input increases

toward the peak of the total regulatory input for h (Fig. A.4 (F)), and is a

plateau on the anterior border, except for h stripe 7 anterior border. odd may

also serve as an activator in the early phase, which would �t in the simple

phasing rule. However in circuit A1, odd activation input is still more plateau

on the anterior border (Fig. A.4 (C)), except for stripe 2 and 7 anterior border.

According to Appendix Table A.4, for h auto-activation in circuit B1, as

shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.7 (B)), the h activation input is in-

creasing toward the peak of the total regulatory input for h, which �ts in the

simple phasing rule. While for h auto-repression in circuit A1, the repression

increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for h, which does not

�t in the simple phasing rule.
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Figure A.8: Kr, gt and tll regulation on h. (A) gt repression on h stripe 2 anterior

border at t7 in circuit B1. The total regulatory input for h stripe 2 (uh from Eq. 3.1),

gt regulatory input on h stripe 2, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without)

gt input on h stripe 2 (key u − gt denotes the value of uh − Eh←gtvgt(t)). (B) Kr

repression on h stripe 3 anterior border at t7 in circuit B1. (C) tll activation on h

stripe 7 anterior border at t7 in circuit A1.
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Figure A.10: run regulation on h stripe 2 at t7 in circuit A1. (A) h stripe 2, run

stripe 1 posterior border and stripe 2 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A1

(B). (C) The total regulatory input for h stripe 2 (uh from Eq. 3.1), run regulatory

input on h stripe 2, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) run input on

h stripe 2 (key u − run denotes the value of uh − T h←runvrun).
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Figure A.12: odd regulation on h stripe 3 at t7 in circuit A1 and B1. (A, D) h

stripe 3 and odd stripe 2 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A1 (B) and B1 (E).

(C, F) The total regulatory input for h stripe 3 (uh from Eq. 3.1), odd regulatory

input on h stripe 3, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) odd input on

h stripe 3 (key u − odd denotes the value of uh − T h←oddvodd).
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A.5.3 run regulatory phasing analysis

According to Appendix Table A.5, for Kr activation on run stripe 2 posterior

border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.13 (D)), the activation in-

put increases toward the limit of the posterior border of the total regulatory

input for run. For Kr activation on stripe 4 anterior border (Fig. A.13 (B)),

the activation input increases toward the limit of the anterior border of the

total regulatory input for run. For gt activation on stripe 5 posterior border

(Fig. A.13 (C)), the activation input increases toward the limit of the posterior

border of the total regulatory input for run. Hence all of the above regula-

tions do not �t in the simple phasing rule, and are considered as regulatory

balancers. The other gap gene regulations on run, predicted in Fig.4.1, that

�t in the simple phasing rule are shown in Fig. A.13 and A.14.

Repression between h and run has previously been proposed on the basis of

their approximately reciprocal, complementary, domains of expression in the

literature (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Kania et al., 1990; Jiménez et al., 1996;

Frasch and Levine, 1987; Carroll and Vavra, 1989) (see also Fig. A.10 (A, B)).

Hence the repressor role of h �ts in the simple phasing rule. According to

Appendix Table A.6, the h repression input increases toward the limit of both

borders of the total regulatory input for run (Fig. A.14 (B)), which sets both

borders of run stripes.

According to Appendix Table A.6, for eve repression on run, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.15 (A, B)), eve is placed in an anteriorly overlap-

ping position to run, hence the repressor role of eve does not �t in the simple

phasing rule. The eve repression input is a plateau on the anterior border

of the total regulatory input for run(Fig. A.15 (C)), and is increasing toward

the peak of the total regulatory input on the posterior border of the total
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regulatory input for run, except for run stripe 1 posterior border in circuit

A2. The eve repression input hence does not help shift the run stripe forward

anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.6, for ftz repression on run, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.16 (A, B, D, E)), ftz is placed in a posteriorly

overlapping position to run, hence the repressor role of ftz �ts in the simple

phasing rule. The ftz repression input increases toward the limit of both

borders of the total regulatory input for run (Fig. A.16 (C, F)), which helps

set both borders for run stripes and shift the stripe forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.6, for the stripe speci�c odd repression

on run stripe 6, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.17 (A, B, D, E)),

odd is placed in a posteriorly overlapping position to run stripe 6, hence the

repressor role of odd �ts in the simple phasing rule. The odd repression input

is more of a plateau and increases toward the limit of both borders of the total

regulatory input for run (Fig. A.17 (C, F)), which helps set both borders and

push the stripe forward anteriorly.
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Figure A.13: Kr and gt regulation on run. (A) Kr activation on run stripe 2

anterior border at t4 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for run stripe 2 (urun

from Eq. 3.1), Kr regulatory input on run stripe 2, and the total regulatory input

subtracts (without) Kr input on run stripe 2 (key u − Kr denotes the value of

urun − Erun←KrvKr(t)). (B) Kr activation on run stripe 4 at t7 in circuit A1. (C)

gt activation on run stripe 5 posterior border at t4 in circuit B1. (D) Kr activation

on run stripe 2 posterior border at t5 in circuit B1. (E) gt activation on run stripe 1

posterior border at t7 in circuit B1. (F) gt activation on run stripe 6 at t7 in circuit

A2.
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Figure A.16: ftz regulation on run stripe 4 at t6 and t8 in circuit B1. (A, D) run
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(B, E). (C, F) The total regulatory input for run stripe 4 (urun from Eq. 3.1), ftz

regulatory input on run stripe 4, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without)
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Figure A.17: odd regulation on run stripe 6 at t6 and t8 in circuit A2. (A, D) run

stripe 6 and odd stripe 5 and 6 at t6 and t8 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A2

(B, E). (C, F) The total regulatory input for run stripe 6 (urun from Eq. 3.1), odd

regulatory input on run stripe 6, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without)

odd input on run stripe 6 (key u − odd denotes the value of urun − T run←oddvodd).
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A.5.4 ftz regulatory phasing analysis

According to Appendix Table A.7, forKr activation on stripe 4 anterior border,

as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.18 (A)), the activation input increases

toward the limit of the anterior border of the total regulatory input for ftz

stripe 4. For gt activation on stripe 5 posterior border (Fig. A.18 (C)), the

activation input increases toward the limit of the posterior border of the total

regulatory input for stripe 5. Hence the above regulations do not �t in the

simple phasing rule, and are considered as regulatory balancers. The other

gap gene regulations on ftz, predicted in Fig.4.1, that �t in the simple phasing

rule are shown in Fig. A.18.

According to Appendix Table A.8, for stripe speci�c h activation on ftz

stripe 3 posterior border (Fig. 4.5), as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.19

(A, B)), h is placed in a complimentary and more posteriorly overlapping po-

sition to ftz, with high residual expression remaining between the two borders,

hence the activator role of h does not �t in the simple phasing rule. The h ac-

tivation input is increasing toward the limit of the posterior border of the total

regulatory input for ftz (Fig. A.19 (C)), which serves as a regulatory balancer

for re�nement of ftz and does not shift the ftz stripe forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.8, for odd regulation on ftz, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.20 (A, D, G)), odd is placed in a posteriorly

overlapping position to ftz in data, however in the 3 major circuits odd is

almost overlapping with ftz (Fig. A.20 (B, E, H)), which is an artifact and

can result in false critical auto-activation from odd, for example in circuit A2

(Fig. A.20 (F)). The artifact auto-regulatory e�ect from odd in circuit A1 and

B1 is limited (Fig. A.20 (I, C)). According to data, the repressor role of odd

would actually, authentically, �t in the simple phasing rule.
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According to Appendix Table A.8, for eve repression on ftz, eve is placed in

a more complimentary position to ftz (see also Fig. A.5 (A, B)), with residual

expression remaining between the two borders, hence the repressor role of eve

�ts in the simple phasing rule. The eve repression input increases toward the

limit of the two borders of the total regulatory input for ftz (Fig. A.21 (A)),

which helps set both borders.

According to Appendix Table A.8, for run activation on ftz, run is placed in

an anteriorly overlapping position to ftz (see also Fig. A.16 (A, B, D, E)), hence

the activator role of run �ts in the simple phasing rule. The run activation

input increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input for ftz in a more

anterior position (Fig. A.21 (B)), which helps shape the stripe and also shift

the stripe forward anteriorly.
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Figure A.18: Kr, gt and kni regulation on ftz. (A) Kr activation on ftz stripe

4 anterior border at t6 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for ftz stripe 4

(uftz from Eq. 3.1), Kr regulatory input on ftz stripe 4, and the total regulatory

input subtracts (without) Kr input on ftz stripe 4 (key u−Kr denotes the value of

uftz − Eftz←KrvKr(t)). (B) Kni activation on ftz stripe 4 at t7 in circuit A1. (C)

gt activation on ftz stripe 5 at t7 in circuit A1. (D) kni activation on ftz stripe 5

posterior border at t7 in circuit A2.
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Figure A.19: h regulation on ftz stripe 3 at t7 in circuit A1. (A) ftz stripe 3 and

h stripe 3 and 4 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A1 (B). (C) The total

regulatory input for ftz stripe 3 (uftz from Eq. 3.1), h regulatory input on ftz stripe

3, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) h input on ftz stripe 3 (key
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Figure A.21: eve and run regulation on ftz. (A) eve repression on ftz stripe 3 at

t8 in circuit B1. The total regulatory input for eve stripe 3 (uftz from Eq. 3.1), eve

regulatory input on ftz stripe 3, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without)

eve input on ftz stripe 3 (key u− gt denotes the value of uftz −Eftz←gtvgt(t)). (B)

run activation on ftz stripe 5 at t8 in circuit B1.
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A.5.5 odd regulatory phasing analysis

According to Appendix Table A.9, for Kr activation on the stripe 4 anterior

border, as shown in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.23 (C)), the activation input

increases toward the limit of the anterior border of the total regulatory input

for odd. For gt activation on the stripe 5 posterior border (Fig. A.22 (B)), the

activation input increases toward the limit of the posterior border of the total

regulatory input for odd. Hence the above regulations do not �t in the simple

phasing rule, and are considered as regulatory balancers. The other gap gene

regulations on odd, predicted in Fig.4.1, that �t in the simple phasing rule are

shown in Fig. A.22 and A.23.

According to Appendix Table A.10, for h repression on odd, as shown in

the phasing portrait (Fig. A.24 (A, B)), h is placed in a posteriorly overlapping

position to odd, hence the repressor role of h �ts in the simple phasing rule.

The odd repression input increases toward the limit of both borders of the

total regulatory input for odd (Fig. A.24 (C)), which helps set both borders

for odd stripes and shift the stripe forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.10, for run activation on odd, as shown

in the phasing portrait (Fig. A.25 (A, B)), run is placed in an anteriorly

overlapping position to odd, hence the activator role of run �ts in the simple

phasing rule. The run activation input increases toward the peak of the total

regulatory input for odd in a more anterior position (Fig. A.25 (C)), which

helps shape both borders and shift the stripe forward anteriorly.

According to Appendix Table A.10, for eve repression on odd, eve is placed

in a complimentary position to odd (see also Fig. A.4 (A, B)), with residual

expression remaining between the two borders, hence the repressor role of eve

�ts in the simple phasing rule. The eve repression input increases toward the
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limit of both borders of the total regulatory input for odd (Fig. A.26 (A)),

which helps set both borders.

According to Appendix Table A.10, for ftz activation on odd, ftz is placed

in an anteriorly overlapping position to odd in data (see also Fig. A.20 (A,

D, G)), however in the major circuits odd and ftz are almost overlapping

(Fig. A.20 (B, E, H)). In either position the main activator role of ftz on odd

�ts in the simple phasing rule. The ftz activation input increases toward the

peak of the total regulatory input for odd (Fig. A.26 (B)), which helps elevate

the odd stripes.

According to Appendix Table A.10, for odd auto-activation (Fig. A.26 (C)),

the odd activation input increases toward the peak of the total regulatory input

for odd, which �ts in the simple phasing rule and helps elevate the odd stripes.
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Figure A.22: hb and gt regulation on odd. (A) hb activation on odd stripe 2

posterior border at t5 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for odd stripe 2

(uodd from Eq. 3.1), hb regulatory input on odd stripe 2, and the total regulatory

input subtracts (without) hb input on odd stripe 2 (key u − hb denotes the value of

uodd − Eodd←hbvhb(t)). (B) gt activation on odd stripe 5 at t8 in circuit A1. (C) gt

activation on odd stripe 1 posterior border at t7 in circuit A1. (D) gt activation on

odd stripe 6 posterior border at t7 in circuit A1.
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Figure A.23: Kr and kni regulation on odd. (A) Kr activation on odd stripe 2

anterior border at t7 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for odd stripe 2 (uodd

from Eq. 3.1), Kr regulatory input on odd stripe 2, and the total regulatory input

subtracts (without) Kr input on odd stripe 2 (key u − Kr denotes the value of

uodd − Eodd←KrvKr(t)). (B) kni activation on odd stripe 4 anterior border at t7 in

circuit A1. (C) Kr activation on odd stripe 4 at t6 in circuit A1. (D) kni activation

on odd stripe 5 posterior border at t7 in circuit A1.
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Figure A.24: h regulation on odd stripe 5 at t7 in circuit A1. (A) odd stripe 5,

h stripe 5 and 6 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A1 (B). (C) The total

regulatory input for odd stripe 5 (uodd from Eq. 3.1), h regulatory input on odd

stripe 5, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) h input on odd stripe 5

(key u − h denotes the value of uodd − T odd←hvh).
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Figure A.25: run regulation on odd stripe 6 at t7 in circuit A2. (A) odd and run

stripe 6 at t7 from data (Fig. 1.3), and in circuit A2 (B). (C) The total regulatory

input for odd stripe 6 (uodd from Eq. 3.1), run regulatory input on odd stripe 6,

and the total regulatory input subtracts (without) run input on odd stripe 6 (key

u − run denotes the value of uodd − T odd←runvrun).
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Figure A.26: eve, ftz and odd regulation on odd. (A) eve repression on odd stripe 2

at t7 in circuit A1. The total regulatory input for odd stripe 2 (uodd from Eq. 3.1), eve

regulatory input on odd stripe 2, and the total regulatory input subtracts (without)

eve input on odd stripe 2 (key u − eve denotes the value of uodd − T odd←eveveve).

(B) ftz activation on odd stripe 4 at t7 in circuit A1. (C) odd auto-activation on

stripe 2 at t7 in circuit A1.
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Appendix B

Pair-Rule Gene Regulation

B.1 even-skipped regulation

In the literature, eve regulation by gap genes were best understood from the

eve stripe 2 enhancer (Small et al., 1991) and stripe 3 enhancer study (Small

et al., 1996). Experimental implementations include DNA binding assays

(Stanojevic et al., 1989), transient cotransfection assays (Small et al., 1991),

P-transformation experiments (Stanojevic et al., 1991; Small et al., 1992, 1993;

Arnosti et al., 1996), promoter fusion studies and genetic analyses (Frasch and

Levine, 1987; Goto et al., 1989; Small et al., 1993).

In the early literature of Frasch and Levine (1987); Carroll and Vavra

(1989), using the strongest available mutant alleles for all the pair-rule genes

found only mild perturbation to the establishment of the wild-type eve ex-

pression pattern during cleavage cycle 14 development. Only relatively mild

alterations in the spacing and intensity of expression are detected in cellular

blastoderm stage embryos. A general proposition were made that the ex-

pression of the primary pair-rule gene eve is modulated only by the primary
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pair-rule genes h and run, yet remains una�ected by the remaining, secondary

and tertiary, pair-rule genes.

B.1.1 eve regulation by gap and maternal genes

bcd In the literature (Table A.17), �ndings from the eve stripe 2 and stripe

3 enhancer study suggest that bcd may activate eve stripe 2 and repress the

eve stripe 3 anterior border. In bcd mutant embryos, anterior expansion and

shift of the stripe 3 pattern were observed (Small et al., 1996), also the stripe 7

staining seems reduced. Although the anterior expansion is usually attributed

to release of hb repression.

In the major circuits (Table A.1), bcd only has biased, plateau, input on the

anterior-embryo eve stripes, hence is not essential, slope determining, for eve

border formation in the dynamical model. The biological relevance of the bcd

input is therefore indeterminable from the model. In the parameter consensus

table (Table A.13), both classes of circuits are biased toward repression on eve.

cad No literature were found for cad regulation on eve.

In the major circuits (Table A.1), cad has small biased, near plateau, input

on the posterior-embryo eve stripes, hence is also not essential, slope deter-

mining, for eve border formation in the dynamical model. The biological

relevance of the cad input is therefore also indeterminable from the model. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.13), both classes of circuits are biased

toward repression on eve.

hb hb was found to activate eve stripe 2 (Table A.17) from the eve stripe

2 enhancer study (Small et al., 1991). It was also suggested recently as a
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repressor on eve stripe 3 anterior border from the eve stripe 3 enhancer study

(Small et al., 1996). Mutations in hb were found to expand the initial limits

of the stripe 3 pattern (Small et al., 1996). Further observations include the

study of Goto et al. (1989), with a lacZ stripe 2, 3, 7 construct, which indicated

that in hb mutants, stripes 2 and 3 are fused and stripe 7 is reduced.

In the major circuits (Table A.1), only circuit A2 has hb as a critical

repressor on the stripe 3 anterior border, which supports recent literature

�nding. However hb is not essential on the remaining borders and in the other

circuits. The biased plateau input on the eve stripe 2 can not be determined

whether it is biologically relevant in the dynamical model. In the parameter

consensus table (Table A.13), both classes of circuits have consensus toward

repression on eve. Hence I conclude hb is more likely a repressor on the stripe

3 anterior border with priority level black as the �rst level regulation in the

ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

Kr Kr was found to repress eve stripe 2 posterior border (Table A.17) from

the eve stripe 2 enhancer study (Small et al., 1991). In Kr� embryos, eve

stripes 2 and 3 are fused, replaced by a composite band of expression (Goto

et al., 1989). Further observations in homozygous mutant embryos (Warrior

and Levine, 1990) found the stripes 2 and 3 were completely fused as were the

stripes 4 and 6, while stripe 5 was reduced or absent, the stripes 1 and 7 were

normal.

In 2 of the major circuits A1 and A2 (Table A.1), Kr is a critical repressor

of the eve stripe 2 posterior border, which supports the literature. In circuit

A1, Kr is also a critical repressor of the stripe 4 posterior border and the

stripe 5 anterior border. In circuit A2, Kr is also an essential repressor of
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the stripe 3 anterior border. In circuit B1, however, Kr is not required. I

believe the class B circuits are more representative of the late maintenance

and re�nement phase, and Kr is more required in the early phase of the eve

stripe formation. The early phase is better captured by the class A circuits,

with more gap gene regulations involved. In the parameter consensus table

(Table A.13), class A circuits have stronger consensus toward repression on

eve, while class B circuits are more neutral toward Kr regulation on eve. Only

the second priority set in the class B circuits have stronger consensus toward

repression.

Given the above comparison I conclude Kr repressing the posterior border

of the eve stripe 2 in black as the �rst level regulation, Kr repression on the

eve stripe 3 and 5 anterior border, and the stripe 4 posterior border in blue as

the second level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

gt gt was found to repress eve stripe 2 anterior border (Table A.17) from

the eve stripe 2 enhancer study (Small et al., 1991). Mutations in gt causes

severe anterior expansion of the stripe 2 pattern, but have no e�ect on the

stripe 3 expression (Small et al., 1996). Further observations in Goto et al.

(1989), early eve stripe 2 is abnormally broad. And from Klingler and Gergen

(1993), eve stripes 1 and 2 fused early, stripes 5 and 6 fused early.

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.1), gt is an essential repressor of the

eve stripe 2 anterior border, which supports the literature, and also a criti-

cal repressor to set the stripe 7 anterior border, relevant to the observations

from Frasch and Levine (1987). However in circuit A2 and B1, there is no

dependence on gt. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.13) I see strong

dependence on gt repression to set eve stripes in the class A circuits, in the
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class B circuits the dependence is weaker, perhaps because it is more represen-

tative of the late re�nement phase. Hence from the above comparison I put gt

repressing the eve stripe 2 anterior border in black as the �rst level regulation,

and gt repression on the stripe 7 anterior border in blue as the second level

regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

kni kni was found to repress the eve stripe 3 posterior border (Table A.17)

and the stripe 6 anterior border from the stripe 3 enhancer study (Small et al.,

1996). In mutants that lack kni function, there is a posterior expansion of en-

dogeous eve and the reporter gene expression driven by the stripe 3 enhancer,

the stripe 3 fused to form a broad expression domain. There is no e�ect on

the stripe 2 expression. Further observations include that from Kosman and

Small (1997), in embryos with the highest levels of ectopic kni expression, the

eve stripe 3 was completely abolished early in cycle 14, but reappeared later

in cycle 14 in a more posterior position. Compared with the stripe 3, other

eve stripes were not as severely a�ected.

In both of my major circuits A1 and A2 (Table A.1), kni is a critical repres-

sor for both the eve stripe 4 posterior border and the stripe 6 anterior border.

It is however not required in circuit B1, which is likely more representative of

the late re�nement phase. Our circuitry results support the literature �ndings

of kni repressing the stripe 6 anterior border (Small et al., 1996), it however

does not support the direct repression role on eve stripe 3 posterior border.

This is more pertinent to the observations made in Frasch and Levine (1987)

that the stripe 3 is una�ected. The repression role on the stripe 4 posterior

border is also reproducible in the earlier application of the gene circuit method

Reinitz and Sharp (1995). In the parameter consensus table (Table A.13), eve
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stripe formation is strongly dependent on kni repression in the class A circuits.

In the class B circuits, the dependence is weaker.

Given the above comparison, I put both kni repression on the stripe 6

anterior border and the stripe 4 posterior border in priority level black as the

�rst level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

tll tll was found to activate eve stripe 7 (Table A.17) from the eve stripe

3 enhancer study (Small et al., 1996). eve stripe 7 were found abolished in

embryos that lack tll+ function. Further observations from studies with a lacZ

stripe 2, 3, 7 construct also indicated that in tll� mutants stripe 7 is missing

while stripes 2 and 3 are una�ected (Goto et al., 1989).

In the major circuits (Table A.1), tll has biased, plateau, input on eve

stripe 7 formation. Hence it is not essential, slope determining, to the stripe 7

border formation in the dynamical model. Therefore I was unable to determine

whether its e�ect on eve stripe 7 is biologically relevant. In the parameter con-

sensus table (Table A.13), both classes of circuits are biased toward repression

on eve.

B.1.2 eve regulation by gap and maternal genes sum-

mary

First level regulations (black) The higher consensus eve regulations by

gap genes in Fig. 4.1 include gt repression on the eve stripe 2 anterior border,

Kr repression on the stripe 2 posterior border, hb repression on the stripe 3

anterior border, kni repression on the stripe 4 posterior border, and kni re-

pression on the stripe 6 anterior border. All of these interactions are repressive

interactions.
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In the literature (Table A.17), gt repression on the eve stripe 2 anterior

border and Kr repression on the stripe 2 posterior border were supported by

the eve stripe 2 enhancer studies (Small et al., 1991, 1992, 1993). Mutations

in gt causes severe anterior expansion of the stripe 2 pattern (Small et al.,

1996), early eve stripe 2 was found abnormally broad (Goto et al., 1989), and

the eve stripes 1 and 2 were found fused early (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

In Kr� embryos, eve stripes 2 and 3 are fused (Goto et al., 1989; Warrior and

Levine, 1990). hb repression on eve stripe 3 anterior border was supported

by the eve stripe 3 enhancer study (Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small et al.,

1996; Kosman and Small, 1997). Mutations in hb were found to expand the

initial limits of the stripe 3 pattern (Small et al., 1996). Studies with a lacZ

stripe 2, 3, 7 construct indicated that stripes 2 and 3 are fused (Goto et al.,

1989). kni repression on the stripe 4 posterior border was reproduced in the

early application of the gene circuit method based on less quantitative data

(Reinitz and Sharp, 1995), and kni mutant was found to a�ect the eve stripe

4 posterior border in an early literature of Frasch and Levine (1987). kni

repression on the stripe 6 anterior border was supported by Small et al. (1996)

from the eve stripe 3 enhancer study.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.2), gt repression on the eve stripe 2 anterior

border is supported by circuit A1. hb repression on the stripe 3 anterior border

is supported by circuit A2. Kr repression on the stripe 2 posterior border, kni

repression on the stripe 4 posterior border, and kni repression on the stripe 6

anterior border are supported by both circuit A1 and A2. All interactions are

supported as critical repressors, except gt repression on eve stripe 2 anterior

border is supported as an essential repressor. In the parameter distribution

analysis (Table A.13), gt, Kr and kni repression on eve are supported by
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strong consensus in the class A circuits. hb repression on eve is supported by

signi�cant consensus of both class A and class B circuits.

Second level regulations (blue) The second level eve regulations by gap

genes in color blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits

but may not be directly supported by literature, which include Kr repression

on the stripe 3 anterior border, Kr repression on the stripe 4 posterior border,

Kr repression on the stripe 5 anterior border and gt repression on the stripe

7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.17), observations in homozygous Kr mutant

embryos (Warrior and Levine, 1990) found the stripes 2 and 3 were completely

fused, as were the stripes 4 and 6, while the stripe 5 was reduced or absent. gt

repression on the stripe 7 anterior border was supported by Frasch and Levine

(1987), in gt mutants the seventh stripe is strongly reduced, and never reaches

wild-type levels of expression.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.2), Kr repression on the stripe 3 anterior

border is supported by circuit A2 as an essential repressor. Kr repression on

the stripe 4 posterior border, the stripe 5 anterior border, and gt repression on

the stripe 7 anterior border are supported by circuit A1 as critical repressors.

In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.13), gt repression on eve is

supported by strong consensus in the class A circuits.

Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level of eve regulations by gap

genes in green in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions in the circuits that are con-

sidered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during analysis,

but are supported by literature. These interactions include bcd activation on

eve stripe 2 anterior border, hb activation on eve stripe 2, Kr repression on the
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stripe 3 posterior border and the stripe 4 anterior border, and tll activation

on the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.17), bcd and hb activation on eve stripe 2, Kr

repression on eve stripe 3 posterior border and the stripe 4 anterior border

were all supported by the eve stripe 2 and stripe 3 enhancer study (Small

et al., 1991, 1992, 1993). tll activation on the stripe 7 anterior border were

supported by the eve stripe 3 enhancer study (Small et al., 1996), eve stripe 7

were found abolished in embryos that lack tll+ function. Studies with a lacZ

stripe 2, 3, 7 construct also indicated that in tll� mutants stripe 7 is missing

(Goto et al., 1989).

Sixth level regulations (yellow) The sixth level eve regulations by gap

genes in yellow in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions supported by literature but

are totally absent (do not have any input) in the circuits. These interactions

include kni repression on eve stripe 3 posterior border, hb repression on the

stripe 6 posterior border and kni repression on the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.17), kni repression on eve stripe 3 posterior

border were supported by the eve stripe 3 enhancer study (Small et al., 1996).

In mutants that lack kni function, there is a posterior expansion of endogeous

eve and the reporter gene expression driven by the stripe 3 enhancer, the stripe

3 fused to form a broad expression domain. In embryos with the highest

levels of ectopic kni expression Kosman and Small (1997), eve stripe 3 was

completely abolished early in cycle 14, but reappeared later in cycle 14 in a

more posterior position. hb repression on the stripe 6 posterior border was

supported by Fujioka et al. (1999). kni repression on the stripe 7 anterior

border was supported by the eve stripe 3 enhancer study (Small et al., 1996).
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B.1.3 eve regulation by pair-rule genes

eve eve was found to have auto-activating e�ect (Table A.18). The eve pro-

moter was found to contain Eve-binding sites that when mutated dramatically

a�ect expression of gene eve (Frasch et al., 1988; Goto et al., 1989). Further

observations include, in eve mutant embryos, all seven stripes fail to re�ne,

and are prematurely lost (Frasch et al., 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989).

Each of the eve mutants shows an abnormal spacing during blastoderm stages,

and the sharpening of the pattern is abnormal during gastrulation. In eve null

mutants, there is a premature loss of expression.

In the major circuits (Table A.2), only circuit A1 shows essential depen-

dence on eve auto-activation, particularly on the posterior eve borders. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.13), there is no clear dependence on

eve auto-activation in the high priority set. In the lower priority set there

is even consensus toward weak repression. Hence the circuits do not support

auto-activation well. Given the above results, I still put eve auto-activation in

black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

hairy hairy was found to activate eve in the late re�nement phase (Ta-

ble A.18). In h mutant embryos (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Ger-

gen, 1988), eve expression is lost prematurely. In heat shock hairy embryos

(Warrior and Levine, 1990), the eve pattern is strongly altered despite the low

level of ectopic h expression. In all cases, the brief expression of h in all nuclei

led to a broadening of the eve stripes and in some cases to partial fusions

between stripes.

In all three of the major circuits (Table A.2), hairy is a critical activator of

eve. In the parameter consensus analysis (Table A.13), both classes of circuits
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have strong consensus toward hairy activation on eve. Hence my circuitry

results are very strong support for the literature, and I put the corresponding

regulation in priority level black as the �rst level regulation with weighted

width in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

runt run was found to be repressing eve in the late re�nement phase (Ta-

ble A.18), particularly on the posterior border. In run mutant embryos, eve

stripes expanded (Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Frasch and Levine, 1987; In-

gham and Gergen, 1988; Warrior and Levine, 1990). The early, broad eve

stripes persist longer than normal (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Ger-

gen, 1988). Late eve expression also persists abnormally (Jaynes and Fujioka,

2004). Ectopic expression of run causes loss of eve expression (Manoukian

and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994; Hooper et al., 1989), eve is rapidly

repressed in hs-runt embryos.

In three of the major circuits (Table A.2), only circuit A1 depends on run

as an essential repressor on the posterior border, which supports the literature

�nding. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.13), there is no strong

consensus toward run repression in the high priority set, however in the lower

priority sets there is stronger dependence on run repression. Given the above

results I put run repression on eve posterior border in black as the �rst level

regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

ftz In the literature survey (Table A.18), there is no speci�c conclusion drawn

about ftz regulation on eve. In ftz mutant embryos, eve gene expression was

found to be normal (Frasch et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Carroll and

Scott, 1986).

In the three major circuits (Table A.2), however, ftz is an essential activa-
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tor. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.13), there is weaker consensus

toward activation in the higher priority set of the class A circuits, and stronger

consensus in the class B circuits. Given the above results I put ftz activation

on eve in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map

(Fig. 4.1).

odd odd was found to repress eve (Table A.18). In odd mutant embryos

(Drean et al., 1998), the entire 7-stripe pattern appears to expand, both ante-

riorly and posteriorly. The e�ect was more signi�cant at the later developmen-

tal stages. In ectopic hs-odd embryos, eve is the most dramatically a�ected

among the so called primary pair-rule genes at the later stages. All 7 eve

stripes are strongly repressed.

Further arguments on mutant observations were made in Drean et al.

(1998), suggesting the above changes may have been missed in the earlier stud-

ies, for example Mullen and DiNardo (1995); Coulter and Wieschaus (1988);

Frasch and Levine (1987) observed una�ected eve patterns in odd mutant em-

bryos, due to their subtle nature in certain stage embryos. The full e�ect of

these actions may also be masked by the redundant actions of other segmen-

tation genes.

In all three of the major circuits (Table A.2), odd is a critical repressor

of eve, which strongly supports the literature. In the parameter consensus

table (Table A.13), both classes of circuits have clear consensus toward odd

repression on eve. Given the above results, I put odd as a repressor on both

borders of eve in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble regulatory

map (Fig. 4.1).
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B.1.4 eve regulation by pair-rule genes summary

First level regulations (black) The high consensus eve regulations by pair

rule genes in black in Fig. 4.1 as the �rst level regulations, include h activation

on eve, odd repression on eve, run repression on the posterior eve borders and

eve auto-activation in the late re�nement phase.

In the literature (Table A.18), h activation on eve in the late re�nement

phase were supported by Frasch and Levine (1987); Kosman and Small (1997);

Warrior and Levine (1990); Carroll and Scott (1986); Ingham and Gergen

(1988). In h mutant embryos (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Gergen,

1988), eve expression is lost prematurely. In heat shock h embryos (Warrior

and Levine, 1990), the eve pattern is strongly altered despite the low level of

ectopic h expression. In all cases, the brief expression of h in all nuclei led to

a broadening of the eve stripes and in some cases to partial fusions between

stripes. odd repression on eve in the late re�nement phase was supported

by Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Drean et al. (1998). In odd mutant embryos

(Drean et al., 1998), the entire 7-stripe pattern appears to expand, both ante-

riorly and posteriorly. In ectopic hs-odd embryos, eve is the most dramatically

a�ected among the so called primary pair-rule genes (eve, h, run) at the later

stages. All 7 eve stripes are strongly repressed. run repression on eve in the

late re�nement phase was supported by Carroll and Vavra (1989); Manoukian

and Krause (1993); Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Jiménez et al. (1996); Ingham

and Gergen (1988), particularly on the posterior borders (Warrior and Levine,

1990; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Fujioka et al., 1996). In run mutant embryos,

eve stripes expanded (Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Frasch and Levine, 1987;

Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Warrior and Levine, 1990). The early, broad eve

stripes persist longer than normal (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Ger-
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gen, 1988). Late eve expression also persists abnormally (Jaynes and Fujioka,

2004). Ectopic expression of run causes loss of eve expression (Manoukian

and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994; Hooper et al., 1989), eve is rapidly

repressed in hs-run embryos. eve auto-activation was supported by Goto et al.

(1989); Ingham and Gergen (1988); Frasch and Levine (1987). The eve pro-

moter was found to contain Eve-binding sites that when mutated dramatically

a�ect expression of gene eve (Frasch et al., 1988; Goto et al., 1989). In eve mu-

tant embryos, all seven stripes fail to re�ne, and are prematurely lost (Frasch

et al., 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989). Each of the eve mutants shows

an abnormal spacing during the blastoderm stages, and the sharpening of

the pattern is abnormal during gastrulation. In eve null mutants, there is a

premature loss of expression.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.2), both h activation on eve and odd repression

on eve are supported by all three circuits A1, A2 and B1. Both h and odd are

supported as a critical regulator. Both run repression on eve posterior border

and eve auto-activation are supported by circuit A1 as an essential regulator.

In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.13), both h activation on eve

and odd repression on eve are supported by strong consensus from both the

class A and class B circuits. run repression on eve posterior border is supported

by higher consensus in the lower priority sets of both the class A and class B

circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level eve regulations by pair

rule genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions predicted by circuits

but may contradict to literature. The interactions include ftz activation on

eve.
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In the literature (Table A.18), ftz regulation on eve is more concluded

toward no direct e�ect. In ftz mutant embryos, eve gene expression was found

to be normal (Frasch et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine, 1987).

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.2), ftz activation on eve is supported by all

three circuits A1, A2 and B1, as an essential activator. In the parameter dis-

tribution analysis (Table A.13), ftz activation on eve is supported by stronger

consensus in the class B circuits and the lower priority sets of the class A

circuits.

Fourth level regulations (cyan) The fourth level eve regulations by pair

rule genes in cyan in Fig. 4.1, indicating stripe speci�c pair rule cross regula-

tions in the circuits. The interaction includes eve activation on the stripe 2

anterior border.

Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level eve regulations by pair rule

genes in green in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions in the circuits that are consid-

ered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during analysis but

are supported by literature. The interactions include eve auto-activation on

the anterior borders and run repression on the anterior eve borders in general.
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B.2 hairy regulation

B.2.1 h regulation by gap and maternal genes

bcd bcd was found to activate h stripe 1 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Rid-

dihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991) and the stripe 7 (Rosée et al., 1997), and

may also repress the stripe 4 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-

Horowicz, 1991). No individual gap gene abolishes the stripe 1 expression

(Hooper et al., 1989), only mutations that abolish or reduce bcd concentra-

tions cause loss of the stripe 1 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

In the major circuits (Table A.3), bcd is not the essential input for the

stripe 2 anterior border, and has biased, plateau, input on the other borders.

In the parameter consensus table (Table A.14), the class A circuits are biased

toward repression on h.

cad cad was found to be possibly activating h stripes 6 and 7 (Rosée et al.,

1997). In the absence of cad, h7-lacZ expression is strongly a�ected.

In the major circuits (Table A.3), cad has small biased, near plateau, input

on the posterior-embryo h stripes. Hence is not essential, slope determining,

for h border formation in the dynamical model. In the parameter consensus

table (Table A.14), the class A circuits have more consensus toward repression

on h.

hb hb was found to activate h stripe 3 (Hartmann et al., 1994). In hb mutant

embryos, h stripe 3 is missing. It may also repress h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989),

on the stripe 3 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991)

and the stripe 6 posterior border (Langeland et al., 1994).
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In the major circuits (Table A.3), however, there is no input from hb to

h. There is also no strong consensus for hb regulation on h of both classes of

circuits (Table A.14).

Kr Kr was found to repress h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989), on the stripe 2

and 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991), stripe 5 (Langeland and Carroll,

1993), stripe 5 and 6 anterior borders (Langeland et al., 1994), and the stripe

7 (Rosée et al., 1997). Kr may also activate h stripe 4 (Howard and Struhl,

1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991).

In the major circuit B1 (Table A.3), Kr is an essential repressor on the

stripe 3 anterior border. There is no dependence on Kr, however, in circuit

A1 and A2. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), there is also

stronger consensus toward Kr repression on h in the class A circuits. Hence I

conclude Kr repression on h stripe 3 anterior border in magenta as the third

level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

gt gt was found to repress h stripe 5 on the posterior border (Riddihough

and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Langeland and Carroll, 1993; Langeland et al., 1994),

and may act as a local activator of the stripe 6.

In the major circuit B1 (Table A.3), gt is a critical repressor of h stripe 2

anterior border. However in circuit A1 and A2, there is no essential dependence

on gt. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.14), there is very strong

consensus toward gt repression on h. Hence I conclude gt repression on h

stripe 2 anterior border in blue as the second level regulation (Fig. 4.1).

kni kni was found to activate h stripe 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991;

Langeland et al., 1994), and the stripe 5 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991;
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Langeland and Carroll, 1993; Langeland et al., 1994). kni may also repress

h stripe 4 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Hartmann et al., 1994), and

the stripe 7 anterior border (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-

Horowicz, 1991; Rosée et al., 1997).

In all three of the major circuits (Table A.3), kni is not an essential reg-

ulator. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), there is stronger

consensus toward kni repression on h in the �rst priority sets.

tll tll was found to repress h stripe 1 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough

and Ish-Horowicz, 1991), stripe 2 and 6 (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991),

and the stripe 7 posterior border (Rosée et al., 1997).

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.3), tll is a critical activator for the stripe

7 anterior border. In circuit A2 and B1, however, it is not required. In the

parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), there is stronger consensus for

tll activation on h in the class A circuits and the lower priority sets of the

class B circuits. In the �rst priority set of the class B circuits, however, there

is stronger consensus for tll repression on h. Given the above results, I put tll

activation on h stripe 7 anterior border in magenta as the third level regulation.

B.2.2 h regulation by gap and maternal genes summary

Second level regulations (blue) The second level h regulations by gap

genes in blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits but may

not be directly supported by literature. The interactions include gt repression

on the stripe 2 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.19), there is no direct support for gt repression on

the stripe 2 anterior border. In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), gt repression on
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the stripe 2 anterior border is supported by circuit B1 as a critical repressor.

In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), gt repression on h is

supported by very strong consensus in both the class A and class B circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level h regulations by gap

genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions predicted by circuits but

may contradict to literature. These interactions include Kr repression on the

stripe 3 anterior border and tll activation on the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.19), Kr repression on h is supported by Carroll

and Vavra (1989), there is no speci�c support for repression on the stripe 3

anterior border. In Kr mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper

et al., 1989), only four broad h stripes are seen roughly in the positions of

the stripe 1, a fused stripe 2/3/4, a fused stripe 5/6, and the stripe 7. In Kr

homozygous mutant embryo (Warrior and Levine, 1990), the stripes 2 and 3

are fused. tll activation on h stripe 7 anterior border is contradicted by Rosée

et al. (1997) as indirect e�ects. Displaced h stripe 7' is completely abolished

in tll mutant embryos, and the h7-lacZ expression is also absent (Rosée et al.,

1997). In tll mutant embryo (Mahoney and Lengyel, 1987; Hooper et al.,

1989), h stripe 7 is missing.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), Kr repression on h stripe 3 anterior border

is supported by circuit B1 as an essential repressor. tll activation on the stripe

7 anterior border is supported by circuit A1 as a critical activator. In the

parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), Kr repression on h is supported

by stronger consensus in the class A circuits. tll activation on h is supported

by stronger consensus in the class A circuits and the lower priority sets of the

class B circuits.
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Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level of h regulations by gap

genes in green in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions in the circuits that are con-

sidered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during analysis,

but are supported by literature. These interactions include tll repression on h

stripe 2, Kr activation on the stripe 4, Kr repression on the stripe 5 anterior

border, kni activation on the stripe 5, gt and cad activation on the stripe 6,

tll repression on the stripe 6 posterior border, bcd and cad activation on the

stripe 7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.19), tll repression on h stripe 2 is supported

by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991). Kr activation on the stripe 4 is sup-

ported by Howard and Struhl (1990); Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991). In

ectopic hs-Kr expression (Langeland et al., 1994), all h stripes are extinguished

except for the stripes 3 and 4, which normally fall within the wild-type Kr do-

main. Kr repression on the stripe 5 anterior border is supported by Langeland

and Carroll (1993); Langeland et al. (1994). h stripe 5 displays signi�cant an-

terior expansion when Kr is removed (Langeland et al., 1994). Several binding

sites for the Kr repressor were identi�ed in the stripe 5 regulatory sequences.

In Kr homozygous mutant embryo, h stripes 4-6 are fused. kni activation on

the stripe 5 is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Langeland

and Carroll (1993); Langeland et al. (1994). kni mutations were found to

reduce the displaced stripe 5'(Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). gt acti-

vation on the stripe 6 is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991).

gt mutations were found to abolish the displaced stripe 6' (Riddihough and

Ish-Horowicz, 1991). In gt mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), h

stripes 5 to 7 are fused early. cad activation on the stripe 6 is supported by

Rosée et al. (1997). Caudal-binding sites were found to be present in the h
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stripe 6-element (Häder et al., 1998). tll repression on the stripe 6 posterior

border is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991). Displaced stripe

6' expanded posteriorly in tll mutant embryos (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,

1991). bcd activation on the stripe 7 is supported by Rosée et al. (1997). In

embryos lacking bcd as the key component of the anterior organizer system

(Rosée et al., 1997), the h7-lacZ expression domain is duplicated. The normal

posterior expression domain appears irregular and is shifted anteriorly. cad

activation on the stripe 7 anterior border is supported by Rosée et al. (1997).

In the absence of cad, h7-lacZ expression is strongly a�ected.

Sixth level regulations (yellow) The sixth level h regulations by gap

genes in yellow in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions supported by literature but

are totally absent (do not have any input) in the circuits. These interactions

include Kr repression on the h stripe 2, hb activation on the stripe 3, kni

repression on the stripe 4, gt repression on the stripe 5 posterior border, Kr

repression on the stripe 5 posterior border, kni activation on the stripe 6, Kr

repression on the stripe 6, hb repression on the stripe 6 posterior border, Kr

and kni repression on the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.19), Kr repression on the h stripe 2 is supported

by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991). According to Warrior and Levine

(1990), in Kr heterozygous mutant embryos, h stripe 2 is expanded posteri-

orly while the distance between the stripes 2 and 3 is reduced. hb activation

on the stripe 3 is supported by Hartmann et al. (1994). In hb mutant embryos,

h stripe 3 is missing. Contradicting literature results were found in Carroll

and Vavra (1989), suggesting hb may also repress h, on the stripe 3 (Howard

and Struhl, 1990; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). kni repression on the
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stripe 4 is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Hartmann et al.

(1994). In kni mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al., 1989),

h stripe 4 is missing. According to Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), the

displaced stripe 3'-4' is broadened in kni� embryos, where the Kr domain is

expanded (Gaul et al., 1987; Jäckle et al., 1986). gt repression on the stripe

5 posterior border is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Lan-

geland and Carroll (1993); Langeland et al. (1994). gt mutations expand the

displaced stripe 5' posteriorly (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). Similarly

in Langeland et al. (1994), the stripe 5 expands posteriorly when gt is removed,

putative binding sites for the gt protein have also been localized in the stripe

5 regulatory sequences (Langeland and Carroll, 1993). Kr repression on the

stripe 5 posterior border is supported by Langeland and Carroll (1993). In

Kr homozygous mutant embryo, the h stripes 4-6 are fused. kni activation on

the stripe 6 is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Langeland

et al. (1994). In kni mutant embryos (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al.,

1989), the h stripes 5-7 are fused in a wide band. According to Riddihough

and Ish-Horowicz (1991), kni mutations abolish the displaced stripe 6'. Kr re-

pression on the stripe 6 is supported by Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991).

In Kr homozygous mutant embryo, the h stripes 4-6 are fused. The h stripe 6

display signi�cant anterior expansion when Kr is removed (Langeland et al.,

1994). Several binding sites for the Kr repressor were also identi�ed in the h

stripe 6 regulatory sequences. hb repression on the stripe 6 posterior border is

supported by Langeland et al. (1994). THe stripe 6 expands posteriorly when

hb is removed (Langeland et al., 1994). Several putative hb-binding sites were

also found in the stripe 6 regulatory sequence. The stripe 6 is also �anked

by the posterior domain of hb. Kr repression on the stripe 7 is supported by
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Rosée et al. (1997). In the absence of Kr activity, two h7-lacZ expression do-

mains were observed. h7-lacZ expression in the normal stripe 7 position was

reduced. kni repression on the stripe 7 anterior border is supported by Howard

and Struhl (1990); Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Rosée et al. (1997).

In kni mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the h stripe 7 is a�ected,

stripes 5-7 are fused in a wide band (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Hooper et al.,

1989). In Rosée et al. (1997), the h7-lacZ expression also expands anteriorly

in kni mutant embryos. According to Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991),

kni mutations expand the displaced stripe 7'.

B.2.3 h regulation by pair-rule genes

eve eve was found to be only required for h stripe 2 maintenance (Hooper

et al., 1989; Carroll and Vavra, 1989), and perhaps have activating e�ect in

the early phase of h stripe formation (Ingham and Gergen, 1988).

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.4), eve is a critical activator of all h

borders, however in circuit A2 eve is in a reducible set. In circuit B1, eve

is also not required. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.14), there is

moderate consensus toward eve activation on h in the low priority sets and

consensus toward eve repression on h in the higher priority sets of the class

B circuits. Given the above results, I put eve activation on h in blue as the

second level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

hairy h was found to have no autoregulatory e�ect (Hooper et al., 1989;

Parkhurst and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Jiménez et al., 1996; Riddihough and Ish-

Horowicz, 1991). Normal h patterning occurs in the absence of active h pro-

tein. In particular, levels of h expression are independent of h function. From
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Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), h-lacZ expression is unaltered in an h

mutant background.

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.4), h is an essential repressor for all the

borders, while in circuit A2, h is not required, and in circuit B1, h is a critical

activator for all the borders. It is possible that h has transient repression

e�ect in the early stripe formation phase, and auto-activation e�ect in the late

re�nement phase. In the parameter consensus analysis (Table A.14), there is

stronger consensus toward h auto-activation in the class B circuits. However,

based on the controversial results, I conclude no convincing support for h

auto-activation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

runt run was found to repress h (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Warrior and

Levine, 1990; Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Jiménez et al., 1996), especially

in the late phase (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004). h may also be independent of

run (Hooper et al., 1989), or only has stripe speci�c repression on h stripe 1

(Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994), or stripe 3/4 and 6/7

(Hooper et al., 1989).

In both of the major circuits A1 and A2 (Table A.4), run is a critical

repressor for all the h borders, which is a very strong support for the literature.

In circuit B1, however, run is not required. The stripe speci�c run regulations

in the literature are not supported in the major circuits. In the parameter

consensus table (Table A.14), there is strong consensus toward run repression

of both classes of circuits. Given the above results I put run repression on

h in black as the �rst level regulation with weighted width in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

ftz ftz was found to have no in�uence on h (Howard and Ingham, 1986).
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In the major circuits A1 (Table A.4), ftz is an essential activator for the

stripe 2 anterior border and all the posterior borders except the stripe 2. In the

major circuit A2, ftz is in a reducible set for all the stripes. In circuit B1, ftz is

a critical activator for both the stripe 5 and stripe 6 anterior borders, and for

all the posterior borders. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14),

there is stronger consensus toward activation in the class B circuits and the

high priority set of the class A circuits. ftz activation may be more required in

the late re�nement phase. Given the above results, I conclude ftz activation

on all the posterior borders in magenta as the third level regulation in the

ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

odd odd was found to repress h (Drean et al., 1998).

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.4), odd is an essential activator on the

stripe 2 and stripe 7 anterior borders, and on all the posterior borders except

for the stripe 2. In circuit A2, however, odd is not required. In circuit B1,

odd is a critical repressor on the stripe 7 anterior border, and an essential

repressor on all the posterior borders except for the stripe 2. The contradiction

is also re�ected in the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), the class A

circuits have strong consensus toward odd activation while the class B circuits

have strong consensus toward odd repression. Based on the above complex

results, and since the class A circuits are more representative of the early

stripe formation phase, I conclude odd may have transient activation e�ect

on the stripe 2 and stripe 7 anterior borders and on all the posterior borders

except for the stripe 2. And odd is likely required for repression on h in the

late re�nement phase on the stripe 7 anterior border and on all the posterior

borders, except for stripe 2, in blue as the second level regulations in Fig. 4.1.
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B.2.4 h regulation by pair-rule genes summary

First level regulations (black) The high consensus, �rst level, h regula-

tions by pair rule genes in black in Fig. 4.1 include run repression on h.

In the literature (Table A.20), run repression on h is supported by Carroll

and Vavra (1989); Warrior and Levine (1990); Manoukian and Krause (1993);

Jiménez et al. (1996), especially in the late phase (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004).

In run mutant embryos, h pattern was found expanded (Ingham and Gergen,

1988; Hartmann et al., 1994; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Manoukian and Krause,

1993; Warrior and Levine, 1990). In run null mutant embryo, h pattern was

found overexpressed, with h stripes becoming variably wider (Ingham and

Gergen, 1988).

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), run repression on h is supported by both

circuit A1 and A2 as a critical repressor. In the parameter distribution analysis

(Table A.14), run repression on h is supported by strong consensus of both

the class A and class B circuits.

Second level regulations (blue) The second level h regulations by pair

rule genes in blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits

but may not be directly supported by literature. These interactions include

eve activation on h and odd repression on h posterior borders.

In the literature (Table A.20), eve activation on h is supported for h stripe

2 maintenance (Hooper et al., 1989; Carroll and Vavra, 1989), and perhaps in

the early phase of h stripe formation (Ingham and Gergen, 1988). In hs-eve

ectopic expression embryos (Manoukian and Krause, 1992), there was even no

e�ect on h expression. odd repression on h is supported by Drean et al. (1998).

In odd mutant embryos (Drean et al., 1998), the entire 7-stripe pattern of h
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appears to expand, both anteriorly and posteriorly. In ectopic hs-odd embryos,

the earliest observed e�ects are on the anterior-most stripes.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), eve activation on h is supported by circuit

A1 as a critical activator. odd repression on h posterior borders is supported

by circuit B1 as an essential repressor, except for the stripe 2. In the pa-

rameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), eve activation on h is supported

by consensus in the low priority sets of the circuits. odd repression on h is

supported by strong consensus in the class B circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level h regulations by pair

rule genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions predicted by circuits

but may contradict to literature. The interactions include ftz activation on

h and transient odd activation on the posterior h borders in the early stripe

formation phase.

In the literature (Table A.20), ftz was also found to have no in�uence on

h (Howard and Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986).

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), ftz activation on h is supported by circuit

A1 as an essential activator and by circuit B1 as a critical activator. There

are also stripe speci�c e�ects mostly on the anterior borders. odd activation

on the posterior h borders is supported by circuit A1 as an essential activator,

except for the stripe 2. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.14), ftz

activation on h is supported by stronger consensus in the class B circuits and

in the high priority set of the class A circuits, which may imply ftz activation

is more required in the late re�nement phase. odd activation on h is supported

by strong consensus in the class A circuits.
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Fourth level regulations (cyan) The fourth level h regulations by pair

rule genes in cyan in Fig. 4.1 indicating stripe speci�c pair rule cross regulations

found in the circuits (only the critical regulators are shown in Fig. 4.1 to

Fig. 4.7). The interactions include transient odd activation on the stripe 2

anterior border in the early phase, ftz activation on the stripe 2 anterior border,

ftz activation on the stripe 5 anterior border, ftz activation on the stripe 6

anterior border, transient odd activation on the stripe 7 anterior border and

odd repression on the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.3), transient odd activation on the stripe 2

anterior border and the stripe 7 anterior border is supported by circuit A1

as an essential activator. odd repression on the stripe 7 anterior border is

supported by circuit B1 as a critical repressor. ftz activation on the stripe

2 anterior border is supported by circuit A1 as an essential activator. ftz

activation on the stripe 5 anterior border and the stripe 6 anterior border is

supported by circuit B1 as a critical activator.

Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level h regulations by pair rule

genes in green in Fig. 4.1 indicating interactions in the circuits that are con-

sidered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during the circuit

analysis, but are supported by literature. The interactions include odd repres-

sion on the anterior h borders.
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B.3 runt regulation

According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), all of the gap gene mutations (except

cad) have clear e�ects at the earliest stages when the 7 run stripes become

apparent. Mutations in the gap genes Kr and kni had the most dramatic

e�ects: in both cases only 3 well-formed stripes remained. The anterior border

of stripe 1 of run is not a�ected by any of the gap genes here (the situation is

similar for h, eve and ftz ).

According to Klingler and Gergen (1993), while the run pattern in gap

mutations is abnormal from the very beginning, 7 stripes are initially formed

in all pair-rule mutations. In embryos mutant for the primary pair rule genes

(eve, h, run), the run pattern is already a�ected when the blastoderm cell

membranes have extended about half-way. We �nd that mutations in all of

the secondary pair-rule genes (except slp) also alter run's expression, however

these defects are not apparent until the very end of the cellular blastoderm

stage, or even the onset of gastrulation and involve the transition from 7 to 14

stripes. The remaining pair-rule genes (odd, prd) a�ect the run pattern only

at the end or after the cellular blastoderm. Mutations in secondary pair-rule

genes do not a�ect the initial 7 stripe patterns of run or the other primary

pr genes. run's 14 stripe pattern does depend on the secondary pair-rule

genes. Mutations in the three primary pair-rule genes (eve, h, run) all lead to

patterning defects that are observable during the blastoderm stage.

B.3.1 run regulation by gap and maternal genes

bcd bcd was found to repress run in the anterior region of an early broad

run expression �eld (Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Tsai and Gergen, 1994).
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In the major circuits (Table A.5), there is no essential dependence on bcd.

bcd only has biased plateau input which is indeterminable with respect to its

biological relevance. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is

strong bias toward bcd repression in the class A circuits.

cad No literature were found here for cad regulation on run pattern.

In the major circuits (Table A.5), there is no essential dependence on cad.

cad has biased, near plateau, input on the posterior-embryo stripes, which is

indeterminable to its biological relevance. In the parameter consensus table

(Table A.15), there is strong bias toward cad repression in the class A circuits.

hb hb was found to be repressing run stripe 3 anterior border (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993; Small et al., 1996).

In the major circuits (Table A.5), however, there is no dependence on hb. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is also no speci�c consensus

of both classes of circuits.

Kr Kr was found to repress run on the stripe 2 posterior and stripe 5 anterior

border (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.5), Kr is a critical activator on run stripe

4 and an essential activator on the stripe 2 anterior border. In circuit A2,

however, there is no dependence on Kr. In circuit B1, Kr is an essential

activator on the stripe 2 posterior border and stripe 4 posterior border. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is mild consensus toward

Kr activation on run of both classes of circuits. I conclude Kr activation on

run stripe 4 in blue as the second level regulation, and activation on the stripe

2 in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map
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(Fig. 4.1).

gt gt was found to repress run on the stripe 2 anterior and stripe 5 posterior

border (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

In the major circuits (Table A.5), gt is a critical activator on the stripe 1

posterior border in all circuits. gt is also an essential activator on the stripe

5 posterior border in circuit A1 and B1, and a critical activator on the stripe

6 posterior border and the stripe 6 in circuit A1 and A2. In the parameter

consensus table (Table A.15), there is signi�cant consensus toward gt activa-

tion on run of both classes of circuits. Given the above results, I conclude gt

activation on run stripe 1 posterior border and stripe 6 in blue as the second

level regulation, and activation on the stripe 5 posterior border in magenta as

the third level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

kni kni was found to repress run on the stripe 3 posterior border (Carroll

and Scott, 1986; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small et al., 1996; Kosman and

Small, 1997) and the stripe 6 anterior border (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

In the major circuits (Table A.5), however, there is no dependence on

kni. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is also no speci�c

consensus of both classes of circuits.

tll tll was found to repress run on the stripe 6 posterior boundary (Klingler

and Gergen, 1993), and may also activate the stripe 7 anterior border.

In the major circuits (Table A.5), tll is an essential repressor on the stripe

6 posterior border in circuit B1. In circuit A1 and A2, however, there is no

dependence on tll. In the parameter consensus table though (Table A.15),

there is very strong consensus toward tll repression in both classes of circuits.
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I conclude tll repression on run stripe 6 posterior border in black as the �rst

level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

B.3.2 run regulation by gap and maternal genes sum-

mary

First level regulations (black) The high consensus, �rst level, run regula-

tions by pair rule genes in black in Fig. 4.1, include regulations of tll repression

on the run stripe 6 posterior border.

In the literature (Table A.21), tll repression on run stripe 6 posterior border

is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993). In tll mutant embryo (Klingler

and Gergen, 1993), the stripe 7 is not formed at all, stripe 6 appears belatedly,

and this stripe as well as the stripe 5 are shifted posteriorly.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), tll repression on the run stripe 6 posterior

border is supported by circuit B1 as an essential repressor. In the parameter

distribution analysis (Table A.15), tll repression on run is supported by very

strong consensus of both classes of circuits.

Second level regulations (blue) The second level run regulations by gap

genes in blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits but

may not be directly supported by literature, which include gt activation on

the stripe 1 posterior border, Kr activation on the stripe 4 and gt activation

on the stripe 6.

In the literature (Table A.21), there is no speci�c conclusion for gt acti-

vation on run stripe 1 posterior border. In gt mutant embryo (Klingler and

Gergen, 1993), run stripes 1 and 2 are fused only in the early phase before

cellularization. There is no speci�c reference for Kr activation on the stripe
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4. run stripes 3 and 4 are narrower in Kr�/+ (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

There is no speci�c reference for gt activation on the stripe 6. In gt mutant

embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the stripe 6 is abnormally weak.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), gt activation on run stripe 1 posterior

border is supported by all circuits as a critical activator. Kr activation on the

stripe 4 is supported by circuit A1 as a critical activator, and as an essential

activator on the stripe 4 posterior border in circuit B1. gt activation on the

stripe 6 is supported as a critical activator in circuit A2, and as a critical

activator on the stripe 6 posterior border in circuit A1. In the parameter

distribution analysis (Table A.15), gt activation on run is supported by signif-

icant consensus of both classes of circuits. Kr activation on run is supported

by mild consensus of both classes of circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level run regulations by

gap genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions predicted by circuits,

but may contradict to literature. The interactions include Kr activation on

run stripe 2 and gt activation on the stripe 5 posterior border.

In the literature (Table A.21), Kr repression on run stripe 2 posterior

border is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993). In Kr mutant embryo

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the stripes 2 to 5 are replaced by one large

domain. gt repression on the stripe 5 posterior border is supported by Klingler

and Gergen (1993). In gt mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), run

stripes 5 and 6 form a strongly stained band when cellularization approaches

completion.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), Kr activation on run stripe 2 is supported

by circuit A1 as an essential activator on the anterior border, and by circuit B1
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on the posterior border. gt activation on stripe 5 posterior border is supported

by circuit A1 and B1 as an essential activator.

Sixth level regulations (yellow) The sixth level run regulations by gap

genes in yellow in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions supported by literature, but

are totally absent (do not have any input) in the circuits. These interactions

include hb repression on the stripe 3 anterior border, Kr repression on the

stripe 5 anterior border, gt repression on the stripe 2 anterior border, kni

repression on the stripe 3 posterior border and kni repression on the stripe 6

anterior border.

In the literature (Table A.21), hb repression on run stripe 3 anterior border

is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993); Small et al. (1996). In hb mutant

embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the stripes 2 and 3 are replaced by one

domain of expression early in the blastoderm. Kr repression on the stripe 5

anterior border is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993). In Kr mutant

embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the stripes 2 to 5 are replaced by one

large domain in the early phase. gt repression on the stripe 2 anterior border

is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993). In gt mutant embryo (Klingler

and Gergen, 1993), run stripes 1 and 2 are fused and form a band of intense

expression early in the cellular blastoderm. kni repression on the stripe 3

posterior border is supported by Carroll and Scott (1986); Klingler and Gergen

(1993); Small et al. (1996); Kosman and Small (1997). In kni mutant embryo

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the stripe 3 is fused to the de-repression domain

in the early stage. In kni ectopic expression experiments (Kosman and Small,

1997), the stripe 3 is severely reduced. kni repression on the stripe 6 anterior

border is supported by Klingler and Gergen (1993). In kni mutant embryo
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(Klingler and Gergen, 1993), it is the stripes 3 to 6 that are a�ected.

B.3.3 run regulation by pair-rule genes

eve eve was found to repress run (Manoukian and Krause, 1992, 1993; Jaynes

and Fujioka, 2004; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Fujioka et al., 1996; Klingler

and Gergen, 1993). eve may also activate run in the early phase (Carroll and

Vavra, 1989). In eve mutant embryo (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), late run

expression expands throughout the eve domain (Fujioka et al., 1995). Ectopic

eve expression at high level was found to repress run (Manoukian and Krause,

1992).

In the major circuits (Table A.6), eve is an essential repressor on run

posterior borders in circuit A2, but is not required in the other circuits. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is stronger consensus in

the class B circuits toward eve activation on run. I conclude eve repression

on run posterior borders in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

hairy h was found to repress run (Read et al., 1992; Jaynes and Fujioka,

2004; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Ish-Horowicz and

Pinchin, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Klingler

and Gergen, 1993; Jiménez et al., 1996). Repression between h and run has

previously been proposed on the basis of their approximately reciprocal do-

mains of expression (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Kania et al., 1990; Jiménez

et al., 1996; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Carroll and Vavra, 1989). Their stripes

are roughly complementary at the blastoderm stage (Kania et al., 1990). In

h mutant embryo (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), run expression expands and is
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ectopically expressed (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989).

In the major circuits (Table A.6), h is a critical repressor on all borders

and in all circuits, except the posterior borders in circuit A2. In the parameter

consensus analysis (Table A.15), there is very strong consensus of both classes

of circuits toward h repression on run. Hence I conclude h repression on run

in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

runt There is no speci�c conclusions found in the literature regarding run

auto-activation.

In the major circuits (Table A.6), run is an essential auto activator on

all borders except the stripe 2 posterior border in circuit A1, and a critical

activator on the stripe 2, 5, and 6 anterior borders in circuit A1, and the stripe

1, 5, and 6 posterior borders in circuit A1. run is a critical auto activator in

the circuit A2 except on the stripe 3 anterior border and the stripe 1 and 3

posterior borders. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there is

stronger consensus toward run auto-activation in the high priority set of the

class A circuits. Based on the major circuits, I conclude run auto-activation in

blue as the second level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

ftz ftz was found to be a negative regulator of run in the late phase during

the transition from 7 to 14 stripe patterns (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). In ftz

mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the pattern develops normally

until the onset of gastrulation.

In the major circuits (Table A.6), ftz is a critical repressor on all anterior

borders in circuit A1. In circuit A2, ftz is an essential repressor on all anterior

borders except the stripe 2, and on the stripe 1 posterior border, it is also a

critical repressor on the stripe 6 anterior border. ftz is an essential repressor on
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all borders except the stripe 1 posterior border in circuit B1, and it is a critical

repressor on all borders except the stripe 2 anterior border, and the stripe 1

and 6 posterior border. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.15), there

is stronger consensus toward ftz repression on run in the class B circuits and in

the high priority set of the class A circuits. I conclude ftz repression on run in

blue as the second level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

odd odd was found to be repressing run (Drean et al., 1998), in the late

phase (Klingler and Gergen, 1993).

In the major circuits (Table A.6), odd is a critical repressor on the stripe

6, and an essential repressor on the stripe 1 posterior border. In circuit A1

and B1, however, there is no dependence on odd. In the parameter consensus

table (Table A.15), there is stronger consensus toward odd repression in the

class A circuits and the lower priority sets of the class B circuits, while there

is consensus toward activation in the high priority set of the class B circuits.

B.3.4 run regulation by pair-rule genes summary

First level regulations (black) The �rst level run regulations by pair rule

genes in black in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions with high level consensus

between circuits and literature. The interactions includes h repression on run

and eve repression on run posterior borders.

In the literature (Table A.22), h repression on run is supported by Read

et al. (1992); Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Howard and Ingham (1986); Car-

roll and Scott (1986); Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin (1987); Ingham and Gergen

(1988); Carroll and Vavra (1989); Klingler and Gergen (1993); Jiménez et al.

(1996). Repression between h and run has previously been proposed on the
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basis of their approximately reciprocal, complementary, domains of expression

(Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Kania et al., 1990; Jiménez et al., 1996; Frasch

and Levine, 1987; Carroll and Vavra, 1989). In h mutant embryo (Jaynes and

Fujioka, 2004), run expression expands and is ectopically expressed (Ingham

and Gergen, 1988; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Klingler and Gergen, 1993). eve

repression on run is supported by Manoukian and Krause (1992, 1993); Jaynes

and Fujioka (2004); Ingham and Gergen (1988); Fujioka et al. (1996); Klingler

and Gergen (1993). In eve mutant embryo (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), late

run expression expands throughout the eve domain (Fujioka et al., 1995). Ec-

topic eve expression at high level was found to be repressing run (Manoukian

and Krause, 1992).

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), h repression on run is supported by all

circuits as a critical repressor. eve repression on run posterior borders is sup-

ported by circuit A2 as an essential repressor. In the parameter distribution

analysis (Table A.15), h repression on run is supported by very strong consen-

sus of both classes of circuits. There is, however, no clear consensus toward

eve repression on run.

Second level regulations (blue) The second level run regulations by pair

rule genes in blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits

but may not be directly supported by literature. These interactions include

ftz repression on run and run auto-activation.

In the literature (Table A.22), ftz repression on run is supported by Klin-

gler and Gergen (1993), only during the transition from 7 to 14 stripe patterns.

In ftz mutant embryos (Klingler and Gergen, 1993), the pattern develops nor-

mally until the onset of gastrulation. run auto-activation is not supported by
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any speci�c reference in the literature. In run mutant embryos (Goto et al.,

1989; Klingler and Gergen, 1993) and hs-runt ectopic expression (Tsai and

Gergen, 1994), complex stripe-speci�c defects are observed.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), ftz repression on run is supported by cir-

cuit A1 as a critical repressor, and by circuit A2 and B1 with stripe speci�c

e�ects. run auto-activation is supported by circuit A1 and A2 as an essential

and critical activator with complex stripe speci�c e�ects. In the parameter dis-

tribution analysis (Table A.15), ftz repression on run is supported by stronger

consensus in the class B circuits and the high priority set of class A circuits.

run auto-activation is supported by stronger consensus in the high priority set

of class A circuits.

Fourth level regulations (cyan) The fourth level run regulations by pair

rule genes in cyan in Fig. 4.1, indicating stripe speci�c pair rule cross regula-

tions found in the circuits (only the critical regulators are shown in Fig. 4.1 to

Fig. 4.7). The interactions include eve repression on the run stripe 1 posterior

border, odd repression on the stripe 1 posterior border and stripe 6.

In the literature (Table A.22), in eve mutant embryo (Klingler and Gergen,

1993), the earliest pattern abnormality detectable is a ventral gap in the �rst

stripe. When cellularization has progressed halfway, stripes 1 and 2 are closer

together.

Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level run regulations by pair

rule genes in green in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions in the circuits that

are considered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during

analysis, but are asserted by literature. The interactions include odd repression

on run and eve repression on run anterior borders.
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In the literature (Table A.22), odd repression on run is supported by Drean

et al. (1998) and in the late phase Klingler and Gergen (1993). In odd mutant

embryos (Drean et al., 1998), all seven stripes of run are moderately repressed

by ectopic Odd. This correlates with what appears to be a slight broadening

and strengthening of the run stripes in odd mutant embryos.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.4), there are only stripe speci�c e�ects found

for odd repression on run. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.15),

odd repression on run is supported by stronger consensus in the class A circuits

and the lower priority sets of class B circuits.
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B.4 fushi-tarazu regulation

B.4.1 ftz regulation by gap and maternal genes

ftz pattern was found to form correctly in all three primary pair-rule mu-

tants (Yu and Pick, 1995). Primary pair-rule genes are more involved in the

re�nement rather than establishment phase of the ftz stripes.

run and h were found important for maintenance and re�nement of the

ftz pattern (Kania et al., 1990; Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Kosman and Small,

1997), their stripes overlap the anterior and posterior borders of each ftz stripe

respectively, consistent with this hypothesis (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Kania

et al., 1990). However, the initial pattern of ftz stripes is correctly established

in h and run mutant embryos (Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Yu and Pick, 1995),

suggesting that these genes may only be important for maintaining and re�ning

pattern. Thus, the initial ftz stripes may be regulated by aperiodic cues, which

may include the gap genes (Yu and Pick, 1995).

bcd bcd was found to be repressing ftz in the anterior pole of the embryo

(Yu and Pick, 1995; Vavra and Carroll, 1989).

In the major circuits (Table A.7), bcd only has biased, plateau, input on the

anterior-embryo ftz stripes. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.16),

the class B circuits are biased toward repression on ftz.

cad cad was found to be activating ftz (Dearolf et al., 1989a). The posterior

ftz expression is drastically reduced in cad mutant embryos. Caudal binding

site was also found required for the posterior expression in ftz -lacZ fusion

constructs.
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In the major circuits (Table A.7), cad is an essential repressor on the stripe

2 anterior border in circuit B1. There is no essential dependence on cad in

circuit A1 and A2. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.16), both classes

of circuits are biased toward repression on ftz.

hb hb was found repress ftz stripe 3 anterior border (Hülskamp et al., 1994).

The hb PS4 stripe has been shown to be important for establishing the inter-

stripe between ftz stripes 2 and 3.

In the major circuits (Table A.7), there is no essential dependence on hb. In

the parameter consensus table (Table A.16), however, both classes of circuits

are biased toward activation on hb.

Kr In Kr mutant embryo, ftz pattern was found to be strongly disrupted

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Ingham et al., 1986).

In the major circuits (Table A.7), Kr is a critical and essential activator

on ftz stripe 4 anterior border in circuit A1 and B1 respectively. However

in circuit A2 Kr is in a reducible set on the stripe 4 anterior border. In the

parameter consensus table (Table A.16), both classes of circuits have strong

consensus toward Kr activation on ftz. Hence I conclude Kr activation on the

stripe 4 anterior border in blue as the second level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

gt ftz expression pattern is found strongly altered in gt mutant embryos

(Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987).

In the major circuits (Table A.7), gt is an essential activator on ftz stripe

5 in circuit A1, and on ftz stripe 1 posterior border in circuit B1. However

in circuit A2 there is no dependence on gt. In the parameter consensus table
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(Table A.16), there is strong consensus of gt activation on ftz in both classes

of circuits. I conclude gt activation on ftz stripe 5 in blue as the second level

regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

kni kni was found to repress ftz (Frasch and Levine, 1987) on the stripe 3

posterior border (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Small

et al., 1996; Kosman and Small, 1997).

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.7), kni is a critical activator on the stripe

4 anterior border, and an essential activator on the stripe 5. In circuit A2, kni

is an essential activator on the stripe 5 posterior border, but in a reducible set

for the stripe 4 anterior border. In circuit B1, however, there is no essential

dependence on kni. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.16), there is

signi�cant consensus toward kni activation on ftz of both classes of circuits.

Hence I conclude kni activation on the stripe 4 anterior border and the stripe

5 posterior border in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

tll There is no literature found here for tll regulation on ftz patterns.

In the major circuits (Table A.7), there is no essential dependence on tll

regulation. In the parameter consensus table (Table A.16), however, there is

consensus toward tll repression on ftz.

B.4.2 ftz regulation by gap and maternal genes summary

Second level regulations (blue) The second level ftz regulations by gap

genes in blue in Fig. 4.1, indicating strong predictions made by circuits but

may not be directly supported by literature. These interactions include Kr
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activation on the stripe 4 anterior border and gt activation on the stripe 5.

In the literature (Table A.23), there is no speci�c conclusion for Kr activa-

tion on ftz stripe 4 anterior border in the literature. In Kr mutant embryos,

the ftz pattern was found to be strongly disrupted (Carroll and Scott, 1986; In-

gham et al., 1986). ftz expression patterns are compressed in Kr heterozygotes

(Frasch and Levine, 1987); this region includes the third eve stripe through

the fourth ftz stripe. There is no speci�c conclusion for gt activation on the

stripe 5 in the literature. The ftz expression pattern is found to be strongly

altered in gt mutant embryos (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine,

1987). According to Klingler and Gergen (1993); Reinitz and Levine (1990),

in gt mutant embryos, the ftz stripes 5 and 6 are fused.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.5), Kr activation on the stripe 4 anterior

border is supported by circuit A1 and B1 as a critical and essential activator

respectively. gt activation on the stripe 5 is supported by circuit A1 as an

essential activator. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.16), gt

activation on ftz is supported by strong consensus of both classes of circuits.

Kr activation on ftz is also supported by strong consensus of both classes of

circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level of ftz regulations by

gap genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions predicted by circuits

but may contradict to literature. The interactions include kni activation on

the stripe 4 anterior border and kni activation on the stripe 5 posterior border.

In the literature (Table A.23), kni repression on ftz is supported by Frasch

and Levine (1987). In kni� embryos, the third through sixth ftz expression

stripes are fused into a single broad band (Carroll and Scott, 1986).
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In the major circuits (Fig. 4.5), kni activation on the stripe 4 anterior bor-

der is supported by circuit A1 as a critical activator. kni activation on the

stripe 5 posterior border is supported by circuit A1 and A2 as an essential

activator on the posterior border. In the parameter distribution analysis (Ta-

ble A.16), kni activation on ftz is supported by signi�cant consensus of both

classes of circuits.

Sixth level regulations (yellow) The sixth level ftz regulations by gap

genes in yellow in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions supported by literature but

are totally absent (do not have any input) in the circuits. These interactions

include hb repression on the stripe 3 anterior border and kni repression on the

stripe 3 posterior border.

In the literature (Table A.23), hb repression on the stripe 3 anterior border

is supported by Hülskamp et al. (1994). In hb mutant embryos, ftz stripes

2 and 3 are fused Hülskamp et al. (1994). kni repression on the stripe 3

posterior border is supported by Carroll and Scott (1986); Klingler and Gergen

(1993); Small et al. (1996); Kosman and Small (1997). In kni mutant embryo

(Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Carroll and Scott, 1986), ftz stripe 3 fused to broad

expression domain, there is also a posterior expansion of the reporter gene

expression driven by the stripe 3 enhancer (Small et al., 1996). Di�erent levels

of ectopic kni expression (Kosman and Small, 1997) also caused disruptions of

ftz stripes 2 and 3.

B.4.3 ftz regulation by pair-rule genes

eve eve was found to repress ftz (Frasch et al., 1988; Tsai and Gergen, 1995;

Manoukian and Krause, 1993; Parkhurst and Ish-Horowicz, 1991; Ingham and
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Gergen, 1988; Jiménez et al., 1996), at intermediate to higher level of eve

expression (Fujioka et al., 1995; Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Manoukian and

Krause, 1992), on the anterior border (Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989). eve may

also activate ftz, maintaining ftz stripe 1, in the earlier phase (Yu and Pick,

1995; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Frasch and Levine,

1987; Frasch et al., 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989).

In the major circuits (Table A.8), eve is a critical repressor on all borders in

both circuit A1 and B1. In circuit A2, however, eve is in a reducible set. In the

parameter consensus table (Table A.16), there is strong consensus toward eve

repression on ftz of both classes of circuits. Given the above results I conclude

eve repression on ftz in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

hairy h was found to repress ftz in the late re�nement and maintenance

phase (Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Howard and Ing-

ham, 1986; Howard et al., 1988; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Carroll et al., 1988;

Carroll, 1990; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Yu

and Pick, 1995; Dearolf et al., 1990; Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Manoukian and

Krause, 1993; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Frasch

et al., 1988; Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz, 1993).

In the major circuits (Table A.8), h is an essential activator on the stripe

3 posterior and stripe 5 posterior border in circuit A1. There is however no

essential dependence on the other borders and in the other circuits. In the

parameter consensus analysis (Table A.16), there is strong consensus toward

h repression on ftz in the class B circuits, but only mild consensus of the class

A circuits.
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runt run was found to be activating ftz (Tsai and Gergen, 1995; Manoukian

and Krause, 1993; Yu and Pick, 1995; Ingham et al., 1988; Frasch and Levine,

1987; Swantek and Gergen, 2004).

In the major circuits (Table A.8), run is an essential activator on all ftz

borders in circuit B1, and a critical activator on the stripe 5 in circuit B1. In

the other circuits, however, run is not required. In the parameter consensus

table (Table A.16), there is strong consensus toward run activation on ftz of

both classes of circuits. I conclude run activation on ftz in black as the �rst

level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

ftz ftz was found to auto-activate itself in the late re�nement and mainte-

nance phase (Pick et al., 1990; Hiromi et al., 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987;

Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989; Schier and Gehring, 1992; Tsai and Gergen, 1995).

ftz protein was found to directly bind and regulate expression of its own gene.

According to Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz (1991), in contrast to the exten-

sive promoters of the primary pair-rule genes, ftz includes a small 600-bp

"zebra" regulatory element that su�ces to drive seven-striped expression of

a lacZ reporter gene (Hiromi et al., 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Dearolf

et al., 1989b).

In the major circuits (Table A.8), however, there is no essential dependence

on ftz. ftz is in a reducible set in circuit A2. In the parameter consensus table

(Table A.16), there is minor consensus toward ftz auto-repression in certain

sets of circuits.

odd odd was found to repress ftz (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Manoukian and

Krause, 1993), on the posterior edge (Mullen and DiNardo, 1995). odd may

also activate ftz before and in the beginning of cellularization, while repressing
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ftz in the late phase (Drean et al., 1998; Manoukian and Krause, 1992).

In the major circuits (Table A.8), odd is a critical activator on all borders

in circuit A2, and an essential activator in circuit B1, especially on the stripe 4

anterior and stripe 5 anterior borders. While in circuit A1, odd is an essential

repressor. In the parameter consensus table (Table 3.4), there is mild consensus

toward odd activation on ftz in the higher priority sets of the class B circuits.

Given the contradicting results, I conclude odd repression on ftz posterior

borders in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble regulatory

map (Fig. 4.1).

B.4.4 ftz regulation by pair-rule genes summary

First level regulations (black) The �rst level of ftz regulations by pair

rule genes in black in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions with high level consensus

between circuits and literature, include eve repression on ftz and run activation

on ftz.

In the literature (Table A.24), eve repression on ftz is supported by Frasch

et al. (1988); Tsai and Gergen (1995); Manoukian and Krause (1993); Parkhurst

and Ish-Horowicz (1991); Ingham and Gergen (1988); Jiménez et al. (1996),

at intermediate to higher level of eve expression (Fujioka et al., 1995; Jaynes

and Fujioka, 2004; Manoukian and Krause, 1992), and on the anterior border

(Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989). Ectopic eve expression was found to repress gene

ftz (Manoukian and Krause, 1992, 1993). run activation on ftz is supported by

Tsai and Gergen (1995); Manoukian and Krause (1993); Yu and Pick (1995);

Ingham et al. (1988); Frasch and Levine (1987); Swantek and Gergen (2004).

In run mutant embryo (Frasch and Levine, 1987; Manoukian and Krause, 1993;

Ingham and Gergen, 1988), there is a premature narrowing, and loss, of the
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ftz expression stripes. According to Jaynes and Fujioka (2004), in run mu-

tant embryo, relatively narrow and weak ftz expression were observed (Carroll

and Scott, 1986). In hs-run ectopic expression experiment from Manoukian

and Krause (1993); Tsai and Gergen (1995, 1994), expression of the ftz stripes

widened dramatically.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.5), eve repression on ftz is supported by circuit

A1 and B1 as a critical repressor on all ftz borders. run activation on ftz

is supported by circuit B1 as an essential activator on all borders. In the

parameter distribution analysis (Table A.16), eve repression on ftz is supported

by strong consensus of both classes of circuits. run activation on ftz is also

supported by strong consensus of both classes of circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level ftz regulations by pair

rule genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions found by circuits but

may contradict to the literature. The interactions include odd repression on

the posterior ftz borders.

In the literature (Table A.24), odd repression on ftz is supported by Jaynes

and Fujioka (2004); Manoukian and Krause (1993), particularly on the poste-

rior edge (Mullen and DiNardo, 1995). odd may also activate ftz before and in

the beginning of cellularization, while repressing ftz in the late phase (Drean

et al., 1998; Manoukian and Krause, 1992). ftz stripes fail to narrow properly

in odd mutant embryos (Mullen and DiNardo, 1995).

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.5), odd repression on the posterior ftz borders

is supported by circuit A1 as an essential repressor. While odd activation on

ftz is supported by circuit A2 as a critical activator and by circuit B1 as an

essential activator. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.16), there
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is more consensus toward activation in the class B circuits.

Fourth level regulations (cyan) The fourth level ftz regulations by pair

rule genes in cyan in Fig. 4.1, indicating stripe speci�c pair rule cross regula-

tions found in the circuits (only the critical regulators are shown in Fig. 4.1

to Fig. 4.7). The interactions include h activation on the stripe 3 posterior

border, odd repression on the stripe 4 anterior border, odd repression on the

stripe 5 anterior border, h activation on the stripe 5 posterior border and run

activation on the stripe 5.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.5), h activation on the stripe 3 posterior border

and the stripe 5 posterior border are supported by circuit A1 as essential acti-

vators. odd repression on the stripe 4 anterior border and the stripe 5 anterior

border are supported by circuit B1 as essential activators. run activation on

the stripe 5 is supported by circuit B1 as critical activators.

Fifth level regulations (green) The �fth level ftz regulations by pair rule

genes in green in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions in the circuits that are con-

sidered as minor (insigni�cant), indeterminable or irrelevant during analysis

but are supported by literature. These interactions include ftz auto-activation,

h repression on ftz and odd repression on the anterior ftz borders.

In the literature (Table A.24), ftz auto-activation in the late re�nement

phase is supported by Kau�man and Goodwin (1990); Pick et al. (1990); Hi-

romi et al. (1985); Hiromi and Gehring (1987); Ish-Horowicz et al. (1989);

Schier and Gehring (1992); Tsai and Gergen (1995). ftz protein was found to

directly bind and regulate expression of its own gene. According to Riddihough

and Ish-Horowicz (1991), in contrast to the extensive promoters of the primary

pair-rule genes, ftz includes a small 600-bp "zebra" regulatory element that
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su�ces to drive seven-striped expression of a lacZ reporter gene (Hiromi et al.,

1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Dearolf et al., 1989b). h repression on ftz in

the late re�nement phase is supported by Carroll and Vavra (1989); Jaynes

and Fujioka (2004); Howard and Ingham (1986); Howard et al. (1988); Car-

roll and Scott (1986); Carroll et al. (1988); Carroll (1990); Ish-Horowicz and

Pinchin (1987); Ingham and Gergen (1988); Yu and Pick (1995); Dearolf et al.

(1990); Tsai and Gergen (1995); Manoukian and Krause (1993); Hiromi and

Gehring (1987); Frasch and Levine (1987); Frasch et al. (1988); Lardelli and

Ish-Horowicz (1993). In h mutant embryo (Howard and Ingham, 1986; Carroll

and Scott, 1986; Ish-Horowicz and Pinchin, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988;

Carroll and Vavra, 1989; Tsai and Gergen, 1995), ftz was found broadened and

ectopically expressed. Ectopic h expression suppresses ftz expression (Howard

and Ingham, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll

and Vavra, 1989; Lardelli and Ish-Horowicz, 1993).

In the parameter distribution analysis (Table A.16), h repression on ftz is

supported by strong consensus in the class B circuits, but only mild consensus

of the class A circuits.
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B.5 odd-skipped regulation

B.5.1 odd regulation by gap and maternal genes

No literature were found here for gap genes regulation on odd pattern. The

following is only based on circuitry results.

bcd In the major circuits (Table A.9), bcd only has biased, plateau, input on

the anterior-embryo odd stripes. Hence it is not essential, slope determining,

for odd border formation in the dynamical model. In the parameter consensus

table (Table 3.4), both classes of circuits are biased toward activation on odd.

cad In the major circuits (Table A.9), cad has small biased, near plateau,

input on the posterior-embryo odd stripes. Hence it is also not essential, slope

determining, for odd border formation in the dynamical model. In the pa-

rameter consensus table (Table 3.4), both classes of circuits are biased toward

repression on odd.

hb In the major circuits (Table A.9), hb is an essential activator for the stripe

2 posterior border in circuit A1. In circuit A2, however, hb is not required,

and there is no essential dependence on hb in circuit B1. In the parameter

consensus table (Table 3.4), both classes of circuits have consensus toward hb

activation on odd. Hence I conclude hb activation on the odd stripe 2 posterior

border in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map

(Fig. 4.1).

Kr In the major circuit A1 (Table A.9), Kr is a critical activator for the

stripe 2 anterior border. Kr is also an essential activator for the stripe 4. In
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circuit A2 Kr is not required, and there is no essential dependence on Kr in

circuit B1. In the parameter consensus table (Table 3.4), both class A and class

B circuits have stronger consensus toward activation on odd. I conclude Kr

repression on the stripe 2 anterior border in blue as the second level regulation,

and Kr repression on stripe 4 in magenta as the third level regulation in the

ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

gt In all three major circuits (Table A.9), gt is an essential activator on the

stripe 1 posterior border. In both circuit A1 and A2, gt is a critical activator

on the stripe 6 posterior border. gt is also a critical activator for the stripe

5 posterior border and an essential activator for the stripe 5 anterior border

in circuit A1. gt is an essential activator for the stripe 5 posterior border

in circuit A2. In the parameter consensus table (Table 3.4) there is strong

consensus toward gt activation on odd of both classes of circuits. From the

circuitry results I put gt activation on the stripe 1 posterior border and the

stripe 5 in blue as the second level regulation, also activation on the stripe 6

posterior border in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble regulatory

map (Fig. 4.1).

kni In the major circuit A1 (Table A.9), kni is a critical activator for the

stripe 4 anterior border and the stripe 5 posterior border. In circuit A2, kni is

an essential activator for the same borders of the stripe 4 anterior border and

the stripe 5 posterior border. In the parameter consensus table (Table 3.4),

there is strong consensus toward kni activation on odd in both class A and class

B circuits. I conclude kni activation on the stripe 4 anterior border in black

as the �rst level regulation, and activation on the stripe 5 posterior border in

blue as the second level regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).
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tll In the major circuits (Table A.9), tll only has biased, plateau, input on

odd, hence it is not essential, slope determining in the dynamical model. In

the parameter consensus table (Table 3.4), there is strong consensus toward

tll activation on odd in the class B circuits.

B.5.2 odd regulation by gap and maternal genes sum-

mary

First level regulations (black) The �rst level, high consensus, odd regu-

lations by gap genes in black in Fig. 4.1 include kni activation on the stripe 4

anterior border and gt activation on the stripe 6 posterior border.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.6), kni activation on the stripe 4 anterior

border is supported by circuit A1 as a critical activator and by circuit A2 as an

essential activator. gt activation on the stripe 6 posterior border is supported

by circuit A1 and A2 as a critical activator. In the parameter distribution

analysis (Table 3.4), both kni activation on odd and gt activation on odd are

supported by strong consensus of both classes of circuits.

Second level regulations (blue) The second level odd regulations by gap

genes in blue in Fig. 4.1 indicating strong predictions made by circuits but

may not be directly supported by literature, which include gt activation on

the stripe 1 posterior border, Kr activation on the stripe 2 anterior border, gt

activation on the stripe 5 and kni activation on the stripe 5 posterior border.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.6), gt activation on stripe 1 posterior border is

supported by all three major circuits as an essential activator. Kr activation

on the stripe 2 anterior border is supported by circuit A1 as a critical activator.

gt activation on the stripe 5 anterior border is supported by circuit A1 as an
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essential activator, and activation on the stripe 5 posterior border is supported

by both circuit A1 and A2 as a critical and essential activator respectively.

kni activation on the stripe 5 posterior border is supported by both circuit A1

and A2 as a critical and an essential activator respectively. In the parameter

distribution analysis (Table 3.4), Kr activation on odd is supported by strong

consensus of both classes of circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level of odd regulations by

gap genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1 indicate interactions found by circuits but

may contradict to the literature. The interactions include hb activation on the

stripe 2 posterior border and Kr activation on the stripe 4.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.6), hb activation on the stripe 2 posterior

border is supported by circuit A1 as an essential activator. Kr activation

on the stripe 4 is supported by circuit A1 as an essential activator. In the

parameter distribution analysis (Table 3.4), hb activation on odd is supported

by signi�cant consensus of both classes of circuits.

B.5.3 odd regulation by pair-rule genes

eve eve was found to be repressing odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Fujioka

et al., 1995; Manoukian and Krause, 1992; Kobayashi et al., 2001). Ectopic

expression of eve in hs-eve embryo rapidly repressed odd (Manoukian and

Krause, 1992).

In all three major circuits (Table A.10), eve is a critical repressor on odd.

There are stripe speci�c e�ects in circuit A1 on the stripe 2, 6 anterior borders

and stripe 1, 2, 5 posterior borders. In the parameter consensus analysis

(Table 3.4), there is very strong consensus toward eve repression on odd in
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both class A and class B circuits. Based on the above results I conclude

eve repression on odd in black as the �rst level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

hairy h was found to be repressing odd (Jiménez et al., 1996). In h mutant

embryo, broadening of odd expression is observed.

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.10), h is an essential repressor on all

borders, and a critical repressor on the stripe 6 anterior and stripe 5 posterior

borders. In circuit A2 and B1, however, h is not required. In the parameter

consensus analysis (Table 3.4), there is only consensus toward h repression on

odd in the lower priority sets of class B circuits. Based on the above results

I conclude h repression on odd in black as the �rst level regulation in the

ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

runt run was found to be repressing odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004). In run

null mutant embryos, primary odd stripes disappear essentially completely.

In the major circuit A2 (Table A.10), run is a critical activator on the

stripe 5 and 6 anterior borders, and the stripe 3, 4 and 6 posterior borders. In

circuit B1, run is a critical activator on all borders. In the parameter consensus

analysis (Table 3.4), there is strong consensus toward run activation on odd

in the higher priority set of circuits. Based on the above results I conclude

run activation on odd in magenta as the third level regulation in the ensemble

regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

ftz ftz was found to be activating odd (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004; Nasiadka

and Krause, 1999). In a ftz mutant embryo, ftz is found to be required in

order to maintain odd expression. In a hs-ftz embryo, odd is rapidly activated.
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In the major circuit A1 (Table A.10), ftz is a critical activator for all

borders. In the parameter consensus analysis (Table 3.4), there is signi�cant

consensus toward ftz activation on odd of both classes of circuits. Based on

the above results I conclude ftz activation on odd in black as the �rst level

regulation in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

odd No literature were found here for odd auto-regulation.

In the major circuit A1 (Table A.10), odd is an essential auto-activator for

all borders. In the parameter consensus analysis (Table 3.4), there is consensus

toward odd auto-repression in the lower priority sets of the class A circuits,

and moderate consensus toward auto-activation in the other sets of circuits.

Hence I conclude odd auto-activation in magenta as the third level regulation

in the ensemble regulatory map (Fig. 4.1).

B.5.4 odd regulation by pair-rule genes summary

First level regulations (black) The �rst level of odd regulations by pair

rule genes in black in Fig. 4.1 indicating interactions with high level consensus

between circuits and literature. The interactions include eve repression on

odd, h repression on odd and ftz activation on odd.

In the literature (Table A.25), eve repression on odd is supported by Jaynes

and Fujioka (2004); Fujioka et al. (1995); Manoukian and Krause (1992);

Kobayashi et al. (2001). In eve mutant embryo, odd expression remains from

the anterior-most cells of each Ftz-stripe (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004). Ectopic

expression of eve in hs-eve embryo also rapidly repressed odd (Manoukian and

Krause, 1992). h repression on odd is supported by Jiménez et al. (1996). In

h mutant embryo, broadening of odd expression is observed. ftz activation on
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odd is supported by Jaynes and Fujioka (2004); Nasiadka and Krause (1999).

In ftz mutant embryo, ftz is found required to maintain odd expression. In

hs-ftz embryo, odd is rapidly activated.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.6), eve repression on odd is supported by all

three major circuits as a critical repressor. h repression on odd is supported

by circuit A1 as an essential repressor. ftz activation on odd is supported

by circuit A1 as a critical activator. In the parameter distribution analysis

(Table 3.4), eve repression on odd is supported by strong consensus of both

classes of circuits. h repression on odd is supported by consensus in the lower

priority sets of class B circuits. ftz activation on odd is supported by signi�cant

consensus of both classes of circuits.

Third level regulations (magenta) The third level of odd regulations by

pair rule genes in magenta in Fig. 4.1, indicating interactions found by circuits,

but may contradict to literature. The interactions include run activation on

odd and odd auto-activation.

In the literature (Table A.25), run repression on odd is supported by Jaynes

and Fujioka (2004). In run null mutant embryo, primary odd stripes disap-

pear essentially completely. There is no literature conclusions for odd auto-

activation.

In the major circuits (Fig. 4.6), run activation on odd is supported by

circuit B1 as a critical activator. odd auto-activation is supported by circuit

A1 as an essential activator. In the parameter distribution analysis (Table 3.4),

run activation on odd is supported by strong consensus of the higher priority

set of circuits.
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Fourth level regulations (cyan) The fourth level odd regulations by pair

rule genes in cyan in Fig. 4.1, indicating stripe speci�c pair rule cross regula-

tions found in the circuits (only the critical regulators are shown in Fig. 4.1

to Fig. 4.7). The interactions include run activation on the stripe 3 posterior

border, run activation on the stripe 4 posterior border, run activation on the

stripe 5 anterior border, h activation on the stripe 5 posterior border, run

activation on the stripe 6 anterior border, h repression on the stripe 6 anterior

border and run activation on the stripe 6 posterior border.
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